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In today’s world there is a need for products and services that are accessible to all 

individuals.  Universal Design is the concept that products and environments should be 

usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or 

specialization.  There is a growing need for such products. However, many products are 

not accessible to all potential customers, arguably due to a lack of experience, design 

tools, and engineering methods for creating universally designed products.  This research 

compares paired products to determine the differences between “Universal Design (UD)” 

and “Standard” Products.  For each pair of products, a functional model and activity 

diagram were developed and analyzed.  For each product pair, the identified differences 

in the products were recorded in a Universal Design differences database.  Through 

systematic analysis of the Universal Design differences database and other research in 

Universal Design, a set of three Handheld Universal Design Tools was created.  The 

toolset consists of the Handheld Universal Design Checklist, The Handheld Universal 

Design Guidelines, and the Handheld Universal Design Matrix.  These three tools are 

designed to be used in the concept generation phase of product design or redesign. The 

Handheld Universal Design Tools were evaluated using a human subjects experiment. 

Control and test groups were asked to generate concepts for redesigning a product. The 

metrics of quality, universality, laterality, senior usability and inclusivity were used to 
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evaluate the design concepts.   The results of the study suggest that Handheld Universal 

Design Tools assist engineers in generating design concepts appropriate for Universally 

Designed products.  As a part of the research, Universal Design was presented to first 

year mechanical engineering students with pre- and post- surveys on the students’ 

perceptions of engineering. Subsequent analysis of the surveys indicated that exposure to 

Universal Design affects students’ perceptions of engineers’ overall role in society and 

their capacity to help others.  The Handheld Universal Design Checklist, Guidelines and 

Matrix represent an initial step to provide engineers with tools to create Universally 

Designed products. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

1.1 UNIVERSAL DESIGN 

In today’s world there is a need for products and services that are accessible to all 

individuals.  Price, availability, usability, complexity or other factors often cause 

products and services to be unavailable to certain segments of the population.  One 

section of the population often left out of mainstream products is those who have 

assistive needs. Other parts of the population are “disabled by design” due to the 

unnecessary difficulties some products present for many users [1]. Products are 

sometimes not available, come with a social stigma, and/or come at a high price due to 

specialty use and low production volumes. Modern society’s general consumption of 

mass-produced goods sold by large retailers provides a growing need for products that 

are designed for the whole population [2]. In the United States and around the world a 

growing percentage of the population has a disability affecting their daily lives.  From 

aging baby boomers to the very young, many of these people do not want to be labeled as 

needing “assistive technology,” but instead want to use products that cost, feel, and look 

like everyone else’s products [3]. 

Universal Design is the concept that products and environments should be usable 

by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or 

specialization.  Universal Design was developed in the field of architecture in an attempt 

to ensure all individuals could successfully interact with building environments.  

Architects found that as changes were made to housing designs to accommodate those 

with assistive needs, other groups of the general population were also enjoying the ease 

of use.  Curb cuts in sidewalks serve as an example. Modifications to city sidewalks were 

originally focused on granting access to sidewalks to those individuals who use 
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wheelchairs.  However, a wide variety of the population takes advantage of this 

modification to the environment, whether a parent pushing a stroller, delivery personnel 

wheeling a cart, a visually impaired individual identifying a safe crossing point, or a high 

schooler texting on a phone without tripping.  This Universal Design change in the 

sidewalk benefits a wide percentage of the population. 

From easy-to-use door handles to access ramp modifications, the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) has driven changes to both public and private buildings in the 

United States.  Similar changes in telecommunication devices have also been driven by 

legislation.  To many, this legislation was needed because access to public space and 

services was not available to certain segments of the population.  Changes to small 

consumer and workplace products do not have the same perceived political justification 

for legislating greater usability. If legislation of this sort were enacted, how would it be 

prescribed?  Mandating the slope of a wheelchair ramp is simpler to define legislatively 

than legislating that a product be operated with either one or two hands.  In our market-

driven capitalistic society, products are designed and manufactured based on perceived 

market demand.  When surveyed, businesses expressed a desire to make their products 

useable by a wider population, but were unsure how they could achieve this [3]. 

For the sake of discussion, let us examine a hypothetical company that makes 

calculators.  The company spends its resources and materials on the development and 

manufacturing of the calculators, focusing on improvements in processing speed, the 

housing, energy consumption and other features that it has experience and expertise 

working with.  The company’s management may want a more accessible product, but 

does not know what small modifications to the product could be made without having a 

large impact on the major product performance metrics.  Would the company be 
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interested in having its design engineers use systematic tools and methods for providing 

universal access to its calculators with minimal impact to the design process? 

A study of industry found that knowing how to design products that could be used 

by individuals with disabilities was very important, but companies did not believe this 

knowledge was fully available.  Current sets of principles and guides for Universal 

Design were created to be used across built-environment, communication and physical 

products [4].  For the principles to be applicable to all three areas, they are worded in an 

abstract form that can be difficult to apply to products directly.  It is the author’s belief 

that a set of simple tools could provide a method to improve universal design for small 

consumer and workplace products to the tipping point that corporations might use them.   

1.2 PERCEPTIONS OF ENGINEERING  

There is also a need for more individuals with engineering and technical skills to 

solve the technical challenges of products society wants and needs.  The public’s 

perception of engineers is that only individuals who love and excel at math and science 

choose engineering careers. Studies indicate individuals cite monetary gain and job 

security as the main reasons for joining the engineering profession [5]. Can exposing 

students to universal design change their perceptions engineering?  This research seeks to 

determine if exposing students to the concept of universal design as practiced by 

engineers, with the purpose of ensuring all individuals can use their products, might 

affect the students’ perception of the engineering profession. 

 

1.3 HYPOTHESIS 

This research seeks to explore two hypotheses in the universal design research 

domain.  
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First Hypothesis 

When performing design of small consumer and workplace products, engineers 

generate conceptual designs more appropriate for Universally Designed products (as 

judged by experts in the field) when equipped with the following: (1) handheld products 

engineering evaluation tool for Universal Design, (2) Universal Design Guidelines for 

handheld products, and (3) Indicators and Facilitators for handheld products. 

 

Second Hypothesis 

Exposing individuals to the concepts of designing products so that all individuals 

can use the, (i.e., Universal Design) positively affects their perceptions of engineers’ 

overall role in society, engineers’ capacity to help others and personal reasons for 

pursuing engineering. 

 

1.4 DISSERTATION STRUCTURE 

The dissertation is laid out in nine chapters.  The first chapter gives an 

introduction to universal design and engineering perceptions along with the two 

hypotheses.  The second chapter reviews literature relevant to the motivation for 

Universal Design, the engineering design process, previous research in Universal Design, 

Universal design in architecture, Universal Design in industry, perceptions of 

engineering, and Universal Design in education.  Chapter three focuses on a preliminary 

study of using Universal Design in the engineering.  The study was designed to evaluate 

the applicability of the Universal Design Performance Measure for Products (UDPMP) 

tool for assisting engineers in the universal design of consumer products.  Chapter Four 

describes the paired comparison of Universal and Standard products, and the subsequent 
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classing of the differences in the products. Chapter five describes the handheld Universal 

Design Toolset.  Chapter six focuses on the evaluation of the handheld Universal Design 

toolset.  Chapter seven focuses on the analysis of the results from evaluation of the 

handheld Universal Design toolset.  Chapter eight describes the engineering perceptions 

survey instrument, evaluation process and perceptions analysis.  Chapter nine is focused 

on conclusions and future work. 
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Chapter 2  
Literature Review 

2.1 MOTIVATION FOR UNIVERSAL DESIGN 

Universally designed products are those that render their functions available to the 

widest possible range of users without customization. Creating accessible products has 

been shown to decrease cost and increase market share while benefitting all users [6]. 

The terminology for the concept goes by different names around the world, but with 

similar definitions.  The dominant term for the concept in the UK and northern Europe is 

Design-for-all. In the United States and Japan Universal Design is the dominant 

terminology, with Inclusive Design also being used. The goal of universal design and 

other terms with similar definitions is not simply to modify designs for assistive needs, 

but rather to change the design process so that all users have access to products without 

modification. 

 

2.1.1 Growing Population 

Studies indicate that the number of individuals in the US population over the age 

of 65 is projected to continually increase [7].  By 2021, half the UK population will be 

over 50 [8]. This growing senior population contributes an increasing fraction of the 

estimated 8.6 million people in the US who have difficulty with one or more activities of 

daily living [9]. About 15% of the US population has one or more chronic medical 

condition that restricts their everyday activities [10].  Thus, this increasingly large group 

drives the market needs for more products that are universally designed. 
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2.1.2 Americans with Disabilities Act 

To date, industry adoption of universal design has been heavily influenced by 

government regulation. In the United States, implementation of universal design has 

primarily focused on compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act standards. 

These ADA standards have led to major changes to public buildings and working 

environments [11]. As ADA standards have moved into the private realm, markets have 

developed for building universally designed homes that far exceed the minimum ADA 

building requirements [12]. On a global scale, both government regulations and 

international commissions have been driving the international implementation of 

universal design in building design [13].  In the United Kingdom the Disability 

Discrimination Act 1995 and Special Education Needs and Disability Act 2001 

legislation have had similar effects as the ADA in the US [14]. 

 

2.1.3 Telecommunication act 

In addition, Section 255 of the United States Telecommunications Act of 1996 

has also resulted in increased accessibility of communication products. One of the 

objectives of the act is to assist all individuals who use telecommunication devices 

through the incorporation of universal design [15]. This act has led to the establishment 

of standards for products, such as webpages, televisions and telephones, which are 

accessible to a wide range of individuals. Public demand for universally designed 

telephones has led to development by AT&T and Verizon of telephones exhibiting 

features of universal design that are marketed towards senior citizens and individuals 

with disabilities [16]. 
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2.1.4 Government purchasing 

Section 508 of the 1998 revision of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has also 

prompted companies that seek to be US government-approved suppliers to evaluate the 

accessibility of their products [17]. The Rehabilitation Act requires suppliers to submit a 

Voluntary Product Accessibility Template when attempting to sell electronic and 

information technology products to the United States Government. Not unexpectedly, this 

initiative has had limited success in encouraging the development of accessible products 

as some businesses report that they only comply with the act when the purchasing agent 

requires them to produce the forms [18]. Thus, without consistent enforcement of the act, 

there is not sufficient motivation for businesses to alter their design processes. In 

response to this situation, the government has established a precedent of stripping some 

companies of their contracts for failure to meet Section 508 requirements [19].  

 

2.1.5 Industrial desire to make products all individuals can use 

All of these government actions have encouraged universal design in specific 

isolated industries, but has not led to widespread adoption. Therefore, the application of 

universal design to the creation of consumer products is an area where additional tools 

and research are needed. In a recent study on universal design of consumer products, 85 

percent of the corporations surveyed felt that knowing how to initially design their 

products to make them more usable by people with disabilities was very important [20]. 

Ninety-two percent of these study respondents did not believe this knowledge was fully 

available at their companies [20]. These findings demonstrate the need for more 

engineering tools for creating universally designed products. 
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2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW – ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS 

Extensive research has been done on creating specific tools and methodologies in 

engineering design of products [21-29].  These tools and methodologies allow engineers 

to follow standard practices to mitigate common design issues.  This research looks to 

add to the body of knowledge with tools and systematic processes to enhance Universal 

Product Design. The research focuses on using functional modeling and activity diagrams 

as ways to develop tools to assist engineering design.  This section reviews modeling of 

functions of products and users’ interactions with products. 

 

2.2.1 Functional Modeling 

Functional modeling is one of the tools that engineers can use to better understand 

a product; it provides a means of decomposing a product’s overall function into a series 

of small, easy to solve sub-functions [30].  The proper combination of the sub-functions 

represents the complete functionality of the product.  Functional modeling has its origins 

in Value Engineering, developed by Larry Miles in the late 1940’s [31].  Value 

Engineering is a systematic process to categorize and improve the value of a product or 

process.  With Value Engineering, functional analysis is used to convert the value of the 

product or process to a set of words representing functions.  The purpose of a product in 

an application is described in words that depict its functions.  A simple example is a car 

used for commuting to work.  In this application, the function of the car is to transport the 

user from home to work and from work to home.  Value engineering suggests analyzing 

the cost of owning and maintaining the car and comparing it to the cost of other forms of 

transportation that cost less, such as a bicycle.  A bicycle could fulfill the same basic 

function of transporting the user from home to work and back.  Under the principle of 

value engineering, if the bicycle fulfills the function of transporting at a lower cost, then 
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it is superior in that application.  Value engineering has also been used to reduce 

manufacturing cost by assigning a fraction of the cost of manufacturing the product to 

each function the product performs.  This analysis of the cost of the product is used to 

determine which function of the product should be addressed to achieve the greatest cost 

reduction. 

 

Value engineering provides the important concept of using active-verb-object 

descriptions to generalize a product’s function.  The use of active-verb-object 

descriptions of functions was later adopted by Pahl and Beitz, who established a 

graphical method for representing designs functionally [32].  The Pahl and Beitz 

representation, called a function structure, models a product’s functions as boxed verb 

phrases describing the functions.  They use arrows to represent the flows of energy, 

materials, and signals connecting the functions.  The graphical nature of their approach 

provides a compact, efficient functional representation that exploits the visual aptitude of 

designers, providing at once a global overview of a product’s functionality as well as 

details of all its sub-functions.  

Functional models are an established way to abstractly trace how materials, 

energy, and signals flow through and are transformed by a product. A functional model 

consists of the sub-functions within a product or system that act on the materials, energy, 

and signals as they flow into, through, and out of the system [21]. Functional modeling 

thus provides a means for decomposing a product’s overall function into a set of simpler 

sub-functions, allowing product comparison at this abstract level [30]. As shown in 

Figure 1, signals, energy, and materials are both inputs to and outputs from the overall 

product function, which is represented by the dashed line perimeter box. Further, the 
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functional model tracks these flows as they interact with the various sub-functions within 

the product.  

 

 

Figure 1: Example Functional Model 

 

  

Figure 3 shows an example function structure of the Black and Decker 

AutoClamp shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Black and Decker AutoClamp 
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Figure 3: Black and Decker AutoClamp Function Structure 

 

Pahl and Beitz’s work also includes an analysis of sets of functions identified by 

other authors, including Rodenacker, Roth, Krumhauer and Koller [23].  Pahl and Beitz 

devised a set of five generally valid functions from this analysis. Pahl and Beitz’s work 

provided a foundation of functional analysis as a way of designing and improving a 

product or process.  Functional analysis was further developed with Little’s Functional 

Pareto Analysis, an approach for relating product functions and customer needs [25].  

McAdams contributed Functional Tolerance Design, including the step-by-step process 

for the addition of a tuning parameter to a product [26]. 
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Paul and Beitz, along with Little [25], McAdams [26], and others, created the 

foundation of functional analysis used by Stone and Wood to develop the Functional 

Base Set [33].  This set of functions provides a more unified way to compare functions 

from different products.  The Functional Base Set was also used to provide a common 

language for supporting a computer-based functional model repository. 

 

In an effort to create a standardized common language of functional modeling, the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) produced a technical note based 

on analyzing functional modeling research [21].  As a part of this work, Stone and Wood 

used their Functional Base Set, a refined set of functions and flows, to establish the 

Functional Common Basis.  The Functional Common Basis established a common 

language that allows functional models created by different individuals to be directly 

compared and analyzed.  The Functional Common Basis was created by an extensive 

review of past efforts to establish function and flow terminology and is founded on an 

empirical study of functional analyses of over a hundred products [34]. This set of 

generally valid functions provides a high level set of functions that Ford Motor Company, 

NIST, and many others have used in functional modeling research [21].  The functions of 

the products were mapped to the function representation to verify that the language of the 

basis was complete.  The Functional Common Basis is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1:  Functional Common Basis [21] 

Class Basic Flow class 
restricted Synonyms 

Channel 

Import  Input, Receive, Allow, Form entrance, Capture 
Export  Discharge, Eject, Dispose, Remove 

Transfer Transport (M) Lift, Move 
Transmit (E) Conduct, Convey 

Guide Translate Direct, Straighten, Steer 
Rotate Turn, Spin 

 Allow DOF Constrain, Unlock 

Support 

Stop  Insulate, Protect, Prevent, Shield, Inhibit 
Stabilize  Steady 
Secure  Attach, Mount, Lock, Fasten, Hold 
Position  Orient, Align, Locate 

Connect Couple  Join, Assemble, Attach 
Mix  Combine, Blend, Add, Pack, Coalesce 

Branch 

Separate  Switch, Divide, Release, Detach, Disconnect, 
Disassemble, Subtract, Valve 

 Remove (M) Cut, Polish, Sand, Drill, Lathe 
Refine  Purify, Strain, Filter, Percolate, Clear 
Distribute  Diverge, Scatter, Disperse, Diffuse, Empty 
Dissipate  Absorb, Dampen, Dispel, Diffuse, Resist 

Provision 
Store  Contain, Collect, Reserve, Capture 
Supply  Fill, Provide, Replenish, Expose 
Extract   

Control 
magnitude 

Actuate  Start, Initiate 

Regulate  Control, Allow, Prevent, Enable/Disable, Limit, 
Interrupt 

Change  Increase, Decrease, Amplify, Reduce, Magnify, 
Normalize, Multiply, Scale, Rectify, Adjust 

Form  Compact, Crush, Shape, Compress, Pierce 

Convert Convert  Transform, Liquefy, Solidify, Evaporate, 
Condense, Integrate, Differentiate, Process 

Signal 

Sense  Perceive, Recognize, Discern, Check, Locate 
Indicate  Mark 
Display  Show 
Measure  Calculate 
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2.2.2 Activity Diagrams 

An Activity diagram is a tool that allows an engineer to define and map the 

interaction of a user with a product.  The activity diagram is composed of blocks of 

activities a user performs on or with the product.  Each block represents one activity the 

user can perform in the lifecycle of the product.  The activity diagram provides an 

abstract representation of the activities the user must perform with the product to achieve 

the purpose of the product.  For example, what must the user do to open a can with a can 

opener?  Figure 4 shows an activity diagram of a can opener.   
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Figure 4: Can Opener Activity Diagram 

By definition, the activity diagram is a causal flow diagram of the usage process 

that illuminates lifecycle, transportation, and user interface related concerns [34]. To 

date, research has not produced a set of defined terms for activity diagrams similar to the 

Functional Common Basis. 
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2.2.3 Functional Interaction Model 

The Functional Interaction Model (FIM) is a single integrated tool for capturing 

the functions of a product and the corresponding user interactions [35].  A standard 

function model focuses solely on the internal functions of the product.  The FIM is an 

attempt to integrate the aspects of an activity diagram and a functional model in a single 

model.  This combination model includes the interaction with the environment, other 

products and the user.  In a FIM, the activities and functions are classified as active and 

passive functions.  Dan McAdams at Texas A&M University has presented a variation of 

this model coined an action-function diagram, an example of which is shown in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Rotary Cutter Action-Function Diagram [36] 

Active functions are performed by the product while passive functions are 

performed on the product.  These functions are usually not part of a typical functional 
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model.  This research supports the concept that looking at both functional models and 

activity diagrams is needed to see the full scope of a product. 

 

2.2.4 Design Tools 

Design tools are resources that have been created to assist in the design process.  

This section looks at different areas of success use of tools to influence the design 

process.  These examples of research areas that use design tools for particular needs show 

the potential that a similar analogous set of tools can be created for Universal Design of 

handheld products. 

 

2.2.4.1 Americans with Disabilities Act Standards for Accessible Design  

The ADA standards have led to major changes in public building and working 

environment standards [11].  Markets for building universally designed homes that far 

exceed the ADA building requirements have developed [12].  The ADA standards 

themselves are considered a tool for assisting the design of buildings and approaches to 

building that allow use by all individuals [37].   The ADA standards include high-level 

guidelines with statements like “is readily accessible to and usable by individuals with 

disabilities.” The standards also include explicit parameters such as those shown in the 

following quote. 

 

It (theater seat) is located within the area of an auditorium in which the 

vertical viewing angles (as measured to the top of the screen) are from the 40th to 

the 100th percentile of vertical viewing angles for all seats as ranked from the 
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seats in the first row (1st percentile) to seats in the back row (100th percentile) 

[37] 

 

The ADA standards’ effects on changing building design have led to International 

Universal Design of buildings also being driven by both government regulations and 

international commissions [38].   

 

2.2.4.2 Transformer Theory 

Transformer design methodology tools assist an engineering designer with 

knowing when and how to implement a transformation design. The Transformer theory is 

an example of how the design process can be enhanced to serve a specific need.  A 

transformer is defined as a system that exhibits a state change in order to facilitate a new 

functionality or enhance an existing functionality [39].  Transformable products are 

defined as those with two or more functional states.  The difference between a 

transformational and standard product occur in the functional and morphological 

realizations.  In an effort to find tools that could assist in this type of change, research 

was conducted on the morphological and functional differences in the comparison of 

products, along with analysis of the theory of inventive problem solving (TRIZ) 

Principles [40] and biological systems [41]. This research resulted in a set of T-Cards; the 

cards incorporate the transformation principles and facilitators and are used in the 

concept generation process.  Figure 6 shows some of examples of T-Cards. 
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Figure 6: T-Cards for Segment, Fold and Utilize Flexible Material [42] 

The use of the T-Cards to influence the conceptual design process demonstrates 

that an analogous set of Universal Design tool for handheld products could be made. 
 
  

2.3 RESEARCH ON UNIVERSAL DESIGN 

2.3.1 Seven Principles of Universal Design 

Universal Design was first promoted in the United States by Ron Mace of North 

Carolina State University in 1985 to communicate a design approach that could be used 

by a wider range of individuals [43]. In 1997 The Center for Universal Design led an 

effort that included a group of U.S. experts analyzing building and product case studies to 

develop a widely accepted set of seven principles of universal design [44]. These seven 

principles of universal design are listed below with brief explanations [44]: 

 

1. Equitable Use – the design is marketable and useful to people with diverse 

abilities. 
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2. Flexibility in Use – the design accommodates a wide range of individual 

preferences and abilities. 

3. Simple and Intuitive Use – use of the design is easy to understand, regardless of 

the user’s experience, knowledge, language skills, or cognitive abilities. 

4. Perceptible Information – the design communicates necessary information 

effectively to the user. 

5. Tolerance for Error – the design minimizes hazards and the adverse 

consequences of accidental or unintended actions. 

6. Low Physical Effort – the design can be used efficiently and comfortably and with 

a minimum of fatigue. 

7. Size and Space for Approach and Use – appropriate size and space is provided for 

approach, reach, manipulation, and use, regardless of user’s body size, posture, or 

mobility. 

 

The design principles are intended to assist “designers” who focus on built 

environments, products, and communication [45].  A wide variety of organizations and 

companies in multiple countries have used these seven principles to define concepts of 

universal design [46-49]. By interpreting the principles for applications from home 

remodeling to website development, many companies espouse the use of these principles 

[46-48]. As these same companies lack transparency regarding the implementation of the 

seven principles, their methods for applying the principles are not publicly know. Any 

other company seeking to incorporate universal design must develop a unique method of 

implementation. Many of these companies focus their discussion of universal design on 

building features and no industry standard or generally recognized methodology for 
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incorporating the principles of universal design in the engineering design process has 

been developed. 

 

2.3.2 Universal Design Performance Measure for Products 

To analyze accessibility of products, the Center for Universal Design created the 

Universal Design Performance Measure for Products (UDPMP) tool, also called the 

Universal Design: Product Evaluation Countdown. The UDPMP is based on the seven 

principles of universal design [50]. The tool is described as a guideline for a non-

engineering “designer” (often an industrial designer or graphic artist) to evaluate a 

product’s usability [51]. The tool consists of a set of 29 written statements shown in 

Appendix A. The research of this group has not produced tools focused on engineering 

aspects of product design. 

 

2.3.3 Cambridge Engineering Design Center 

Clarkson, Zitkus, and others at the Cambridge Engineering Design Center have 

conducted research in the area of “design for all” and inclusive design. This team of 

researchers has conducted extensive studies focused on the needs of companies in the 

United Kingdom who wish to make their products more accessible [52]. The body of 

work determined the commonly cited reasons for not making products that are accessible 

to all are insufficient financial resources, inadequate access to product users and lack of 

demand for the accessible designs.  Of the companies receptive to making inclusive 

design, most would like readily packaged tools for product designers or specialists to 

obtain user perspectives [53].  This area of research has often focused on evaluating a 

finished product to determine which population can use, or is excluded from using, the 
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product [54]. Analysis of a set of users’ abilities to interact with a product has been 

performed through several case studies.  One prominent study was focused on a kettle.  

The research study determined the level of capabilities needed to use the kettle in the 

areas of motion, sensory and cognition, focusing not on the average user but on the user 

with impairments [55]. The research is client-centered design with the inclusion of focus 

groups and individuals with assistive needs.  The evaluation of exclusion of users is 

another perspective on a product’s accessibility.  This research group has focused on 

user-centered methods, using observational interviews, expert interviews, and survey 

data.  This research group has focused several studies on clinical user forums: the direct 

interaction of a designer and users with disabilities  [56,57].  The research has also 

looked at computer aided design and inclusivity  [58].  This research has not produced a 

comprehensive set of tools that engineers can use to develop “Universal Design” or 

“Design for all” products. 

 

2.3.4 Texas A&M University 

Researchers at Texas A&M University have analyzed adaptation of ADA 

Architectural design knowledge to assist in UD product design [59]. This research group 

has promoted the analysis of universally designed products by the comparison of paired 

standard and universally designed products [60], similar to preliminary research done by 

the author. The researchers have developed a style of comparing products combines 

identification of the product’s functions and the user interactions with the product in a 

framework they call an action function diagram [61].  The research advocates the use of a 

design process that includes action function diagrams in the early stages of the design 

process. This research group has compared action function diagrams of sets of paired 
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products.  Through the use of the Apriori Algorithm, the group has developed two 

preliminary sets of rules from the sets of paired products.  Through the analysis of the 

similarities in the rules developed from the two separate data sets, the researchers 

concluded that a comprehensive set of rules could be developed.  The researchers’ first 

product comparison led them to propose that the rules would be dominated by functional 

changes [62], but the analysis of a second set of paired products produced rules more 

evenly distributed across parametric, functional and morphological differences in 

products. McAdams has also looked to investigate ADA relevance to design tools [63].  

This supports the author’s preliminary research that guidelines should address all three 

areas of product change.  McAdams’ work is focused on refining rules and determining if 

they can be used to create product families based on sharing common components that 

make the product universal. 

 

2.3.5 University of Buffalo 

Additional academic research has focused on developing a quantitative 

assessment of the universal design of products through various approaches [64,65]. 

Beecher and Paquet have focused on developing a usability testing survey that is based 

on the seven principles of universal design [27]. As a part of the study, they 

independently correlated the statements of the Center for Universal Design’s UDPMP 

tool to the seven principles. This study did not produce a tool that could consistently 

measure the usability of the product.  This research was stymied by variances in 

assessments from differing evaluators. The qualitative nature of the assessments made 

consistent results between evaluators difficult.  
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2.3.6 University of Texas at Austin 

Hansen sought a single metric for the assessment of Universal Design in products 

[28].  The research analyzed the use of the UDPMP tool as a way to define an 

accessibility metric and came to the conclusion that the UDPMP tool needed further 

refinement before it could be used as a quantitative measure.  Much of this research 

focused on the component parts, assembly modules and interactions that parts have with 

each other and the user.  The research indicates that the larger the number of parts of the 

product the human interfaces with, the less accessible the product [28]. Hansen also came 

to the conclusion that the embodiment of an “activate” plus “regulate” function pair and 

the inclusion of a “guide” or “secure“ function in a product resulted in the product being 

more accessible.  This research analyzed products individually, not as pairs of standard 

and universally designed products.  The research showed that function structures could be 

used to glean insights about product accessibility.  

 

2.4. UNIVERSAL DESIGN IN ARCHITECTURE 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has been in effect since 1990 as a 

way to minimize structural and access barriers faced by individuals with disabilities [11].  

The majority of ADA guidelines focus on reducing the exclusion of individuals with 

disabilities.  This often entails adding additional options for access to structures.  In the 

more that 20 years the ADA guidelines have been in place, significant changes in access 

for all structures have been adopted. As ADA standards have moved into the private 

realm, markets have developed for building universally designed homes that far exceed 

the minimum ADA building requirements [12]. Large sets of high-quality UD resources 

are available in the architectural design domain [66-70].  These materials include 

qualitative high level guidelines as well as quantitative parametric guidelines on door 
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widths, room layouts, signage, and minimum distances.  Guidelines in the architectural 

domain are far more developed than they are in the Universal Handheld Product Design 

domain. 

  

2.5 UNIVERSAL DESIGN IN INDUSTRY 

Universal Design has been adopted in a wide range of ways.  One example is 

Lowe’s Home Improvement Corporation (Mooresville, NC, USA). Lowe’s uses the 

principles of Universal Design to create a separate product listing page on their website to 

help customers identify products that might help them maintain independence in the 

home. However, Lowe’s does not directly change the products they sell [71,72]. Pantech 

Mobile North America (Atlanta, GA, USA) and AT&T Incorporated (Dallas, TX, USA) 

partnered to create the Pantech Breeze phone based on the universal design principles 

[73].  In an effort to promote the phone to a larger market, the phone has two modes, one 

with more limited phone features designed to be easier to use, and one with full features 

and a more traditional setup.  The OXO Corporation (New York, NY, USA) is widely 

regarded as a leader in creating universally designed products [74].  OXO Corporation 

was founded in 1990 on the premise of designing handheld kitchenware that all people 

could use. The company is synonymous with products that exhibit the seven principles of 

universal design. Through the use of very talented designers, the company has 

successfully produced lines of hand held products that exhibit Universal Design 

principles.  Although its products are award-winning examples of universally designed 

products [75], the company considers the exact method they use to design products a 

trade secret, and thus OXO’s design methodology cannot be used as an industry standard 
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[76]. However, the presence of a line of products exemplifying universal design indicates 

that UD principles can be incorporated into design and that a UD tool is a realistic goal. 

 

2.6 PERCEPTIONS OF ENGINEERING 

The discussion about how engineering is perceived by students and the general 

public was raised to a new level with the release of the National Academy of Engineering 

publication Changing the Conversation – Messages for Improving Public Understanding 

of Engineering.  The report highlighted polling data that showed the public perceives that 

engineers are not as engaged with social and community concerns as scientists or as 

likely to play a role in saving lives [77].  This publication promotes position statements to 

change the perception of engineering.  These include statements describing engineering 

as inherently creative and concerned with human welfare [78]. 

 

Using Universal Design principles is a potential demonstration that engineers can 

be engaged in the development of products that promote human welfare.  The integration 

of Universal Design concepts into the engineering design process is an excellent 

opportunity to determine whether UD has the potential to affect individual perceptions of 

how engineers can help others. 

 

2.7 UNIVERSAL DESIGN AND EDUCATION 

The seven principles of Universal Design have been adapted to ensure education 

curricula reach the largest population possible.  The term Universal Design in this context 

has been used in education to describe the teaching of students in multiple ways, varying 

teaching media, techniques, and adapting learning to a wide variety of students [79].  The 
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Center for Applied Special Technology publishes a set of guidelines on Universal Design 

for Learning (UDL) that focuses on three main areas: representation, expression, and 

engagement [80]. This research is based on the seven principles of Universal Design, but 

is focused on the “curriculum” being accessible and usable by all students.  This 

derivation of UD research is not related to the creation or use of universally designed 

physical products, in education or any other domain.  This discussion of the difference 

between UDL and Universal Design for products is important when discussing the 

teaching of Universal Design of products methods in the classroom.  In general, the 

concepts of UDL are not linked to creating physical products that are useable by all 

people. 

 

A number of papers from the engineering education research community discuss 

Universal Design and engineering education. These discussions have focused on 

descriptions of students designing products that allow individuals with assistive needs to 

accomplish tasks [81-84].  The resulting products are not designed for the general 

population to use.  

 

2.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter presented an overview of the literature related to Universal Design, 

including academic research in Universal Design, and applications of Universal Design in 

architecture and industry. There were also discussions of the perceptions of engineers 

held by the public, and on the penetration of Universal Design into education research. 

This survey of literature in the area of Universal Design shows the lack of Universal 

Design tools and the need for tools and methods to create handheld Universally Designed 
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Products.  The next chapter investigates whether tools from general Universal Design 

theory can be used to assist in the redesign of handheld Universally Designed products.
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Chapter 3 
Engineering Applicability of a Universal Design Performance Measure 

Study 

3.1 PURPOSE OF THE UDPMP STUDY 

A preliminary study of using Universal Design in the engineering design process 

was conducted by the author [85].  This research was designed to evaluate the 

applicability of the Universal Design Performance Measure for Products (UDPMP) tool 

for assisting engineers in the universal design of consumer products. The preliminary 

research evaluated the following hypothesis: 

 

The UDPMP tool will assist engineers in generating effective quantitative metrics 

for use in the creation of universally designed products. 

This chapter discusses the research method for this experiment, results of the 

UDPMP on effective metrics, analysis of the metrics with respect to the seven UD 

principles and the use of functional models in comparison of products. 

 

3.2 RESEARCH APPROACH 

The evaluation of this hypothesis comprises three parts. In the first phase of the 

study, three standard kitchen products were evaluated by test (with UDPMP tool) and 

control (no tool) groups of practicing engineers.  The engineers were asked to list all the 

measurable ways to determine if a future version of this product would be improved so 

that everyone could use it. In the second phase, the metrics generated by these 

evaluations were physically measured on standard and universally designed products. 

The third phase involved functional modeling of both sets of kitchen products. The first 
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phase was an evaluation of the UDPMP tool’s effect on the design process. The second 

phase confirmed whether or not the UD products are superior to the standard products. 

The third phase identified functional enhancements that lead to superior performance of 

the UD products.  

 

3.3 CASE STUDY: KITCHEN PRODUCTS 

The first phase of the study was intended to determine if the Center for Universal 

Design’s UDPMP tool assisted engineers in a test group in generating more effective 

quantitative metrics related to universal design than did a control group that did not use 

the tool. This experiment was performed with ten practicing engineers evaluating the 

three standard products, each from different product areas. Handheld kitchen items were 

selected for evaluation as cooking is an essential part of an individual’s independence 

[86]. Additionally, kitchen products found in an average kitchen were selected as 

products that are used by the widest range of ages and demographics of consumers. The 

selected products were considered to be the standard available products in each product 

area and were purchased from national chain discount stores. The standard products 

tested were a can opener, corkscrew and a salad spinner, shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7: Standard kitchen products used in study 
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As part of this research approach human subject experimentation was conducted. 

To verify that the process would not have any detrimental effects on the participants an 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) evaluation was filed. The University of Texas Human 

Testing Review Board approved IRB 2009-02-10. All steps in this human study follow 

the process described in the IRB. The participants for this study were all practicing 

engineers, who have ABET-accredited engineering degrees in mechanical or electrical 

engineering. The group was a mixture of males and females between the ages of 22 to 55 

years of age. All of the participants volunteered to participate in this study. No participant 

received monetary compensation. 

All participants were first given a standard product and asked to use it for three 

minutes. Next, the individuals were given written instructions asking them to list all the 

measurable ways to determine if a future version of this product would be improved so 

that everyone could use it. All instructions were the same for both groups, except that the 

test group was given additional instructions asking them to use the UDPMP tool to assist 

them in the task. The participants were given seven minutes to write down as many 

metrics as possible. After seven minutes, all materials were removed and the test was 

started again for the next product. This cycle was repeated for a total of three standard 

products. The test methodology of this study was modeled on engineering design 

methods used by multiple researchers [87,88,89,90]. 

During the study, the participants recorded their metrics on the exercise 

worksheet. On the worksheet, the participants were asked to record each metric with units 

and to indicate whether an increase or a decrease in value would constitute an 

improvement in the metric. The request for units was intended to remind the subjects that 
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the goal was to produce quantifiable metrics. The metrics generated for each standard 

product were collected and analyzed in the second phase. 

 

 

3.4 MEASURING EFFECTIVE QUANTITATIVE METRICS 

The second phase of the experiment was intended to determine if the metrics 

identified in the first phase measure actual improvements between standard and 

universally designed products. The three standard kitchen products used in the first phase 

of the study were compared to three similar, but universally designed (UD), products 

from OXO Corporation, which are shown in Figure 8. OXO kitchen products were 

selected for this comparison as the OXO Corporation is widely recognized for creating 

products based on the seven principles of universal design and each product had received 

an award for universal design [91]. 

 

 

Figure 8: Award-winning UD kitchen products: can opener, corkscrew, and salad spinner 

 

An example of a test set-up for measuring a metric can be seen in Figure 9. In 

this test, the force to puncture a can with a can opener was measured. The can opener was 

placed in the vise and a force gauge was used to measure the force. This test set-up was 
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repeated for the standard can opener. Similar tests were also performed for the salad 

spinner and corkscrew metrics. 

 

 

Figure 9: Can Opener Test Set-up 

 

This study defined a quantitative metric as a measurable metric for which the 

participants listed a unit of measure during the study’s first phase. For a metric to be 

considered effective the measured value of the metric must be more desirable for the UD 

product than for the standard product. A metric was considered ineffective if the 

measured value for the UD product is less desirable than for the standard product. The 

desirability for each metric was based on the participants’ statements on how the metric 

could be improved. For instance, it would be more desirable for a can opener to require 

less force, as measured in pounds of force, to puncture a can than is required to operate a 

standard product. This comparison assumed that all of the generated metrics are equally 

important in the design of the product, which is an oversimplification. Further, the 

determination of metric efficacy assumed that the engineers correctly indicated whether 
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an increase or decrease in the metric increased the universal design attributes of the 

product. 

 

3.5 COMPARISON OF STANDARD AND UD PRODUCTS FUNCTIONAL MODELS 

The third phase of the study was intended to identify functional differences 

between the UD products and the standard products. For this phase, functional models 

were derived for all of the products. Functional models are an established way to 

abstractly trace how materials, energy, and signals flow through and are transformed by a 

product.  A functional model consists of the sub-functions within products that act on the 

materials, energy, and signals as they flow into, through, and out of a product [92]. 

Functional modeling thus provides a means for decomposing a product’s overall function 

into a set of simpler sub-functions, allowing product comparison at this abstract level 

[93]. As shown in Figure 10, signals, energy, and materials are both inputs to and outputs 

from the overall product function, which is represented by the dashed line perimeter box. 

Further, the functional model tracks these flows as they interact with the various sub-

functions within the product. 

 

Figure 10: Example Functional Model 
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For this phase of the study, the sub-functions in the functional models for a UD 

and standard product pair were compared to verify that the UD products contained all of 

the sub-functions of the standard products and to identify any additional sub-functions. 

The potential of providing additional services to the user via additional sub-functions was 

considered additional proof of increased universality. 

 

3.6 UDPMP STUDY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The hypothesis for this study asserted that, in using the UDPMP tool, engineers 

will generate effective quantitative metrics for use in universal design. In the first phase 

of the study, two groups of engineers generated quantitative metrics for product 

improvement, with the test group using the UDPMP tool to aid metric generation. The 

effectiveness of these quantitative metrics in predicting design improvement, i.e., 

increased universality, was examined during the study’s second phase by directly 

measuring the metric values for UD and standard products. This evaluation method 

yielded the difference in number of effective metrics generated by each group in the first 

phase, under the assumption that the UD products are actually superior (more effective) 

to the standard products. Functional modeling was used in the study’s third phase to 

validate this underlying assumption. 

 

3.6.1 Evaluation Case Study: Kitchen Products 

The number of metrics produced was used as the primary means of determining if 

the UDPMP tool assisted the engineers in generating more effective quantifiable metrics 

than engineers without the tool. Figure 11 shows that the test group (with the UDPMP 

tool) consistently generated more metrics than the control group. It is believed that the 
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UDPMP tools inspired the participants to think of more metrics than they would have 

otherwise considered. 

 

 

Figure 11: Total Number of Metrics Produced per Product 

 

A metric was considered effective in this study if the experimentally measured 

value of the metric for the UD product was more desirable, as defined by the practicing 

engineers, than the experimentally measured value for standard product.  Figure 12 

shows the number of effective quantifiable metrics produced by the test and control 

groups. Even after elimination of metrics determined to be ineffective, there were still 

considerably more quantifiable metrics generated by the group with the UDPMP tool 

than by the group without it. 
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Figure 12: Total Number of Effective Metrics per Product 

 

These results support the hypothesis that the UDPMP tool can guide engineers to 

identify additional effective quantifiable metrics to assess universal design needs. 

Further, it is probable that use of the tool in the design process will prompt engineers to 

consider the principles of universal design. Additional research in this area is needed, 

however, to move beyond conjecture and prove the usefulness of the UDPMP tool in the 

engineering design process. 

 

3.6.2 Effective Quantitative Metrics 

Each quantifiable metric generated during the first phase of the study was 
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by the control (no UDPMP tool) and test (with UDPMP tool) groups, respectively. The 

fourth and fifth columns list the measured value of each metric for the control (standard) 

and test (UD) kitchen products. The sixth column indicates whether the UD product 

showed a measured improvement over the standard product as defined by the 

participant’s indication of desired improvement direction. Column seven lists the UD 

principle most closely related to the corresponding metric. 

                       Table 2: Metric Data for Three Kitchen Appliances 

 

 

Overall, the majority of the metrics proposed were improved in the UD product 

versus the standard product. Thus, most of the quantitative metrics proved to be effective. 

Frequency, 
Control 
Group

Frequency, 
Test   
Group 

Standard 
Product 
Value

UD     
Product 
Value

Improved 
in UD 
Product

Principle 
of 
Universal 
Design 

Metric - Can Opener
Can be used by either hand 0 1 No No No 2
Coefficient of friction of handles 1 1 0.14 0.33 Yes 6
Force to rotate handle 1 5 2.29 lbf .34 lbf Yes 6
Force to puncture can 0 3 48.33 lbf 15.06 lbf Yes 6
Length of handle 1 2 5 5/8 inches 5 7/8 inches Yes 6
Surface area of handles 2 2 16 inches2 26 inches2 Yes 6
Travel distance required to insert can 1 1 1.25 inches 2.0 inches No 6
Time to open can 0 2 45 seconds 4 seconds Yes 6
Weight 2 0 .21 pounds .40 pounds No 6
Metric - Cork Puller
Has guidance for screw insertion 0 2 No Yes Yes 2
Force to insert into cork 0 2 1.42 lbf .97 lbf Yes 6
Force to remove cork 2 5 31.02 lbf 11.69 lbf Yes 6
Length of exposed screw beyond shroud 0 2 1.6 inches 0 inches Yes 5
Length of grip handle 1 0 3.5 inches 3.25 inches No 6
Lip diameter 1 0 1.2 inches 1.5 inches Yes 2
Length of screw 0 1 1.5 inches 3.5 inches Yes
Number of hands required 0 1 2 2 No 2
Number of turns 0 1 3 3 No 6
Surface area of grip handle 2 2 8.7 inches2 13 inches2 Yes 6
Time to extract cork 1 2 10 seconds 6 seconds Yes 6
Torque required to turn handle 1 4 .15 lb-ft .07 lb-ft Yes 6
Volume when stored 0 1 19 inches3 36 inches3 No
Metric - Salad Spinner
Coefficient of friction 1 0 0.12 0.31 Yes 6
Could be cleaned in the dishwasher 1 1 Not listed safe Listed as safe Yes
Force to spin 0 5 2.92 lbf 1.10 lbf Yes 6
Material thickness 1 0 .063 inches .125 inches Yes 5
Max RPM 1 1 168 RPM 420 RPM Yes
Movement while spinning 0 3 1 inches .25 inches Yes 6
Number of rotations after applying force 0 1 14 rotations 28 rotations Yes 6
Number of hands required 0 2 2 1 Yes 2
Percent of water that drips out of the device 1 0 1 0 Yes
Percent of water removed from the lettuce 0 3 0.42 0.68 Yes
Size on holes 1 1 4.25 inches2 No holes Yes 5
Size of knob 2 1 1.2 inches2 4.9 inches2 Yes 6
Storage size 0 1 486 inches3 380 inches3 Yes
Volume 4 1 381 inches3 297 inches3 No
Weight 1 0 .72 pounds 1.14 pounds No 6
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Also of note is the difference in metric repetition between the test and the control groups. 

Recall that both groups consisted of five people. The control (no UDPMP tool) group had 

no metric generated by every member of the group and had only one metric that was 

generated by a majority (three or more) of the group. That metric – increasing the size of 

the salad spinner – is arguably not even related to universal design, which will be 

discussed later. There were seven metrics listed by a majority of the test group, including 

three metrics listed by every member. The group’s three unanimously proposed metrics 

all related to decreasing the force required to operate the products, which is explicitly 

related to universal design principle six, “low physical effort.” The other frequently 

suggested metrics from the test group were related to either decreasing force to operate or 

increasing the performance of the product. 

While comparing the frequency of metrics proposed shows that the test group was 

more consistent than the control group, most of the identified metrics were proposed by a 

minority of the test group. Thus, while helpful, using the UDPMP tool does not guarantee 

that an individual designer will think of every way to improve a product. The results do 

imply that more metrics are likely to be identified with the tool than without it and that a 

team is better at generating diverse metrics than working alone. 

3.6.2.1 Metrics and the Seven Principles of Universal Design 
 

Even though the directions for the experiment asked the subjects to suggest 

improvements to make the products useable to a wider range of users, the engineers also 

suggested metrics for simply making the products more effective. Thus, while 

quantifiable, some metrics did not relate back to a principle of universal design. For 

example, three metrics generated for the salad spinner either related to more effective 

means and amounts of water extraction or to being dishwasher safe. Storage size was 
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suggested for two different products and, while a smaller storage size is handy, it is not 

directly related to a principle of universal design. Additionally, there were some 

suggested metrics that, while measureable, did not appear to make the products more 

useful to any group in particular. These included lengthening the corkscrew’s screw and 

increasing the volume of the salad spinner. While the former does not seem to 

accomplish much due to fairly uniform cork lengths, the latter is really just a matter of 

personal preference for the user’s particular application. 

Many of the principles of universal design lend themselves to subjective rather 

than objective evaluation. The metrics generated more closely related to three of the 

seven design principles: (2) “flexibility in use”, (5) “tolerance for error”, and (6) “low 

physical effort.” The study asked the engineers to list effective quantifiable metrics, 

which likely biased the metrics toward objective metrics. From this study data, it appears 

that subjective evaluation may more readily describe improvements in the four principles 

of (1) “equitable use”, (3) “simple and intuitive use”, (4) “perceptible information”, and 

(7) “size and space for approach and use.” Further, because of the directions given to the 

participants, the ensuing lack of metrics relating to these four principles should not be 

taken to mean that the UDPMP tool is unable to facilitate metric generation for all 

principles. Whether the tool facilitates subjective evaluation is beyond the scope of this 

study and a question for future research. 

3.6.2.2 Flexibility in Use 

Four of the five generated metrics relating to the second principle of universal 

design – flexibility in use – were only proposed by the test group. The one metric listed 

only by the control group (increasing corkscrew lip diameter) could be related to a test 

group metric (guidance for screw insertion). There was no note supplied, however, that 
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indicated whether the intent of increasing lip size was to guide screw insertion or simply 

to require less precision by the user. Regardless of intention, both metrics achieve the 

objective of guiding the user to insert the corkscrew with low accuracy, which directly 

relates to a UDPMP tool statement relating to this principle. 

The remaining three “flexibility in use” metrics all involved hands, either the 

number of hands required or usability by either hand. These hand-related metrics 

particularly demonstrate the influence of the UDPMP tool on the test group. The tool 

explicitly addresses usability by right or left hands and directs that the product allow 

imprecise movement or guides the user towards accurate use. 

Except for measuring the corkscrew’s lip diameter, the metrics related to this 

principle do not use typical units of measure. Instead, the majority of the metrics involved 

counting or noting the presence or absence of a feature. Both of these assessments are 

objective even if they do not use traditionally measured units. Further, the test group 

generated four times as many “flexibility in use” metrics as the control group, supporting 

the hypothesis. 

3.6.2.3 Tolerance for Error 

This principle appears to lead largely to subjective metrics about safety and 

drawing the user’s attention to specific, potentially harmful, elements. Even so, some of 

the safety aspects can be measured and, as such, three metrics were generated that relate 

to this principle. The three aspects all related to personal safety: decreasing the exposed 

length of the screw in the corkscrew, increasing the thickness of the salad spinner’s bowl 

to increase robustness if dropped, and decreasing or eliminating the large hole on top of 

the standard product salad spinner (too easy to catch a finger). These three metrics all 

relate to the UDPMP tool’s statement about mistakes being harmless. The metrics were 
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generated by both control and test groups with no significant difference in frequency. 

This even performance of the two groups in the area of safety may be a result of the 

current American culture’s obsession with addressing all perceived safety hazards, often 

at the direction of corporations’ legal departments. 

3.6.2.4 Low Physical Effort  

“Low physical effort” was the universal design principle that most often led to 

quantifiable metrics. As force, weight, torque, and rotation – among others – are 

straightforward to recognize and measure, quantitative metrics relating to this principle 

constituted the majority of the metrics generated. Essentially, if the metric indicated it 

was easier to turn, lift, puncture, squeeze, push, pull, or grip – comfortably and with 

minimal fatigue – then the metric fulfilled the intent of this principle. 

The test group (with the UDPMP tool) identified more metrics relating to the low 

effort principle than the control group (without the tool). To illustrate, twelve metrics 

were generated solely or more frequently by the test group than the control group, 

compared to five metrics that the control group suggested more frequently than the test 

group. Four metrics were suggested an equal number of times by both groups. When 

considering only the effective metrics, the test group generated eleven metrics more 

frequently versus two generated more often by the control group. Additionally, there 

were three effective metrics suggested with equal frequency by both groups. Thus, with 

the aid of the UDPMP tool, the test group generated a total of sixteen different metrics 

(fourteen were effective) related to “low physical effort” versus the control group’s nine 

“low physical effort” metrics (five were effective) generated without the tool. This 

marked increase in metric generation supports the hypothesis that the UDPMP tool can 

successfully facilitate the generation of quantifiable metrics for this principle. 
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3.6.3 UDPMP Functional Modeling Results 

The objective of the functional modeling phase of this study was to determine if 

the UD products were superior to the standard products by virtue of increased 

functionality. As such, the models were used to confirm that the UD products included all 

of the functions performed by the standard products. Any additional sub-functions that 

were found in the UD products were also supportive of design superiority, but only under 

the assumption that the additional sub-functions did not increase the force needed to 

operate the device. 

The direct one-to-one comparison of the functions of all three products revealed 

only one example of a function performed by the standard product and not by the UD 

product: the standard corkscrew is also capable of opening bottle caps. This finding was 

not considered significant because the primary purpose of the product is to remove corks 

and not bottle caps. Both the standard and UD corkscrews embodied all functions related 

to removing corks, as shown in Figure 7.  
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                    Figure 13: Functional Model of Standard and UD Corkscrew 

 

Further, the UD corkscrew required less than half of the force to remove the cork 

than the standard corkscrew required, allowing users with limited upper body strength to 

use it. Values for the force metrics are listed in Table 1. In addition to requiring less force 

for the sub-function “convert lateral force to torque,” the UD corkscrew has the added 

ability to remove the foil cap from the bottle, which is a necessary step prior to cork 

removal. Therefore, the UD corkscrew required less effort to operate than the standard 

product and increased functionality related to the primary function. 

The UD salad spinner, like the UD corkscrew, also features the sub-function 

“convert lateral force to torque,” as shown in Figure 8. Similar to the corkscrew products, 

the UD salad spinner requires less than half of the force to spin than the standard salad 

spinner. In this comparison, however, the standard product does not use the energy to 

spin the salad in the same way as the UD product.  
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                   Figure 14: Functional Model of Standard and UD Salad Spinner 

 

Comparing the flow of force to the point of the sub-function “spin solid” reveals 

the cause of the dramatic decrease in energy required to operate the UD salad spinner 

versus the standard salad spinner. For the UD salad spinner, the user applies force by 

pressing down on a knob. This linear force is then transformed to angular motion through 

gearing. In the standard product the force is applied through rotation of a small wheel, 

requiring greater dexterity and fine motor skills than the UD product. Also shown in 

Figure 8 is the additional sub-function “stop solid”, which models the UD salad spinner’s 

ability to stop the basket rotation. By stopping the basket, the user can safely remove the 

contents from the basket without waiting for the rotation to cease or without halting the 

movement by touching the basket. Thus, for the comparison of salad spinners, the UD 

product requires less energy and provides additional abilities versus the standard product. 
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                 Figure 15: Functional Model of Standard and UD Can Opener 

 

The can opener comparison, which is shown in Figure 9, shows that neither the 

UD nor the standard product had any additional sub-functions versus the other product. 

As shown in Figure 9, there are two main sub-functions that require energy to complete: 

“pierce solid” and “cut solid.” The force required to puncture the can with the UD can 

opener was less than a third of the force needed to do the same with the standard can 

opener. Similarly, the UD product needed less than a fifth of the force that the standard 

product required to cut the lid off of identical cans. The design superiority in the UD 

product is revealed not through additional functionality but through superior parametric 

performance. 

For all three of the product types, the UD product embodied all functions the 

standard product employed, with the exception of the corkscrew functions related to 

bottle cap removal. Further, by comparing the energy required to complete the same 

tasks, the superiority of the UD products was shown. Thus, the UD products exhibit 

superior design for the purposes of this UDPMP study. 
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3.7 LIMITATION OF UDPMP STUDY 

This research study has several limitations. The study is based on a small sample 

size and a limited range of products. The study is based on the assumption that all metrics 

generated have the same usefulness to the design of the products, which is an 

oversimplification that may be unjustified in some cases. 

 

3.8 UDPMP STUDY CONCLUSIONS 

The hypothesis of this study asserted that engineers who use the UDPMP tool will 

generate effective quantitative metrics for use in universal design of products. The 

hypothesis was tested by experiment, with two groups of engineers who were asked to 

identify quantitative metrics that would indicate design improvement for a particular set 

of kitchen tool products. The test group was asked to use the UDPMP tool during metric 

identification, while the control group did not use the tool.  The results of the experiment 

show that the UDPMP assisted the engineers in the test group for a limited subset of the 

universal design principles. In particular, the test group identified reduction in force for 

the user as an important metric for universally designed products. The metrics generated 

in the experiment were most commonly linked with principle six of the UDPMP tool, i.e., 

“low physical effort.” 

The identified metrics were then physically measured for the standard products as 

well as for paired award-winning UD products to determine if the metrics were indeed 

improved in the UD product. Additionally, a comparison of functional models of the 

products was performed to identify any functional differences between each pair of 

standard and UD products. Improvement in metrics associated with low physical effort 

was verified for the UD products over the standard products, and added functionality was 

identified in some of the UD products. The research indicates that engineers who were 
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given the UDPMP did generate more metrics that were improved in the UD versions of 

the products than engineers without the tool. This result indicates that the UDPMP tool 

can be used to assist engineers in designing and redesigning products that are more 

universally designed, supporting the hypothesis of this study. However, the metrics 

identified by the test group were associated with a limited number of the principles of 

universal design. Thus, the UDPMP research demonstrated the need to develop tools and 

methods to promote UD by engineers who design consumer products. 

The results of the functional modeling analysis show promising approaches for 

developing tools for universal design. Comparison of the functional models of the 

standard and UD product design raises intriguing questions. For instance, through 

analysis of functional models of paired standard and UD products, can patterns of change 

between the products be identified? Can areas of common difference in functional models 

predict areas of product improvement? Can functions or sets of functions in a product be 

identified as areas of focus for improving product universality?  These questions led to 

the experimentation that is discussed in chapter five.   

The UDPMP research also demonstrated that products with identical functional 

models could produce significant differences in the user experience. Thus, in addition to 

functional models, activity diagrams that map customer use of products should be 

analyzed to identify how user experience can be improved through universal product 

design. 

3.9 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

Chapter three focuses on the evaluation of and experimentation with using the 

UDPMP tool to assist engineers in the universal design of consumer hand held products.  

This chapter discusses the research method for this experiment, results of the UDPMP on 
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effective metrics, analysis of the metrics in coloration with the seven UD principles and 

the use of functional models in comparison of products.  This result indicates that the 

UDPMP tool can be used to assist engineers in designing and redesigning products that 

are more universally designed, supporting the hypothesis of this study. However, the 

metrics identified by the test group were associated with a limited number of the 

principles of universal design.  The participants also commented on many aspects of the 

tool were not applicable for the handheld products.  This UDPMP research led to future 

analysis of the customizing the UDPMP tool for hand held products.  This UDPMP 

research demonstrated the need to develop tools and methods to promote UD by 

engineers who design consumer products. 
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Chapter 4  
 

Paired Product Comparisons 

4.1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

This study of paired products was done to define the differences in the 

comparison of “Universal Design (UD)” and “Standard” Products.  The standard products 

for this research are defined as representative average products available to the public in a 

product area or domain.  The UD product is defined as a product that was developed by a 

company that has won awards or is widely regarded as producing UD products.  The 

study was done of fifty pairs of universal and standard products. The products in this 

research are all hand held products used in the home or office. 

 

4.2 RESEARCH APPROACH 

The research approach focused on first developing a functional model and activity 

diagram for each product. These were compared to identify and record any differences in 

the functional models and activity diagrams.  For each discrepancy in the functional 

models, the change was described and classified as functional, morphological or 

parametric.  Physical differences in the products were identified to quantify parametric 

differences. Figure 16 shows a flowchart of this process. 
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Figure 16:Paired Product Comparisons 

4.3 COMPARISON OF STANDARD AND UD PRODUCTS 

This analysis of standard and Universal Design products started with 

identification of the standard products.  The standard products are defined as 

representative average products available to the public in a product area or domain.  The 

products were selected by surveying the available inventory of major market retailers and 

online stores.  The UD product is defined as a product that was developed by a company 

that has won awards or is widely regarded as producing UD products. In this research 

many of the UD products came from OXO Corporation, a company widely regarded as 

producing Universal Design products.  Figure 17 and Figure 18 respectively show an 

example pair of standard and Universally Design products. 
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Figure 17: Standard Tea Kettle [94] 
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Figure 18: Universal Design Tea Kettle [95] 

4.4 FUNCTIONAL MODELS OF PRODUCTS 

For each product area, a hand drawn functional model was created for the 

standard and Universal Design products.  The functional models were drawn using 

common language and then changed to the functional common basis [34], to prepare a 
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uniform functional model of each.  An example of a hand-drawn functional model of the 

Universal Design OXO uplift kettle is shown in Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 19: OXO Kettle Hand Drawn Functional Model 

After conversion to the functional common basis, the functional models for the 

standard and Universal Design products were combined and rendered using Microsoft 

PowerPoint.  Figure 20 shows the combined functional model for the standard and 

Universal Design tea kettles. 
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Figure 20: Tea Kettle Combined Standard and Universal Designed Functional 
Model 

In the combined model, the areas shaded in black are only found in the standard 

product, while the areas shaded blue are functions only found in the universal product. 

Functional blocks with a white background are found in both the standard and Universal 

Design products. For the tea kettle it can be seen that three blocks are found only in the 

standard product.  One of the differences between the standard and Universal Design 

teakettle concerns the valve that controls the flow of water out of the kettle.  In the 

standard kettle, the operator of the product uses his finger to pull the release for the valve 

cover over the pour spout.  In the UD version of the kettle, whenever the user lifts the 

kettle handle, a four bar linkage opens the valve cover.   
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4.5 ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS OF PRODUCTS 

To capture the user interaction with the products, an activity diagram was created 

for each of the standard and Universal Design products.  The activity diagram focuses on 

what the user does with and to the product over the life of the product.  The activity 

diagram starts with the purchasing of the product, then documents the primary usage of 

the product, as well as maintenance and other secondary uses of the product.  The final 

stage is disposal of the product.  Figure 21 and Figure 22 respectively show hand-drawn 

activity diagrams for the Universal Design and standard tea kettles. 
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Figure 21: Universal Design Tea Kettle Activity Diagram 
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Figure 22:  Standard Tea Kettle Activity Diagram 

The differences in the activity diagrams were analyzed to determine which 

activities were removed from or added to the UD version. The activity diagrams are 

similar, but note that there are fewer activities in the UD version of the kettle than in the 

standard version of the kettle.  This is because the UD version of the kettle completes 

some of the steps for the user, requiring the user to take fewer actions to accomplish the 

same tasks.  For instance, the pull lever to open and close the valve cover is removed.  

This activity is accomplished in the UD version of the device though a feature that opens 

the valve when the kettle is lifted off the range.   
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4.6 PHYSICAL COMPARISON OF PRODUCTS 

The standard and UD products were also compared to determine any physical 

differences.  When the functional models were created for the products, any differences 

in the products that were not captured in the functional models were also recorded.   As 

part of the creation of the activity diagrams of the products physical differences in the 

products not already captured were also recorded.   An example of this is import hand for 

the tea kettle; there was a parametric difference in the size of the handles.  This 

parametric difference in the standard and UD product could not be detected without also 

looking at the physical differences in the products. 

 

4.7 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STANDARD AND UD PRODUCTS 

Differences in the standard and Universal Design products can be categorized as 

one of three distinct types: parametric, morphological, and functional.  Each of these 

differences is defined below. 

 

4.7.1 Parametric Differences 

Parametric differences occur when products have common design variables with 

different values.  A design variable is a quantifiable attribute of the product that 

determines some aspect of the product’s performance. Design variable values are 

independent variables whose values are chosen by the product designer.  Differences in 

design variable values are parametric differences between the products. An example of a 

design variable is the length of the product’s gripping handle.  Figure 23 and Figure 24 
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show an example of a parametric change in the gripping handle length of two can 

openers. 

 

 

Figure 23: Can Opener with Long Handle 

 

 

Figure 24: Can Opener - Standard 
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As shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24 the handles are similar but different in 

length.  This measurable length change is an example of a parametric difference.  In this 

area of the product, the products have the same morphological and functional attributes 

(defined below) and exhibit only a parametric difference.  In other area such as the crank 

handle other types of differences are documented.  The longer gripping handle changes 

the mechanical advantage has and thus reduces the amount of force supplied by the user 

to achieve the same force on the can.  Changes in product color and other similar 

differences that do not have a material effect on the user experience with the product are 

not included in this research.   

 

4.7.2 Morphological Differences 

Products with morphological differences share the same functionality and 

function structure, but realize one or more of the functions with different physical 

solutions or function carriers.  Figure 25 and 24 demonstrate this principle with a can 

opener.  A standard can opener pierces the top of the can lid with a cutting wheel while 

holding the underside of the can lip.  The can opener shown in Figure 26 and 24 pulls the 

side of the can and can opener together and cuts the can on the side of the can lid.  Both 

the standard can opener and the side-cutting can opener exhibit the function of “pierce 

solid”, but realize the function with physically different methods. Thus, this is a 

morphological difference. 
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Figure 25: Side Cutting Can Opener - Top View 

 

 

 

Figure 26:Side Cutting Can Opener - Side View 

4.7.3 Functional Differences 

A functional difference between two products appears as different functional 

models. Sub-functions are added to or deleted from the functional model of one product 

compared to the functional model of the second product. Figure 27 shows the addition of 

a product feature to a can opener: holding the can lid after the can is opened and not 
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releasing the lid until the lever is pressed.  Figure 28 shows a magnet on the underside 

view of the can opener.  The addition of this feature on the product results in added 

functionality.  The differences between the can openers in Figure 24 and Figure 27 result 

in changes in the function structures and represent functional changes. 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Can Opener with Lid Holder - Top View 
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Figure 28: Can Opener Lid Holder - Bottom View 

4.8 PRODUCT DIFFERENCES DATABASE 

For each product pair analyzed in this research, the identified differences in the 

products were recorded in a Universal Design differences database.  The database is a 

single repository that aggregates the data from the paired product differences.  The 

database is implemented as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet shown in Appendix B.  The 

differences were determined from the comparisons of the functional models, activity 

diagrams and physical comparisons.  The database is composed of six columns and over 

450 identified differences in the 50 product pairs considered.  Figure 29 shows column 

headers and the first three lines of the database. 
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Figure 29: UD Differences Data Base Sample 

 The first column is the product description; this represents the product pair.  

Some examples are hand rake, dish brush and bottle brush.  The next column, 

“Functional or Activity,” records whether a particular difference is associated with a user 

interaction with the product as an activity or in how the product functions.  The next 

column, “Item” records the particular activity or function that the difference is associated 

with. The “Item” column includes details in addition to the functional common basis verb 

for the function in order to give a more insightful description of the function or activity. 

For example, for the entry for the bottle brush in Figure 29, the word “surface” after the 

“align” term provides a better description of the difference between the standard and 

Universal Design products.  The descriptive words give insight into the functions listed 

after the primary descriptors. The next column was created to assist in the analysis of the 

data in the database.   The “item first word” is simply the first word in the previous 

column.  From the previous bottle brush example, the term “surface” was removed from 

the “align” term. This provides a means to sort data based on the primary function or 

activity.  The next column is “Functional Morphological Parametric.” For items 

associated with the functional model, this column is used to list whether the difference is 

associated with a parametric, morphological or functional difference.  The last column in 

the database consists of comments on the changes.  This column is used to describe the 

result or likely cause of the differences in the products. 

Product
Functional or 
Activity Item item first word

Functional 
Morphological 
Parametric Comments

Hand Rake Activity Adjust Width Adjust !""#"$"%#$&'$(#)$*#!&%+#
Dish Brush Functional Align Cap Align Functional added soap holder in brush
Bottle Brush Functional Align Surface Align Functional Nipple cleaner added
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4.9 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter describes the paired product analysis that forms the basis of the 

research. Activity diagrams and functional models of the product pairs were analyzed to 

identify differences. The differences are further characterized as functional, 

morphological, or parametric. Fifty product pairs were analyzed and the Universal 

Design differences database containing 450 differences was created. In the next chapter 

the database is used to create Universal Design tools.  The paired products database can 

also be used in the future research projects. 
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Chapter 5 
Handheld Universal Design Tools 

 

5.1 HANDHELD UNIVERSAL DESIGN TOOLS 

This chapter discusses the development of three Universal Design tools for hand 

held products.  The toolset consists of the Handheld Universal Design Checklist, the 

Handheld Universal Design Guidelines, and the Handheld Universal Design Matrix.  The 

Handheld Universal Design Tools were developed through analysis of the differences 

between standard and Universal Design products, as described in the previous chapter.  

Specifically, the methods used were histogram and pivot chart analysis of the differences, 

comparison of UDPMP tools with the differences, and analysis of the rationale for the 

changes in the products. 

 

5.2 TOOL HYPOTHESIS 

The purpose of the toolset is to assist engineers in the creation of products that 

exhibit characteristics of the concept of Universal Design.  These tools can be used in a 

variety of ways, but this research evaluated their effectiveness in assisting engineers 

during concept generation.  The evaluation of the tools is centered on the following 

hypothesis: 

When performing design of small consumer and workplace products, engineers 

generate conceptual designs more appropriate for Universally Designed products (as 

judged by experts in the field) when equipped with the following: (1) small consumer and 

workplace products engineering evaluation tool for Universal Design, (2) Universal 
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Design Guidelines for small consumer and workplace products, and (3) Indicators and 

Facilitators for small consumer and workplace products. 

 

5.3 HANDHELD UNIVERSAL DESIGN TOOL SET DEVELOPMENT 

To develop the handheld Universal Design toolset, a variety of sources of 

information were used.  The primary source was the difference database.  This includes 

the analysis of the items that the differences aligned with and the comments on the 

changes.  The analysis of effective metrics data discussed in Chapter 3 was also used for 

the creation of the toolset, along with comparison of the Universal Design Performance 

Measurement Product developed at North Carolina State University. 

 

5.3.1 UD Parametric Histogram Analysis of Universal Design Differences Database 

One stage in the analysis of the database of the differences in paired standard and 

Universal Design products was the creation of histograms of the differences. To analyze 

only the parametric differences, the analysis isolated the parametric differences using 

histograms of the difference changes in the item column.  First the data were sorted by 

matching the word Parametric in the “Functional, Morphological, Parametric” column.  

Next, to create a histogram of the items, some truncating of the data was required.  As a 

part of the original analysis of the differences, the “Item” column contained items for 

parametric changes.  Many include the functional common basis (FCB) term and a 

descriptor after the term to give insight into the change.  The descriptor terms added some 

complexity in the sorting of terms for the histogram.  In Excel, the LEFT function 

(=LEFT(C2,FIND(" ",C2)-1)) was used to isolate the first term in the item list, in this 
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case the FCB term, in the “Item first word” column.  Using a pivot chart in Excel, Figure 

30 was created from the “Item first word” column.  
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Figure 30:Histogram of Parametric Data – Item First Word
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In this histogram, the data are restricted to parametric, and the total number of 

each term of the “Item first word” column is shown.  Table 3 summarizes the data that 

was generated to create the histogram. 

 

Table 3: Histogram of Parametric Data Item First Word 

 

 

The histogram highlights the overwhelming dominance of Import in the 

parametric changes.  This is not unexpected, as import hand was seen as a dominating 

change in the preliminary analysis.  Import hand represents the physical acceptance of the 

person by the device.  The dominance of import in the changes led to analysis of the 

different types of import interfaces as indicated by the descriptors after the word 
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“import”.  The data were next sorted by the different instances of Import.  Figure 31 

shows the histogram of parametric data descriptors after the word “Import” in the items.
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Figure 31: Histogram of Parametric Data Descriptors that Came After the Word Import 
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The dominant instance of Import was overwhelmingly Import hand.  Hand 2 is 

counted separately from Hand to indicate when the user of the product must use two 

separate hands.  If the user needs to import a hand in two places, but it can be the same 

hand used non-simultaneously, then the descriptor is Hand, not Hand 2.  Surface is also 

seen in multiple instances of parametric differences due to changes in size of the surface 

area that the product interfaces with.  In all cases, increasing the surface area of the 

interface often increases the stability of the product while in use. 

 

5.3.2 Morphological Histogram Analysis of Universal Design Differences Database 

To analyze the morphological differences in the UD database, a pivot chart was 

created of the “item first word” for all the morphological differences in the paired 

products. As discussed in Chapter 4, products with morphological differences share the 

same functionality and function structure, but realize one or more of the functions with 

different physical solutions or function carriers. Figure 32 shows a pivot chart histogram 

of the morphological data in the “Item first word” column. 
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Figure 32: Histogram of Morphological differences of Item first word 
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A variety of morphological changes are seen in the database.  Again Import 

dominates, but a greater variety of morphological differences are seen than with the 

parametric differences. Secure, separate, stabilize, transfer, and export are all seen in 

greater numbers. Table 4 shows the same data in table form. 

 

Table 4: Histogram of Morphological Data for Item First Word 

  

Due to the dominance of Import in the morphological changes, similar to the 

parametric analysis, a pivot chart was created of the descriptors that came after the 
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function.  Figure 33 shows the pivot chart of the descriptors of the Import function that 

relate to morphological changes.
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Figure 33: Histogram of Morphological Descriptors after Import 
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The Import hand was seen in many of the products, particularly in the way the 

products are received by the user.  The dominance of Import hand is not unexpected, 

since all the products are “handheld”.  This provides insight to the designer to focus on 

the interaction of the hand or other appendage of the user with the product.  Surface is 

also shown to be an area of morphological change. Table 5 shows the table form of the 

same morphological data. 

 

Table 5: Histogram of Morphological Descriptors after Import 

 

 

5.3.3 UD Functional Histogram Analysis of Universal Design Differences Database 

The next area of analysis is the histogram of functional differences.  As discussed 

in Chapter 4, a functional difference is defined by adding or removing sub-functions of a 
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product; in essence, changing what the product can accomplish.  Figure 34 and Table 6 

show the “Item first word” histogram data for functional differences.
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Figure 34: Histogram of Functional Item First Word 
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Table 6: Histogram of Functional Item First Word 

 

Import is once again the largest category that reveals functional differences, but it 

is not nearly as dominant as Import was in the parametric and morphological differences.  

Convert, export, import, release, secure, and store also made up a significant portion of 

the differences.  In many cases these differences were the result of adding or removing a 

feature from the product. 

 

Functional Morphological Parametric Functional

item first word Total
Align 2
Change 3
Convert 10
Couple 1
Detach 2
Export 11
Extract 2
Guide 1
Import 18
Increase 1
Position 2
Regulate 3
Release 6
Rotate 3
Secure 17
Separate 9
Stop 1
Store 12
Transfer 3
Transform 1
Grand Total 108
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5.3.4 UD Activity Histogram Analysis of Universal Design Differences Database 

To analyze user activity differences the second column, “Functional or Activity”, 

was filtered to create an activity pivot table.  Figure 35 shows the resulting histogram for 

the “Item first word” column of the database. A wide variety of first word differences can 

be seen in the activity histogram.  The wide variety can be attributed to the variety of 

activities and the lack of a clear naming convention for activity diagrams. Removed and 

place were often added when a new feature of the product was removed because the 

product performed the function internally in the UD version of the product
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Figure 35: Activity Histogram for Item First Word 
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5.4 HANDHELD UNIVERSAL DESIGN CHECKLIST 

The Handheld Universal Design Checklist is designed as a detailed tool that an 

engineer can use to identify areas of potential redesign of a product that can increase the 

number of potential users of the product.  The Checklist is based on the UDPMP tool that 

was developed by the center for Universal Design at North Carolina State University and 

was used in the pilot study described in Chapter 3.  The complete UDPMP tool is 

attached in the Appendix A.  The UDPMP tool was designed for use with all products. 

Comments and feedback from the pilot study focused on the difficulty in using the tool 

due to the vagueness and theoretical nature of the UDPMP tool.  The Handheld Universal 

Design Checklist is based on the UDPMP, but was created to focus on handheld products 

and give explicit recommendations when possible.  Based on analysis of the Universal 

Design differences database, the seven principles of Universal Design were grouped into 

five sections and the statements themselves were modified.  Figure 36 shows the 

Handheld Universal Design Checklist. 
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Figure 36: Handheld Universal Design Checklist 

The five sections in the checklist represent the seven principles of Universal 

Design seen in handheld products.  Some principles are combined to reflect the focus of 

the checklist on handheld products.  The good, average, and poor ratings in the checklist 

were labeled as green, yellow, and red in the pilot study.  The labels were changed to 

good, average, and poor based on feedback from the pilot study participants.  The check 

boxes on the right side of the document allow the user to rate the current product with 

respect to each item.  This information can then be used by the engineer to find areas to 

focus on for improvement. To further validate the checklist that was devised, the 

Handheld Universal Design Product Checklist
This tool is designed to assist an individual with reflecting on the design of an existing product.

FLEXIBILITY IN USE AND EQUITABLE USE GOOD AVERAGE POOR

1A The product can be used with only one hand or part of the body.

1B This product can be used with either the right or left hand alone.

1C This product facilitates (or does not require) user accuracy and precision. 

1D

This product can be used at whatever pace (quickly or slowly) the user 
prefers.

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE USE GOOD AVERAGE POOR

2A This product is simple and straightforward to use.

2B An untrained person could use this product without instructions.

2C Minimal dexterity is needed to use the product.

2D The most important features of this product are obvious. 

GOOD AVERAGE POOR

3A Hand grips have anti-slip surface (example rubber grip).

3B This product draws the user’s attention to errors or hazards. (bright colors)

3C Product's contact with other surfaces has anti-slip surface (table top).

3D This product prompts the user to pay attention during critical tasks.

LOW PHYSICAL REPETITIVE EFFORT GOOD AVERAGE POOR

4A Requires minimal finger force.

4B This product can be used by someone who is weak or tired.

4C Minimizes repetitive force supplied by hands.

4D Minimizes the number of movements a user must make.

4E Minimizes max burst force supplied by user.

SIZE AND SPACE FOR APPROACH AND USE GOOD AVERAGE POOR

5A Handle size/surface is large enough to minimize hand discomfort.

5B Large button or switch for user input.

5C The product can be used in comfortable angles.

5D Minimizes distance user must move to use the product.

5E Minimizes weight user must pick up.
Green - This product does a good job in this area

Yellow - This product does an average job in this area

Red- This product does a poor job in this area

 TOLERANCE FOR ERROR AND PERCEPTIBLE INFORMATION
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Handheld Universal Design Checklist was compared with the UDPMP study discussed in 

Chapter 3.  The goal of that study was to generate metrics that would indicate whether a 

redesigned product was universally designed and improved.  The participants commented 

that some of the elements of the UDPMP tool were not relevant to the products used 

(handheld). 

Figure 37 shows a chart of the items in the Handheld Universal Design Checklist 

on the y-axis and metrics generated in the pilot study for a can opener, cork puller, and 

salad spinner. In the figure, an “X” in the cell at the intersection of a checklist item and a 

metric indicates that the item would be relevant to or likely lead to the metric created.  

All the items relate to at least one metric.  This comparison shows that the Universal 

Design Handheld Checklist is relevant for handheld products. 
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Figure 37: Comparison of Handheld Universal Design Checklist and UDPMP Study Metrics 
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FLEXIBILITY IN USE AND EQUITABLE USE 
1A The product can be used with only one hand or part of the body. x x
1B This product can be used with either the right or left hand alone. x x

1C

This product facilitates (or does not require) user accuracy and 
precision. x x

1D

This product can be used at whatever pace (quickly or slowly) the 
user prefers. x x
SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE USE x

2A This product is simple and straightforward to use. x
2B An untrained person could use this product without instructions.
2C Minimal dexterity is needed to use the product. x x
2D The most important features of this product are obvious. 

TOLERANCE FOR ERROR AND PERCEPTIBLE INFORMATION
3A Hand grips have anti-slip surface (example rubber grip). x x

3B

This product draws the user’s attention to errors or hazards. (bright 
colors)

3C

Product's contact with other surfaces has anti-slip surface (table 
top). x

3D This product prompts the user to pay attention during critical tasks. x
LOW PHYSICAL EFFORT

4A Requires minimal finger force. x
4B This product can be used by someone who is weak or tired. x x x x x
4C Minimizes repetitive force supplied by hands. x x x
4D Minimizes the number of movements a user must make. x
4E Minimizes max burst force supplied by user. x x x

SIZE AND SPACE FOR APPROACH AND USE
5A Handle size/surface is large enough to minimize hand discomfort. x x x x
5B Large button or switch for user input. x
5C The product can be used in comfortable angles. x
5D Minimizes distance user must move to use the product. x
5E Minimizes weight user must pick up. x x
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5.5 HANDHELD UNIVERSAL DESIGN GUIDELINES 

 

Analysis of the Universal Design Differences Database reveals that many 

differences between standard and UD products were due to adding a function that 

facilitates the primary purpose of the product, or removing functionality that does not 

facilitate the primary purpose of the product.  The differences database also showed a 

trend toward reducing human energy required to operate the product, either through 

changes in the amount of human energy needed, or through the addition of external 

power to the product.  The comments in the database also revealed many changes in the 

user interaction with the product.  In the analysis of the handheld products, the most 

commonly seen change involved the Import hand function.  The handheld universal 

Design guidelines were developed from the analysis of the Universal Design differences 

database.  The guidelines are the six high level areas of change for handheld Universal 

Design products.  The handheld Universal Design guidelines were developed for the 

engineering conceptual design at a higher level.  Figure 38 shows the Handheld Universal 

Design Product Guidelines in final form. 
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Figure 38: Handheld Universal Design Guidelines 

Figure 39 shows the representation of the guidelines that was used in the pilot 

study.  Feedback from the pilot study led to changes in the visualization of the guidelines.  

The changes included the addition of color, spacing and font size for simple navigation 

and usage of the Handheld Universal Design Guidelines. 

 

This tool is designed to provide guiding questions for the creation of Universally Designed products

Focus on the primary purpose of the product

Minimize need for human energy

Consider adding external power

Minimize the activities the user must do

Consider how all users interact with the product

Focus on how the product interacts with human hands

Can maintenance of the powered source be done by all individuals?

 Primary Purpose -
Consider removing functions of the product that do not facilitate the primary purpose of the product.
Does the addition of a new function of the product detract from the primary purpose of the product?

 Human Energy -
Can you reduce the amount of human energy needed for the product?
Can you reduce the peak force needed to operate the product?

Will the addition of a power source make the product significantly more expensive?

User Activity -
Focus on a user activity; can you determine a way the product can achieve the primary purpose of the product without this user 
activity?  Can this be done without adding any new user activities?
Can you reduce user activities with the same product features?
 Is it possible to reduce the frequency of user activities with the same product features?

Can the need for repetitive motion be reduced?
Focus on functions that transform, change or convert energy; can they be accomplished in a different way?

External Power -
Can you add an external power source to the product?
Will the addition of the external power source make using the product more cumbersome?

Can you increase surface friction of the area importing the hand?
Can you increase the grip surface area?

Handheld Universal Design Product Guidelines

Current Product Users -
What constraints on types of users does the current product have?  Can they be removed?  Example.  Product can only be used 
by someone who is right handed. 
What are ways the user could injure himself using the device, can you change the device to minimize the likelihood that the user 
could injure themselves?
What are ways to have the user exert less maximum human force for the same results using the product?

Import Hand -
Is it possible to change the product to use only one hand?  Can the task be accomplished with a different appendage?

Will the maintenance of the power source be more taxing than the original product?
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Figure 39: Handheld Universal Design Guidelines Pilot Study Version 

 

5.7 HANDHELD UNIVERSAL DESIGN MATRIX 
 

The UD Solution matrix was created from the UD differences database with the 

use of the general methodology for the creation of morphological matrix defined by 

Fargnoli, Rovida, and Troisi [96].  The general steps of the methodology are shown in 

Table 7. 
  

UD Hand Held Guidelines 
 
1. Primary Purpose 

1a. Consider removing parts of the product that do not facilitate the primary purpose of the 
product. 
1b. Does the addition of a new function of the product detract from the primary purpose of the 
product? 

2. Human Energy 
2a. Can you reduce the amount of human energy needed for the product? 
2b. Can you reduce the peak force needed to operate the product? 
2c. Can the need for repetitive motion be reduced? 
2d. Focus on functions that transform, change or convert energy; can they be accomplished in a 
different way? 

3. External Power 
3a. Can you add an external power source to the product? 
3b. Will the addition of the external power source make using the product more cumbersome? 
3c. Can maintenance of the powered source be done by all individuals? 
3d. Will the maintenance of the power source be more taxing than the original product? 
3e. Will the addition of a power source make the product significantly more expensive? 

4. User Activity 
4a. Focus on a user activity; can you determine a way the product can achieve the primary 
purpose of the product without this user activity?  Can this be done without adding any new user 
activities? 
4b. Can you reduce user activities with the same product features? 
4c. Is it possible to reduce the frequency of user activities with the same product features? 

5. Current Product Users 
5a. What constraints on types of users does the current product have?  Can they be removed?  
Example.  Product can only be used by someone who is right handed.  
5b. What are ways the user could injure himself using the device, can you change the device to 
minimize the likelihood that the user could injure themselves? 
5c. What are ways to have the user exert less maximum human force for the same results using 
the product? 

6. Import Hand 
6a. Is it possible to change the product to use only one hand?  Can the task be accomplished with 
a different appendage? 
6c. Can you increase surface friction of the area importing the hand? 
6d. Can you increase the grip surface area? 
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 Table 7: Morphological Matrix Methodology 

 Morphological Matrix Methodology 
1 General Function 
2 Physical Phenomenon 
3 Choice of “Best” Phenomenon 
4 Analysis of General Function 
5 Individuation of the principles for each 

component 
6 Choice of the “best” principles for each 

component function 
7 Synthesis of the selected principles 

 

Application of the methodology is based on analysis of the frequency of 

differences in the database related to a particular function or activity.  For each item in 

the database the “general function” is the product.  The physical “best” phenomenon is 

the identified difference between the standard and UD products. Through analysis of the 

database of the differences, the individual “principles” or reasons for the change were 

identified.  The matrix is the synthesis of the most common differences identified and the 

best solutions or reasons for the changes listed in the matrix.  For the UD matrix this 

process was completed with both the functional and activity differences incorporated into 

the matrix.  The resulting matrix is shown in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40: Handheld Universal Design Product Solution Matrix 

The most common differences for the matrix were identified through pivot table 

sorting of the differences.  The solutions listed in the matrix are a synthesis of the 

comments and resulting changes to the products.  For the pilot study discussed in this 

chapter the same information was presented to the participants, but in the more basic 

table form shown in Figure 41.  As a result of the feedback from the pilot study 

participants, the color and organization of the table were added to make it simpler to use.   

 

Handheld Universal Design Product Matrix
This tool is designed to be used in conjunction with a functional model and activity diagram in the Universal Design of products 

FUNCTION SOLUTIONS
Import Human 
Energy

Allow the user to make simple motions 
to input energy

Have the human push in a linear 
direction to import energy Consider chemical energy

Import Hand
Change device to allow for any 
appendage to operate the device

Have all parts of device be operable by 
one hand

Secure Can the product separate into two parts
Align force input in the direction that it 
is secure  

Transfer Force
Consider using mechanical advantage 
with four bar mechanism.

Consider using mechanical advantage 
with gearing mechanism.  

Separate
Change to minimize user effort to 
separate

Can separating the device be controlled 
by another action the user is inputting 
to the device? 

Import Surface
Increase the friction of the surface area 
that imports the force

Align force input in the direction of 
surface to allow force input and stability

ACTIVITY SOLUTIONS

Grasp Device
Increase the friction of the area that 
user grasps

Make areas where the user grasps soft 
when possible Increase handle size

Wash Device
Have the parts of the device that need 
cleaning regularly be easily removable

Add nonstick surface to parts of the 
device that get dirty regularly 

Have the device be 
machine washable

Turn Handle
Remove activity with the addition of 
batteries

Change to a linear method of supplying 
energy Make handle longer

Turn Handle
Change the rotation motion into linear 
motion

Consider using mechanical advantage 
to have the user move a greater 
distance but with less force

Store Device Have the device fold for storage Have device collapse

Hand Wash Make dishwasher safe
Can the user separate parts that need 
to be cleaned regularly? 

Hold Device Increase the friction of grasping surface

Align force input in the direction of 
surface to allow force input and stability 
without holding the device

Press or 
Release

Have product trigger action with 
different motion that the user is already 
performing

Add when batteries are added as power 
source
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Figure 41: Handheld Universal Design Matrix - Pilot Study Version 

 

FUNCTION/ ACTIVITY SOLUTIONS

F1 Import human energy
Allow the user to make simple 
motions to input energy

Have the human push in 
a linear direction to 
import energy

Consider chemical 
energy

F2 Import hand
Change device to allow for any 
appendage to operate the device

Have all parts of device 
be operable by one hand

F3 Secure
Can the product separate into 
two parts

Align force input in the 
direction that it is secure  

F4 Transfer force

Consider using mechanical 
advantage with four bar 
mechanism.

Consider using 
mechanical advantage 
with gearing 
mechanism.  

F5 Separate
Change to minimize user effort to 
separate

Can separating the 
device be controlled by 
another action the user 
is inputting to the 
device? 

F6 Import Surface

Increase the friction of the 
surface area that imports the 
force

Align force input in the 
direction of surface to 
allow force input and 
stability

A1 Grasp device
Increase the friction of the area 
that user grasps

Make areas where the 
user grasps soft when 
possible Increase handle size

A2 Wash device

Have the parts of the device that 
need cleaning regularly be easily 
removable

Have the device be 
machine washable

Add nonstick surface to 
parts of the device that 
get dirty regularly 

A3 Turn handle
Remove activity with the addition 
of batteries

Change to a linear 
method of supplying 
energy

A4 Turn handle Make handle longer

Consider using 
mechanical advantage to 
have the user move a 
greater distance but 
with less force

Change the rotation 
motion into linear 
motion

A5 Store device Have the device fold for storage Have device collapse

A6 Hand wash Make dishwasher safe

Can the user separate 
parts that need to be 
cleaned regularly? 

A7 Hold Device
Increase the friction of grasping 
surface

Align force input in the 
direction of surface to 
allow force input and 
stability without holding 
the device

A8 Press or Release

Have product trigger action with 
different motion that the user is 
already performing

Add when batteries are 
added as power source
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5.7 HANDHELD UNIVERSAL DESIGN TOOLS CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter focuses on the development of a set of three Handheld Universal 

Design tools.   The chapter walks though the methodology of the development of the 

tools from the analysis of the Universal Design differences database.  The toolset consists 

of the Handheld Universal Design Checklist, The Handheld Universal Design Guidelines, 

and the Handheld Universal Design Matrix.  The three tools are paper-based resources 

that are designed to be used in the concept generation phase of designing or redesigning a 

product.  The next chapter presents the results of the evaluation of the handheld Universal 

Design Tools to determine their effectiveness.
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Chapter 6  
Evaluation of Handheld Universal Design Tools 

 

6.1 EVALUATION OVERVIEW OF HANDHELD UNIVERSAL DESIGN TOOLS 

This chapter discusses the evaluation of the Handheld Universal Design Tools.  A 

human subjects experiment was conducted in which participants were asked to redesign a 

common consumer product. A test group used the tools, while a control group did not. 

Solutions to the redesign problem were evaluated according to the metrics of quality, 

universality, laterality, senior and inclusivity. This chapter provides details of the 

experiment and analysis of the results.  

6.2 INTERNAL REVIEW BOARD FOR HUMAN SUBJECT RESEARCH 

On February 5, 2013 an Internal Review Board application was filed with the 

Office of Research Support at the University of Texas at Austin.  Application 2013-02-

0036 detailed the experimental method used in the pilot and main study of the Handheld 

Universal Design toolset.  After some changes in the consent forms, the Office of 

Research Support granted permission to perform the experiment on February 27, 2013.  

A copy of the notice granting permission for IRB request 2013-02-0036 is included in 

Appendix C. 

6.3 PARTICIPANTS 

For the pilot study, seven graduate students voluntarily participated.  The students 

were all master or doctoral students in mechanical engineering focusing on design.  The 
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pilot students had experience with design methods.  The students were selected to test the 

evaluation method and toolset. 

The participants in the main study were students in a mechanical engineering 

capstone design course at The University of Texas at Austin.  Students ranged in age 

from early 20’s to late 20’s, with 22 to 24 being the typical age.  The students were 

chosen because of their experience with design methods and the near completion of all 

coursework.  The students had all been trained in design methods and had experience 

with concept generation in both a design methods course and the capstone course they 

were enrolled in.  The goal was to evaluate how engineers could use the tools, so 

recruiting students near completion of their mechanical engineering degree was desired to 

closely simulate practicing engineers.  Participants were offered extra credit for their 

voluntary participation in the experiment.  A total of 29 students voluntarily participated 

in the main study. 

 

6.4 EVALUATION  

The evaluation of the Handheld Universal Design tools is based on the first 

hypothesis: 

When performing design of small consumer and workplace products, engineers 

generate conceptual designs more appropriate for Universally Designed products (as 

judged by experts in the field) when equipped with the following: (1) handheld products 

engineering evaluation tool for Universal Design, (2) Universal Design Guidelines for 

handheld products, and (3) Indicators and Facilitators for handheld products. 
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The evaluation sought to determine the effects the tools have on the engineering concept 

generation.   

 

6.4.1 Description of Design Problem 

Participants in the experiment were asked to redesign a standard can opener so 

that it can be used by all people.  A can opener was selected because it is a product that in 

today’s society assists an individual in a basic life function of feeding himself.  It was 

expected that all participants have used a can opener before and understood how a basic 

can opener works.  The problem was selected because it is a real world problem that a 

mechanical engineer can solve.  During the session, the written problem description was 

given to the participants and was read to them by the experiment proctor, the author.  

Figure 42 shows the problem description page that was given to the students. 
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Figure 42: Can Opener Problem Description 

Problem Description  

!""#$%&'(#&)*%&)&+*(,#-.&,%"/01&%10/1%%*&).&)&2)1,&2%3,&+*(,#-."&-($+)1'&)1,&
'(#&)*%&.(&*%,%"/01&)&-)1&(+%1%*&"(&.2).&/"&-)1&4%&#"%)43%&4'&)33&/1,/5/,#)3"6&
 
 
Can Opener 
Can opener is a&,%5/-%&7(*&-#../10&-)1"&(+%1.   
 

 
Basic Can Opener 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
"#$#%&'!($)*%+,*(-$)!!
 

• Generate as many ideas as you can.  

• Use as many sheets as you need. 

• Record all the concepts that occur to you, even if they might be infeasible.  

• Please feel free to record any thoughts or comments that you might have.  

• Partial solutions are allowed. Complete solution is not required.  

• Your goal is to come up with commercially viable solutions.  

&
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As shown in Figure 42, the students were given the problem description, a 

description of a can opener and a picture of the standard can opener.  In addition, for the 

duration of the experiment, students were given a standard can opener to examine and 

manipulate. The students were also given a set of general instructions.  The students were 

asked to generate as many ideas as possible and were given as much 8.5x11-inch paper as 

needed.  No participant used more than 15 sheets of paper.  As shown in Figure 42, the 

students were also asked to record all concepts, thoughts, and partial solutions and to 

generate commercially viable solutions. 

 

6.4.2 Evaluation Procedure 

The following procedure was used to test the effects of the tools.  The session 

started with the participants receiving a written set of general instructions on the 

generation of concepts for the product, as shown in Figure 42.  Next, the control group 

was given the function and activity diagram of the can opener shown in Appendix D. The 

test group was given instructions on the usage of the Handheld Universal Design toolset 

and given copies of the tools, along with the activity diagram and functional model of the 

can opener.  Both groups were given 45 minutes to generate ideas using the tools. After 

45 minutes the concepts were collected and the post tool survey was administered.  Table 

8 summarizes this procedure.  
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Table 8: Handheld Universal Design Tools Testing Procedure 

 

 

 

6.4.3 Pilot Study 

For the pilot study, two groups of University of Texas mechanical engineering 

graduate students were used.  The graduate students were all focusing on design as an 

area of specialization within mechanical engineering.  The pilot study was conducted in a 

conference room in the ETC building with two groups of three and four students.  For the 

first group, the four students were given the Handheld Universal Design Checklist and 

the Universal Design Guidelines. The second group of three students was given the 

Handheld Universal Design Guidelines and the Handheld Universal Design Matrix.  

Copies of all three surveys are included in Appendix E.  The concept generation was 

performed in the pilot study for 30 minutes.  At the end of the study the participants 

completed two surveys, one for each tool they used. 

 

Feedback from the study was used to change the appearance and representation of 

the tools. In the Universal Design Checklist, the titles of the columns were changed from 

green, yellow, and red to good, average, and poor.  In the Handheld Universal Design 

Control Group Test Group Time 
(Min) 

Item 

General 
instructions 
 

General 
instructions 
 

3 General instructions 
 

Control UD 
overview 

UD overview 
and tool set 

8 Introduction to Universal 
Design 

Can Opener Can Opener 45 Concept generation 
Survey Survey 10 Post survey 
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Guidelines, color and font changes were used to delineate the top guidelines from the 

underlining questions.  In the Handheld Universal Design Matrix, color and font were 

also used to delineate the functional and activity items and solutions.  The results of the 

pilot study included the set of concepts drawn by each participant and written surveys of 

the participants’ thoughts on the tools. 

6.4.4 Study 

 The study was conducted in three sessions that were held in the course lecture 

hall when class lectures were not scheduled.  The first session had 13 students.  Twelve 

of the students were administered all three Handheld Universal Design Tools and one 

student arrived ten minutes late was administered the control protocol at the rear of the 

lecture hall.  The control student completed the control test for the same length by staying 

ten minutes late.  During the second session, nine students were administered the control 

study.  In the third session, four students were administered the test study with all three 

tools in the toolset and three students were administered the control protocol.  At all 

sessions the procedure and times stated in Table 8 were followed.  The results of the 

study included the set of concepts drawn by each participant and written surveys of the 

participants’ thoughts on the tools. 

 

6.5 CONCEPT EVALUATION METRICS 

The concepts were evaluated by external reviewers.  The author photo-copied all 

the concepts, assembled them in packets, and randomized the groupings.  The reviewers 

were blind as to which concepts were generated by the test group and which were from 

the control group. The reviewers were asked to analyze the concepts according to five 
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metrics: quality, universality, laterality, senior usability and inclusivity.  For each metric, 

a flow chart and table of examples of each rating of the metric were given to each 

reviewer, as discussed below.  

 

6.5.1 Quality Metric 

The quality metric was used to rate the quality of concepts in this study.  The 

metric is four-point scale based on a quality metric from Linsey [97].  Figure 43 shows 

the quality metric. 
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Figure 43: Quality Metric Flow Chart 

If a concept is deemed infeasible for residential use with current state-of-art 

technology, then the concept is rated a quality of zero.  The participants were instructed 

to generate concepts that are commercially viable.  If the idea is feasible but technically a 
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bad idea, it is rated quality of one.  If the concept is feasible but difficult to realize, then it 

is rated quality of two.  Finally, if the change is easy and simple to make, then it is given 

a quality rating of three.  Example concepts at each quality level are listed in Table 9. 

 

Table 9: Examples of Quality Metric 

 

 

6.5.2 Universality Metric 

The universality metric was created to give insight into whether the concept 

expands a core concept of Universal Design, increasing the number of potential users of 

the product.  This is a coarse measurement, but gives some insight into how many types 

of people can use the product.  Figure 44 shows the universality metric. 
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Figure 44: Universality Metric 

If the concept is compared to the standard concept and results in about the same 

number of people being able to use the product, then the concept is rated a universality of 

zero.  If the concept when compared to the standard concept being redesigned will result 

in significantly more people being able to use the product, then the concept is rated a 

universality of one.  Table 10 shows some examples of the universality metric. 
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Table 10: Examples of Universality Metric 

 

6.5.3 Laterality Metric 

Within the area of Universal Design one area of interest is whether the concept 

will change how individuals with different laterality use a product.  Laterality is defined 

as “Preference of using one side of the body over the other” [98].  Universality is often 

associated with expanding the product for use by individuals with disabilities.  In 

contrast, this metric is designed to distinguish whether the product is amenable to both 

left-handed and right-handed use.  Laterality is typically not designated as a disability, 

but simply a preference of the user.  Figure 45 shows the laterality metric flow chart. 
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Figure 45: Laterality Metric 

If a concept is only usable by individuals with some laterality, then the laterality 

metric is zero.  For example, if a product is usable only by an individual who is right 

handed, then the product is given a laterality score of zero.  If a concept is usable by 

individuals with any laterality, but is easier to use with one particular laterality 

preference, then it is scored one.  For example, if a Bluetooth earpiece is more 
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comfortable on the right ear than the left ear, then it would have a laterality score of one.  

If a product is equally usable with any laterality, then it receives a score of two for 

laterality.  Table 11 shows examples of the different laterality metric scores.  

 

Table 11: Examples of Laterality Metric 

 

 
 

6.5.4 Senior Usability Metric 

The metric of senior usability was created to rate the usefulness of a product for 

seniors who are not affected by disability or laterality.  The concept of the limitations of 

seniors is left up to the reviewer with some guidance given by the examples.  Figure 46 

shows the flowchart of the senior usability metric. 
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Figure 46: Senior Usability Metric 

If a does not improve use by seniors, the concept would be rated zero for senior.   

If a concept attempts to address seniors, but does not actually help seniors, then the 

concept is rated one.  If the concept helps seniors but has limited benefits for people who 
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are not seniors, then it rates two for seniors.  If a concept would be useful for all ages, 

then it would be rated three.  Examples of the senior rating are shown in Table 12. 

 

Table 12: Examples of Senior Metric 

 

 

6.5.5 Inclusivity Metric 

 The inclusivity metric was developed in collaboration with Shraddha 

Sangelkar (personal communication, October 5, 2012).  The metric is designed to give 

insight into how individuals with a disability could use the product. Figure 47 shows the 

inclusivity flow chart metric. 
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Figure 47: Inclusivity Metric 
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Concepts that do not address a disability are rated zero on the inclusivity metric.  

Second, concepts that attempt to address a disability but do not effectively help 

individuals with a disability are rated one.  Additionally, concepts that benefit individuals 

with a disability but have limited benefit for individuals without a disability are rated 

two.  Finally, concepts that are useful to both individuals with and without disabilities are 

rated three.  Examples of the inclusivity rating can be seen in Table 13. 

 

Table 13: Examples of Inclusivity Metrics 

 

 

6.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter focused on the evaluation of the Handheld Universal Design Tools, 

including a description of the study participants, first hypothesis, and evaluation 

procedure. The concept evaluation metrics that were used in the evaluation procedure 

were described in detail.  These explicitly defined metrics add to the body of knowledge 

in this area of Universal Design.  The next chapter analyzes the results of the study.
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Chapter 7 
Analysis of Handheld Universal Design Tools Evaluation 

This chapter focuses on the analysis of the Handheld Universal Design Toolset, 

the evaluation experiment outlined in the previous chapter. We evaluated the concepts 

generated for quality and universality, as well as the supporting metrics of laterality, 

senior usability, and inclusivity. The evaluation showed an overall agreement with the 

first hypothesis stated in Chapter 1. 

7.1 RATING CONCEPTS  

Two raters evaluated the concepts.  The raters were not involved in the data 

collection process.  The author is not one of the raters.  The raters were both mechanical 

engineering PhD students specializing in design methodology.  Both raters had previous 

experience rating concepts.  The raters were given written instructions as described in 

Chapter 6 on the five rating scales.  The author who collected the concepts in the three 

sessions photocopied the concepts and organized them into packets of concepts for the 

raters.  The raters were blind as to which concepts were generated as part of the test 

group or the control group.  The raters were given copies of an electronic spreadsheet to 

enter the numerical values for the ratings for the five metrics for each concept.  The raw 

data from the raters is included in Appendix F.  The author then separated the concepts 

and data ratings of the control and test groups.  Inter-rater reliability was tested for the 

two raters across all five metrics using Cohen’s Weighted Kappa [99].  The kappa values 

were 0.53 for quality, 0.62 for universality, 0.57 for inclusivity, 0.50 for laterality, and 

0.44 for senior usability.  Using Landis’s and Koch’s interpretation of the kappa value, 

the inter-rater reliability for the raters per metric was moderate (quality), substantial 
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(universality), moderate (inclusivity), moderate (laterality), and moderate (senior 

usability) [100].  The senior usability metric was developed by the author and may have 

been more difficult to rate.  One rater did give some feedback on the difficulty of the 

senior usability metric.  For the analysis of the concepts, if a concept was rated a different 

score by each rater, the average score was used in the analysis.  The averaged data from 

the raters is included in Appendix G.  Samples of some of the concepts the raters 

evaluated are shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49. 
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Figure 48: Sample Concept One 
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Figure 49: Sample Concept Two 

The Figure 48 can opener concept incorporates a long crank handle for ease of 

use, grips to hold the can, and mentions using gearing to reduce the force needed from the 

user.  This concept is an example of a Universally Designed product concept. The 

concept in Figure 48 was given a top rating across all five metrics.  The concept in Figure 

49 incorporates a bottle opener into the turning handle.  This concept was rated highest in 

quality, average in laterality, but given the lowest ratings in universality, inclusivity and 

senior usability.  Overall, Figure 49 is a high quality concept that can be implemented, 

but it does not meet the design prompt of being usable by all individuals.  This concept is 

an example of how a high quality concept can be created that is not appropriate for 

Universal Design. 

 

7.2 CONCEPT EVALUATION 

All participants were asked to generate as many concepts as possible in the 

allotted time.  The participants were asked to use a new page for each concept.  The 
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number of concepts generated per participant was tallied.  Figure 50 shows the average 

number of concepts generated and Figure 51 shows the number generated by each 

participant. 

 

  

Figure 50: Average Number of Concepts Generated (SE=0.072,0.060; p=0.20) 
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Figure 51: Number of Concepts Generated Per Participant 

For this research, the Student’s t-test p-values are calculated based on a two-tailed 

test.  A Student’s t-test p-value of less than 0.05 was used to indicate statistical 

significance in the difference in the two means with a 95% confidence level [101,102]. The 

Student’s t-test p-value of 0.20 in Figure 50 indicates the sample size does not show a 

statistically significant difference in the groups.  As shown in Figure 51, 14 participants 

were in the control group and 15 participants were in the test group.  All students in the 

study had recently taken the mechanical engineering design methods course and were 

expected to have similar abilities in generating concepts.   
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7.2.1 Concept Quality 

The values of the quality rating range from zero to three, with three being the 

highest quality.  Details on the quality rating are given in Section 6.5.1.  Figure 52 shows 

that the overall average concept scores for the test and control groups are very similar and 

do not show a statistically significant difference.  

 

 

Figure 52: Average Concept Quality for Test and Control (SE =0.072, 0.06; p=0.92) 

The Student’s t-test p value of 0.92 indicates the toolset likely did not affect the 

average concept quality.   

The average number of high quality concepts generated each group may offer a 

better picture.  For this analysis, a high quality concept is defined as one receiving a 
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rating of three by at least one rater and no rating lower than two.  Figure 53 shows the 

average number of high quality concepts generated by the test and control groups. 

 

 

Figure 53: Average Number of High Quality Concepts (SE=0.54, 0.79; p=0.70) 

The analysis of the number of high quality concepts produced per participant 

shows that the Student’s t-test p-value of 0.70 does not allow us to conclude the toolset 

had an effect on quality.  The Handheld Universal Tools were designed to assist 

engineers with generating concepts that were more universally designed.  The control 

group and test group both have the same mechanical engineering methods training for 

generating high quality concepts.  This indicates the two groups have similar abilities to 
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generate high quality concepts.  Figure 48 and Figure 49 demonstrate that not all high 

quality concepts are Universal Design concepts. 

 

7.2.2 Concept Universality 

The universality metric as described in Section 6.5.2 was created to give insight 

into whether the concept expands a core concept of Universal Design, increasing the 

number of potential users of the product.  A score of one indicates that significantly more 

people can use the concept version versus the standard version.  A score of zero indicates 

about the same number of people can use the product.  Figure 54 shows the average 

universality rating for the control and test groups. 
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Figure 54: Average Universality Rating (SE=0.05, 0.04; p=0.031) 

The Student’s t-test p-value of 0.031 indicates that the two groups do have 

statistically significant different means, indicating the toolset likely did affect the average 

concept universality rating.  Figure 55 shows the average number of concepts with high 

universality per participant. The figure indicates that it is likely that the Handheld 

Universal Design Toolset influenced the participants’ concepts in a positive way, but not 

statistically significant for the set threshold of 95% confidence. 
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Figure 55: Average Number of High Universality Concepts (SE=0.64,0.37; p=0.067) 

A concept was considered to have a high universality rating if both raters rated it 

a one.  The Student’s t-test p-value of 0.067 does not show as strong a statistical 

significance as desired, but is tending toward indicating there is a difference in the two 

groups. Thus, the group that was given the Handheld Universal Design Toolset on 

average produced concepts that were moderately more likely to be usable by a wider 

group of potential users and potentially more likely to produce more concepts with high 

universality ratings. 
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7.2.3 Senior Usability of Concepts 

As noted in Chapter 6, the concepts were rated individually for the aspects of 

Universal Design related to senior usability, laterality, and inclusivity.   The average 

senior usability ratings for the test and control groups are shown in Figure 56. 

 

  

Figure 56: Average Concept Senior Usability Rating (SE=0.12, 0.09; p=0.0016) 

The Student’s t-test p-value of 0.0016 shows there is a statistically significant 

difference in the average concept senior usability score.  As discussed in Section 6.5.4, 

the senior usability metric is rated on a zero to three scale.  Both groups produced 

concepts that would relate to limitations seniors experience, but the test group produced 

concepts that on average have a higher senior usability rating.  For this evaluation a high 
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average senior usability concept is defined as one receiving a rating of a three by at least 

one rater and no rating lower than two.  A rating of two indicated the concept attempts to 

address seniors, but is of limited benefit to non-seniors.  A rating of three indicated the 

concept is of benefit to all individuals including seniors.  Figure 57 shows the average 

number of concepts rated high in senior usability for the control and test groups. 

 

 

Figure 57: Average Number of High Senior Usability Concepts (SE = 0.33, 0.58, p = 
0.048) 

The Student’s t-test p-value of 0.048 is statistically significant and indicates the 

test group produced on average more high senior usability concepts than the control 

group. Overall, Figure 56 and Figure 57 support the hypothesis that the Handheld 
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Universal Design Toolset assisted the engineering students in the test group in generating 

concepts that are usable by seniors. 
 

7.2.4 Concept Laterality 

Laterality is the preference of using one side of the body over the other.  Figure 

58 shows the average laterality ratings for concepts generated by the control and test 

groups. 

 

 

Figure 58: Average Laterality Concept Rating (SE=0.063, 0.048; p=0.075) 

Laterality ratings range from zero (can only be used by some laterality) to two 

(equally useful for individuals of any laterality).  Both the control and test groups created 
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concepts that could be usable by individuals with any laterality. The Student’s t-test p-

value of 0.075 provides some evidence that the averages are statistically different, but not 

high enough to meet the research threshold of statistical significance.  The data indicates 

it is somewhat likely the group that was given the Handheld Universal Design Toolset 

produced concepts with a higher laterality rating on average.  Figure 59 shows the 

average number of concepts with a high laterality rating. 

 

 

Figure 59: Average Number of High Laterality Concepts (SE = 0.72, 0.54; p = 0.076) 

For this study, high laterality is defined as a rating of two by both raters.  With a 

Student’s t-test p-value of 0.076, there is some confidence that the means are different, 
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but not statistically significant enough to indicate that the Handheld Universal Design 

Toolset is influencing the laterality metric of the concepts the participants produced. 

 

7.2.5 Concept Inclusivity 

The inclusivity metric was designed to give insight into how individuals with 

disabilities could use the product.  Figure 60 shows the average concept inclusivity rating 

for the test and control groups. 

 

 

Figure 60: Average Inclusivity Rating (SE=0.12, 0.11; p=0.007) 
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Section 6.5.5 gives a detailed description of the inclusivity rating scale.  The 

Student’s t-test p-value of 0.007 indicates high probability the two averages are different.  

This finding supports the hypothesis that the Handheld Universal Design Toolset assisted 

the participants in generating concepts that were more inclusive.  However, the group had 

an average inclusivity rating below two. Since the highest value on the scale is three, the 

average value of the test groups indicates more work is needed to address this area with 

the tools. 

For this research, a high inclusivity rating is defined as a rating of a three by at 

least one rater and no rating lower than two.  Figure 61 shows the average number of high 

inclusivity concepts for the test and control groups.  
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Figure 61: Average Number of High Inclusivity Concepts (SE = 0.40, .52; p = 0.03) 

The Student’s t-test p-value of 0.03 indicates there is a high statistical confidence 

that the means of the two groups are different.  The data show that the test group 

produced on average twice as many concepts with high inclusivity ratings compared to 

the control group.  This finding supports the hypothesis that the test group produced 

conceptual designs more appropriate for Universally Designed products than the control 

group. 
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7.3 CONCEPT SURVEY 

At the conclusion of the concept generation session, the test group participants 

were asked to complete a survey providing their opinions of the Handheld Universal 

Design Toolset.  The written survey is shown in Figure 62. 

 

Figure 62: Handheld Universal Design Toolset Survey 

Date __________               Time__________ 
 

This survey is being used to evaluate and improve a methodology for developing universally designed 
products. Your feedback will be used to improve the UD Handheld Check list, UD Handheld Guidelines, 
and UD Handheld Matrix.  
 
Please answer the following questions for the UD Handheld Check list, UD Handheld Guidelines, and UD 
Handheld Matrix. 

 Not at all 
useful 

Somewhat 
Useful 

Useful Very 
useful 

I did not 
use it at all 

1. The UD Handheld 
Checklist was: 

     

2. The UD Handheld 
Guidelines were: 

     

3. The UD Handheld Matrix 
was:  

     

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

4. This UD Handheld Checklist 
helped me to generate more ideas. 

     

5. This UD Handheld Guidelines 
helped me to generate more ideas. 

     

6. This UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to generate more ideas. 

     

7. The UD Handheld Checklist was a 
waste of time. 

     

8. The UD Handheld Guidelines was 
a waste of time. 

     

9. The UD Handheld Matrix was a 
waste of time. 

     

10. The UD Handheld Checklist helped 
me to think of more ideas. 

     

11. The UD Handheld Guidelines 
helped me to think of more ideas. 

     

12. The UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to think of more ideas. 

     

13. This UD Handheld Checklist 
helped me to produce better ideas. 

     

14. This UD Handheld Guidelines 
helped me to produce better ideas. 

     

15. This UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to produce better ideas. 

     

16. This UD Handheld Tool Set was 
useful. 

     

17. I feel that learning about universal 
design helped me see a human side 
of engineering  

     

18. This UD Handheld Tools helped 
me to generate higher quality ideas. 

     

 
What would you change about the UD Handheld Tool Set? 
 
 
 
How would you improve the UD Handheld Tool Set? 
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The first three survey questions ask the participants about the usefulness of the 

Handheld Universal Design Checklist, Guidelines, and Matrix.  The next fifteen 

questions asked the participants Likert scaled questions about the tools.  Finally the 

survey asked two open-ended questions about changing and improving the Handheld 

Universal Design Toolset.  Appendix H has the complete set of survey results. 

Figure 63 shows the results of the 15 test group participants’ responses to the 

questions on the usefulness of the Handheld Universal Design. 
 

  

Figure 63: Usefulness of the Handheld Universal Design Toolset Questions 

Two participants responded that they only used two of the Handheld Universal 

Design Tools and one participant responded that he only used one tool. Overall, the 
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survey gave insight that none of the participants thought the tools were useless and the 

majority stated they felt the tools were useful in some way. 

Figure 64 shows the results from the survey questions on participants’ 

perspectives on the tools effectiveness at helping them to produce better ideas.  
 

 

Figure 64: Producing Better Ideas Survey Questions 

The strongly disagree and disagree answers came predominantly from participants 

who stated they did not use the tool in question. Overall, excluding the responses from 

the participants who stated they did not use the tools, the majority of participants stated 

that the tools helped them produce better ideas.  The set of questions and other 

indications showed that the matrix tool consistently scored the weakest of the three tools 
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on the survey, and the checklist scored the strongest across all questions.    The lack of 

any participant stating they strongly agree that the tools helped them is an area for future 

improvement.  Changing the way the tools are visualized to a more graphic form would 

likely make them more user friendly and potential get participants to strongly agree with 

the stamen. 

 

Overall, a large majority of the participants thought the Handheld Universal 

Design Toolset was useful, as shown in Figure 65. Of the participants who neither agreed 

nor disagreed with the statement, half stated they did not use some of the tools. The lack 

of participants responding that they strongly agreed with the statement indicates a need to 

improve the toolset. 
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Figure 65: Concept Survey Question the Toolset was Useful  

One question was included in the survey to ask the participants if their brief 

exposure to Universal Design helped them to see a human side of engineering. Their 

responses are shown in Figure 66. The majority agreed that exposure to Universal 

Designs helped them see the human side of engineering, lending support to the second 

hypothesis on perceptions of engineering.  This finding that learning about Universal 

Design helped them see the human side of engineering is very encouraging.  Chapter 8 

discusses an additional study that was conducted on this second hypothesis.   

The open-ended questions at the end of the survey received a variety of responses. 

Most of the responses were scattered and few themes were seen in the small sample size.  
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The complete list of the opened ended survey responses can be seen in Appendix H. One 

theme was a desire to have the tools presented in a way that was more visual and less 

wordy.  Examples of visualization comments are “Less "wall" effect more flow chart” 

and “Diagram to help explain some categories.”  Another theme was to simplify the tools.  

Some examples of this theme are “Make it easier to read it, a lot of info to go through,” 

and “!"#$%"&'()**+,-./%%0*12-*34##-516*&4376*45*248*12-*144%*#"921*:-*-/6"-.*14*76-) 

 

 

Figure 66: Concept Survey Question About the Human Side of Engineering 
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7.4 DISCUSSION AND HYPOTHESIS EVALUATION 

 

The concepts were rated by two raters who were not the author of this research.  

The research would be stronger with additional raters.  The limited inter-rater reliability 

of the results is also a limitation, especially of the senior usability metric. The senior 

usability are metric could have been difficult to rate on some concepts.  One rater 

commented to the author about the difficulty with the senior usability rating, supporting 

this analysis.  The metrics are designed with complete products in mind, so the limited 

details of some concepts might have contributed to the difficulty in rating concepts.  

Refinement of the metric documentation and training could improve this area of the 

research.   

The sample size of the concept generation study also limits the confidence about 

the effects the Handheld Universal Design tools have on concept generation.  The results 

indicated the tools likely did not affect the quantity and quality of the concepts that the 

participants produced.  The participants recently completed a course in engineering 

design methods so it understandable that both groups would produce concepts of similar 

quality.  The example can opener concept shown in Figure 49 is an example of how a 

concept can be overall highly rated for quality but poorly rated for Universal Design.  

This could be a limitation the quality metric used but likely supports the author’s 

thoughts that not all high quality products are Universal Design. 

 

The results of the concept generation and survey data provide evidence to support 

the first hypothesis: 
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When performing design of small consumer and workplace products, engineers 

generate conceptual designs more appropriate for Universally Designed products (as 

judged by experts in the field) when equipped with the following: (1) handheld products 

engineering evaluation tool for Universal Design, (2) Universal Design Guidelines for 

handheld products, and (3) Indicators and Facilitators for handheld products. 

 

The universality metric was created to give insight into whether an idea expands a 

core concept of Universal Design, increasing the number of potential users of the 

product.  The statistically significant results of the universality metric indicate the test 

group was producing concepts that increase the number of potential users, thus 

supporting this hypothesis.  Further evidence is provided by the statistically significant 

differences in average senior usability rating and average number of highly senior 

usability rated concepts per participant.  Although limited by the moderate inter-rater 

reliability for the senior usability metric, these findings support that the test group is 

creating concepts that seniors can use.  The lack of statistically significant results in the 

area of laterality was likely affected by the moderate inter-rater reliability and the high 

laterality rating on average for the test and control group.  Overall, both the test and 

control group created concepts that were not laterality limited, demonstrating this may 

not be a major area that the Handheld Universal Design Tools need to focus on.  

Inclusivity is often the first characteristic to be considered for Universal Design. How 

does the design incorporate those with assistive needs?  The statistically significant 

difference in average inclusivity scores also supports the hypothesis. The statistically 

significant results of the test group on average producing twice as many concepts with 
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high inclusivity ratings indicates that the toolset is effective at increasing the generation 

of concepts that are usable by people with disabilities.  Many parts of the Handheld 

Universal Design Toolset are related to concepts that are associated with inclusivity.  

Many parts of the Handheld Universal Design Toolset focus on areas that can often be 

associated with the inclusivity metric, such as reducing forces or expanding how an 

individual can use a product.  The most significant support of the first hypothesis is the 

test group producing significantly more concepts that were highly inclusivity rated than 

the control group. Chapter 8 looks into how Universal Design has the potential to affect 

perceptions of the engineering profession.
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Chapter 8 
Study of Perceptions of the Engineering Profession 

This chapter presents the results of a study on student perceptions of engineering. 

In particular, the study seeks to document changes in the attitudes of individuals who are 

introduced to the concept of Universal Design.  The premise is that, by introducing 

universal design to students, they will have a better understanding of the societal roles 

and responsibilities the engineering profession.  The second hypothesis for this study is 

given below: 

Exposing individuals to the concepts of designing products so that all individuals 

can use them (Universal Design) positively affects their perceptions of engineers’ overall 

role in society, engineers’ capacity to help others and personal reasons for pursuing 

engineering. 
 

8.1 INTERNAL REVIEW BOARD FOR HUMAN SUBJECT RESEARCH 

On March 7, 2013, an Internal Review Board application was filed with the 

Office of Research Support at the University of Texas at Austin.  The application 2013-

03-0021 detailed the experimental method used in the engineering perception study, as 

described below.  The Office of Research Support granted permission to perform the 

experiment on March 27, 2013 with some changes in the consent forms.  A copy of the 

notice granting permission for IRB request 2013-03-0021 is included in Appendix I.  
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8.2 EVALUATION METHOD 

The experiment was designed to study perceptions of engineering, and consisted 

of a lecture and in-class activity on Universal Design.  Two weeks before the lecture, the 

students were sent an email offering them extra credit if they completed a survey. They 

were also offered the option of writing an extra credit research paper.  The students had 

one week to complete the survey.  The survey was conducted on an electronic survey 

service, “SurveyGizmo.”  On April 8, the author lectured on Universal Design to all 

students in a first year mechanical engineering course in two sections for the second half 

of a fifty-minute class period.  The lecture consisted of material on Universal Design, the 

Handheld Universal Design tools, and a discussion on helping others through 

engineering.  A copy of the PowerPoint lecture files is included in Appendix J. The 

students were then put in groups and asked to use the Handheld Universal Design 

Checklist to evaluate several can openers.  For the discussion, ten different can openers 

were used, and all were numbered.  The students were asked to evaluate the can opener 

and put the identifying number of the can opener on their paper.  At the end of the class, 

the checklist and can openers were collected.  One week later a second survey was sent to 

the students.  The students had one week to complete the second survey.  All electronic 

surveys were pre- and post-matched with the identifying information given in the survey: 

the last letter in the student’s last name, and the last three digits of their primary phone 

number. 

8.2.1 Participants 

The participants in this study were mechanical engineering students enrolled in a 

freshman introductory mechanical engineering course at The University of Texas at 
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Austin.  The students ranged in age from 18 to early 20’s.  The students were chosen 

because of the class’s first year nature and the desire to understand students’ early 

impressions of the degree program.  Participants were offered extra credit for their 

voluntary participation in the experiment.  A total of 97 students voluntarily participated 

in the perception study. 

8.2.2 Survey instrument 

To develop an assessment instrument for perceptions of the engineering 

profession, a search for current assessment instruments was first conducted.  No 

instrument was found that directly assessed the desired information.  An instrument 

created by a group of researchers at the University of Pittsburgh was modified to assess 

freshman engineering students’ general impressions of engineers103.  Instrument items 

that were in four construct areas were kept in the modified version of the instrument.  

These four construct areas were engineering, career, society and exactness.  The authors 

of the original instrument have given their permission for these instrument items to be 

used in this research.  The modified instrument is shown Figure 67. 
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Figure 67: Engineering Perception Survey 

Engineering Survey 
Last letter in last name ______________ 
Last four digits of primary telephone number (aka mobile number)__________________ 
Gender ___________ 
 
For each statement about engineering, please fill in the number that corresponds to how strongly you disagree or agree with the 
statement. 
 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
1. I expect that engineering will be a rewarding career. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

2. I expect that studying engineering will be rewarding. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

3. The advantages of studying engineering outweigh the disadvantages. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

4. I don’t care for this career. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

5. The future benefits of studying engineering are worth the effort. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

6. I can think of several other majors that would be more rewarding than 
engineering.   

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

7. I have no desire to change to another major (ex. biology, English, chemistry, 
art, history, etc.). 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

8. The rewards of getting an engineering degree are not worth the effort. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

9. From what I know, engineering is boring. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

10. I feel that learning about creating products that all individuals can use will help 
me see a human side of engineering. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

11. Engineers contribute more to making the world a better place than people in 
most other occupations.  

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

12. Engineers are innovative. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

13. I see how creating products that all individuals can use can be a part of the 
engineering design process. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

14. Learning about creating products that all individuals can use  makes me more 
excited about engineering.   

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

15. Engineering is an exact science. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

16. I think it is important to emphasize how engineers help individuals. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

17. Engineering is an occupation that is respected by other people.  ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

18. I like the professionalism that goes with being an engineer. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

19. I feel that learning about ways to make products all individuals can use makes 
me more interested in wanting to create products that help all people. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

20. Engineering is more concerned with improving the welfare of society than most 
other professions.   

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

21. All engineers should use systematic methods in the design process that assist 
them with creating products that all individuals can use. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

22. Engineers have contributed greatly to fixing problems in the world. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

23. Technology plays an important role in solving society’s problems. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

24. Systematic methods that help engineers make products that all individuals can 
use will make the world a better place. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

25. Engineers are creative. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

26. Engineering involves finding precise answers to problems. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

27. I am studying engineering because I enjoy figuring out how things work. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 
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The modified instrument is focused on measuring college students’ perceptions of what 

engineers do.  Specifically, it measures individuals’ perceptions of engineers’ overall role 

in society, engineers’ capacity to help others, and personal reasons for pursuing 

engineering.  The author added seven items to the existing instrument to specifically ask 

the students about creating products that all individuals can use, and how engineers help 

others.  In Figure 67, survey items 10, 13, 14, 16, 19, 21, and 24 were created for this 

purpose. 

 

8.2.3 Classroom Presentation 

The classroom presentation focused on defining Universal Design and its use by 

engineers to help others.  The lecture portion of the presentation lasted fifteen minutes.  

The presentation started with an introduction of the presenter and discussion of the 

definition of Universal Design.  Next, the slides provided motivation for Universal 

Design and research in Universal Design.  The slides then focused on Universal Design 

in industry, concentrating on OXO Corporation.  The presentation discussed the purpose 

of the research and the method of using standard and Universally Designed products in 

the research.  The discussion then turned to how the products were tested.  The slides 

discussed functional models and the Universal Design differences database. The next 

section presented the Handheld Universal Design Toolset.  The final slide contains open-

ended questions about how the Universal Design tools can be used to help others.  Copies 

of the slides and slides notes are in Appendix J. 
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8.2.4 Can Opener Checklist 

At the conclusion of the discussion on Universal Design, the students were asked 

to use the Handheld Universal Design Checklist to analyze a can opener.  This was done 

to give the students experience using the tools.  The students were grouped into teams of 

eight and given a can opener to analyze.  The students were asked to individually fill out 

the checklist.  Each checklist was marked with the can opener number the students were 

rating.  The can openers chosen were a selection of Universal Designed can openers and 

standard can openers.  Table 1 shows the ten can openers used. The can openers were 

numbered zero to ten, skipping nine to minimized confusion between six and nine. 
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Table 14: Can Openers Used in Engineering Perception Discussion 

0 

 

5 

 
1 

 

6 

 
2 

 

7 

 
3 

 

8 

 
4 

 

10 

 

 

8.3 SURVEY ANALYSIS 

From the 152 students in the two sections of the first year engineering course, 92 

sets of pre/post paired completed surveys were received, giving an effective response rate 

of 64%.  Electronic survey data was collected and compared aggregately across the all 
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students’ pre/post surveys and individually paired pre/post responses by participant 

identification marker.  The complete data set of the survey data can be found in Appendix 

L.  Participants responded using a Likert scale of one to five, with “strongly disagree” 

represented by a one and “strongly agree” by a five.  For this research the Student’s t-test 

p-values were calculated based on a two-tailed test.  A Student’s t-test p-value of less 

than 0.05 was used to indicate statistical significance in the difference in the two means 

with a 95% confidence level [101,102]. Figure 68 shows the pre-lecture and post-lecture 

average scores for the students on the survey questions. 

 

 

Figure 68: Pre-lecture and Post-lecture Average Response  
(Error bar = one Standard Error, N=97) 
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The majority of the questions compared aggregately and individually paired 

provided statistically insignificant differences in means.  This is not surprising because 

the majority of the questions were intended to find the differences in perceptions of the 

students over a two-semester period, from the beginning of fall to the end of spring.  The 

questions were included to determine if they did have a difference.  This survey was used 

to analyze the effects of the lecture on students by surveying two weeks before and one to 

two weeks after.  It could be predicted that the lecture would have little effect on many 

questions, such as question four: “I don’t care for this career.”  Questions four, six, eight, 

and nine were worded in such a way that the expected response would be to disagree with 

the statements. For example, question nine is “From what I know, engineering is boring.”  

The student’s response of disagree and strongly disagree is a result many would expect 

from students majoring in engineering.  Question 15, “Engineering is an exact science”, 

received a wide range of responses, the largest percentage being neutral.  Likely at this 

point in their studies, they are not sure.  No question on the survey resulted an undesired 

changing of the students’ responses to the survey. 

 

Responses to four questions in the survey did stand out.  The one that stands out 

the most is question 16: “I think it is important to emphasize how engineers help 

individuals.”  Figure 69 shows the pre-lecture and post-lecture average results for the 

question.  With a Student’s t-test p-value of 0.021, the average difference in the mean 

values is statistically different. 
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Figure 69: Question 16 Average Pre and Post Lecture Survey (SE=0.0655 P=0.0213) 

This question reflects on one of the primary topics of the Universal Design 

lecture:  the emphasis on engineers directly helping others.  The lecture discussed how 

policemen and doctors are commonly perceived as helping others, and pointed out ways 

that engineers can directly help other individuals.  A four on the scale is “agree” and five 

is “strongly agree.”  The data show that the average response moved toward the “strongly 

agree” response. 
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Question 20 also focuses on how engineers think they are perceived by society.  

Engineers’ role in society was an underlying theme of the discussion. Figure 70 shows 

the average pre- and post-lecture responses.  The Student’s t-test p-value of 0.0511 is 

higher than the 95% confidence level and is not statistically significant.  But the results 

do give insight that it is likely that the discussion of UD may have influenced the major 

question of how engineers feel they are perceived.  A change in this area would be 

substantial.  

 

 

 

Figure 70: Question 20 Average Pre and Post Lecture Survey (SE=0.0850 P=0.0511) 
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Figure 71 shows the average pre-lecture and post-lecture results for question 10.  

The Student’s t-test p-value of 0.0329 shows there is a statistically significant difference 

in the mean pre-lecture and post-lecture values.  The question in the pre-lecture survey is 

slanted because it is asking them about how they feel about learning something that has 

not yet occurred.  The overall high ratings in both pre-lecture and post-lecture surveys 

provide evidence that the students feel it will help them see the human side of 

engineering.  This statement from the students supports the hypothesis the Universal 

Design can influence students perceptions of engineering.  For future work, some 

refinement of the survey items is needed if a similar study is done.    
 

 

Figure 71: Question 10 Average Pre and Post Lecture Survey (SE=0.0650 P=0.0329) 
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!

Figure 72 shows the results of question 13.  This question also deals directly with 

the topic of creating products that all individuals can use.  The Student’s t-test p-value of 

0.059 indicates that the means are not statistically significantly different, but the 

overwhelmingly high post-lecture value is very encouraging.   
 

 

Figure 72: Question 13 Average Pre- and Post-Lecture Survey (SE=0.0596 
P=0.0590) 

 

The post-lecture average responses are between agree and strongly agree, 

indicating that the students see how creating products that all individuals can use can be a 
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having engineers make products that can be used by all individuals is something they 

think engineers can do. 

 

8.4 HYPOTHESIS EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 

The study is severely limited by the limited time the students were exposed to 

Universal Design concepts.  The amount of time in the classroom was controlled by 

external considerations.  This limited time of exposure offered a small window of insight 

into the potential the concept has to affect students.  To get more in-depth insight, a 

longer-term study is needed with more interaction time with the students.  The results 

from the study were all positive in their effects.   

The results of the survey data provide evidence to support parts of the second 

hypothesis: 
 

Having individuals become exposed to the concepts of designing products so that 

all individuals can use them (Universal Design) positively affects their perceptions of 

engineers’ overall role in society, engineers’ capacity to help others and personal 

reasons for pursuing engineering. 

 

The statistically significant results of questions in the area of students’ 

perceptions of engineers’ overall role in society and their capacity to help others, support 

those portions of the hypothesis.  The hypothesis is also supported by the result that two 

thirds of the concept generation participants agreed or strongly agreed that learning about 

Universal Design helped them see the human side of engineering.  The positive results 
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demonstrate that more study is needed to fully address this hypothesis.  In the area of 

personal reasons for pursuing engineering, the data was inconclusive, preventing that part 

of the hypothesis from being proven.  The ambitious goal of influencing the student’s 

personal reasons for pursuing engineering would be remarkable to prove with such a 

short interaction time.  This study has shown that much more interaction time and a 

longer study are needed to potentially influence personal reasons for pursuing 

engineering.  This experience demonstrates that presenting to students the concepts of 

Universal Design or other areas where engineers provide value to society has the 

potential to influence students’ perceptions of engineering.  Overall the study has limited 

results, but demonstrates that Universal Design has the potential to positively influence 

engineering perceptions.
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions and Future Work 

9.1 CONCLUSIONS 

In today’s world there is a need for products and services that are accessible to all 

individuals.  Universal Design is the concept that products and environments should be 

usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or 

specialization.  The Handheld Universal Design checklist, guidelines and matrix created 

through the research reported here are tools for assisting engineers to help create 

Universally Designed products. 

9.1.1 Conclusions about Engineering Perceptions 

Through the presentation of Universal Design to first year mechanical engineering 

students and subsequent analysis of the pre- and post-surveys, several insights were 

gained about how their perceptions of engineering may have changed.  The experience of 

presenting a discussion on Universal Design had the anecdotal positive results of two 

students directly emailing the author after the lecture asking to learn more about 

Universal Design and design methodologies. The pre-lecture and post-lecture surveys 

demonstrated that the few questions that showed statistically significant differences in 

average responses were with respect to questions that directly related to the concepts 

presented in the lecture, providing evidence that the subject of Universal Design can 

improve prospectives of engineering as a profession.  Statistically significant results of 

the two questions in the area of students’ perceptions of engineers’ overall role in society 

and their capacity to help others, supports those parts of the hypothesis.  In the area of 

personal reasons for pursuing engineering, the data was inconclusive, so this part of the 
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hypothesis was not supported.  This experience demonstrates that presenting to students 

the concepts of Universal Design has the potential to influence students’ perceptions of 

engineering. 

9.1.2 Conclusions about Concept Generation 

This survey of literature in the area of Universal Design shows the lack of 

Universal Design tools for engineers.  Examples of design tools in other domains exist. 

Preliminary research indicates that the Universal Design tools can be used to assist 

engineers in redesigning products that are more universally designed. The Universal 

Design differences database was created by comparing functional models, activity 

diagrams, and physical aspects of 50 pairs of universal and standard products.  The 

Universal Design differences database was the basis for UD tool development for this 

research and can also be used in future research projects. 

Through systematic analysis of the Universal Design differences database and 

other research in Universal Design, a set of three Handheld Universal Design Tools was 

created.  This toolset consists of the Handheld Universal Design Checklist, the Handheld 

Universal Design Guidelines, and the Handheld Universal Design Matrix.  The three 

tools are designed to be used in the concept generation phase of designing or redesigning 

a product.   Feedback on the tools from the participants in the evaluation study showed 

that the matrix tool consistently scored the weakest of the three tools on the survey and 

the checklist scored the strongest across all questions. 

As a part of the research, the universality, laterality, senior usability and 

inclusivity metrics were defined and used to evaluate the design concepts.  While the 

metrics were shown to be useful in evaluating the, the experiences of the raters in the 
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evaluation study show that the metrics can be improved by providing more precise 

definitions and rating scales. 

The statistically significant results of the overall universality metric support the 

first hypothesis.  Further support is provided by the statistically significant differences in 

average senior usability rating and average number of highly rated concepts per 

participant. The statistically significant difference in average inclusivity score supports 

the hypothesis, and the statistically significant results of the test group on average 

producing twice as many highly inclusivity rated concepts shows significant support for 

the first hypothesis.  The majority of the survey respondents agreed that the Handheld 

Universal Design Toolset was useful.  Feedback on the tools from the participants in the 

study showed that the matrix tool consistently scored the weakest of the three tools on the 

survey and the checklist scored the strongest across all questions. Feedback on the tools 

also indicated that visual representation of the tools should be improved.  The three 

Handheld Universal Design Tools are thus effective in influencing engineers to produce 

concepts that are more Universally Designed. 
 

9.2 FUTURE WORK  

This research leads to many areas of future investigation to further explore the 

findings of the research and suggests other areas of exploration.  This research has added 

to the body of knowledge in this field of study, and there are many ways this knowledge 

can be augmented. 
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9.2.1 Future Work on Engineering Perceptions 

The experience of presenting Universal Design to first year students suggests 

many areas of potential future research.  The survey instrument itself should likely be 

refined to focus more on eliciting students’ perceptions about how engineers help 

individuals.  The refinement of the survey instrument would give greater potential 

confidence about how the students were affected.  The instrument should be refined to 

better capture differences in perception changes overs a short time frame. Further studies 

should be done with large about of time for students to learn about Universal Design.  

Presenting Universal Design is just one way of showing how engineers can help others.  

Another area worth investigating is improving the presentation of the concepts of 

Universal Design when discussing engineers’ roles in society with non-technical 

audiences, particularly K-12 students.  This could have the effect of increasing interest in 

engineering among pre-college students. 

 

9.2.2 Future Work on Concept Generation 

The Universal Design differences database created as part of this research is a 

resource that can be expanded and used in other ways to study how standard and 

Universally Designed products are similar and different.  With more paired products in 

other design domains, additional insights into the differences could be discovered.  The 

database could also be improved by transferring the data into a more searchable format 

for future analysis. 

The universality, laterality, senior usability, and inclusivity metrics could all be 

revised to improve the inter-rater reliability of the metrics.  In particular, the Inclusivity 
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metric could be used by researchers in areas such as assistive technology to investigate 

the inclusiveness of concepts.  Further testing and publication of the metrics are needed 

to validate the metrics for other researchers in the area of Universal Design. 

The three Handheld Universal Design Tools represent an initial effort to provide 

UD tools for engineers. As such, there is much room for refinement of the tools.  Perhaps 

the easiest questions to address deal with presentation of the tools. Could the content of 

the tools be represented in a more visual form? Could it be shown in flow charts, 

sketches, or pictures to give a more visual representation?  Revision of the visual 

representation of the matrix is prime area for future improvement of the toolset.  Second, 

the Handheld Universal Design Toolset needs more extensive testing. Could using the 

toolset have different effects on the concept generation if the redesign of a product is 

significantly more complex? It would be insightful to use the tools as part of the original 

design process, rather than the redesign of a product.  In general, Universal Design offers 

a wealth of areas and ways to make products more accessible to everyone.  Future 

research could also explore using the Handheld Universal Design Tools in corporate 

design environments. This research has just begun the investigation on how we can 

improve engineering product design through the study of Universal Design.    
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Appendices  

APPENDIX A 
 UDPMP TOOL 

 

Universal Design Performance Measurement Tool
PRINCIPLE ONE EQUITABLE USE Comments

1A
All potential users could use this product  in essentially the same way, 
regardless of  differences in their abilities.

1B

This product appeals to all potential users. Potential users of this product 
have access to  all featuresof privacy, security, and safety,  regardless of 
personal capabilities.

1C
Potential users could use this product without  feeling segregated or 
stigmatized because  of differences in personal capabilities.

1D This product appeals to all potential users.
PRINCIPLE TWO FLEXIBILITY IN USE 

2A Every potential user can find at least one way to use this product effectively.
2B This product can be used with either the right or left hand alone.
2C This product facilitates (or does not require) user accuracy and precision. 

2D
This product can be used at whatever pace (quickly or slowly) the user 
prefers.
PRINCIPLE THREE SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE USE

3A This product is as simple and straightforward as it can be.
3B An untrained person could use this product without instructions
3C Any potential user can understand the language used in this product. 
3d The most important features of this product are the most obvious. 
3E This product provides feedback to the user.

PRINCIPLE FOUR PERCEPTIBLE INFORMATION
4A This product can be used without hearing.
4B This product can be used without sight.

4C
The features of this product can be clearly described in words (e.g., in 
instruction manuals or on telephone help lines).

4D
This product can be used by persons who use assistive devices (e.g., 
eyeglasses, hearing aids, sign language, or service animals).
PRINCIPLE FIVE TOLERANCE FOR ERROR

5A Product features are arranged according to their importance.
5B This product draws the user’s attention to errors or hazards.

5C
If the user makes a mistake with this product, it won’t cause damage or 
injure the user.

5D This product prompts the user to pay attention during critical tasks.
PRINCIPLE SIX LOW PHYSICAL EFFORT

6A
This product can be used comfortably (e.g., without awkward movements or 
postures). 

6B This product can be used by someone who is weak or tired

6C
This product can be used without repeating any motion enough to cause 
fatigue or pain.

6D This product can be used without having to rest afterward. 
PRINCIPLE SEVEN SIZE AND SPACE FOR APPROACH AND USE

7A
It is easy for a person of any size to see all the important elements of this 
product from any position (e.g., standing or seated).

7B
It is easy for a person of any size to reach all the important elements of this 
product from any position (e.g., standing or seated).

7C This product can be used by a person with hands of any size.

7D
There is enough space to use this product with devices or assistance (e.g., 
wheelchair, oxygen tank, or service animal). 
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APPENDIX B 
 UNIVERSAL DESIGN DIFFERENCES DATABASE 

 

Product
Functional or 
Activity Item Item First Word

Functional 
Morphological 
Parametric Comments

Hand Rake Activity Adjust Width Adjust Primary !""#"$"%#$&'$(#)$*#+&%,#
Dish Brush Functional Align Cap Align Functional Added soap holder in brush
Bottle Brush Functional Align Surface Align Functional Nipple cleaner added
Tub Stopper Activity Attach Chain Attach Secondary Chain removed in revised version of product
Hand Rake Functional Change Change Functional Change the rake width with the expansion of the handle
Bottle Opener Functional Change Change Parametric Longer lever arm gives more mechanical advantage lowing forces needed
Box Cutter Activity Change Blade Change Secondary New way to change round blade
Lopper Functional Change Force Change Morphological Use a four bar mechanism to inches the mechanical advantage of the lopper with the same handle length
Colander Functional Change Size Change Functional New function to change size
Baby Spoon Activity Chew On Spoon Chew Primary Softer surface for teeth to interact with
Bottle Brush Activity Clean Nipple Clean Secondary Nipple cleaner added
Cord Catch Activity Clean Residue Clean Secondary Activity no longer need in revised version
Egg Beater Activity Clean With Soap And Water Clean Can now use dishwasher to accomplish this task
Egg Slicer Activity Close Clasp Close Primary Spring and clasp added
Can Opener 5 Activity Close Handles Close Primary Human energy replaced by battery chemical energy
Can Opener 6 Activity Close Handles Close Primary Human energy replaced by battery chemical energy
Can Opener 1 Activity Close Handles Close Primary Less force to puncture lid
Can Opener 3 Activity Close Handles Close Primary Open and closing handles removed
Egg Slicer Activity Close Lid Close Primary Separation of closing lid and slicing egg
Scissors Activity Close Scissors Close Primary In revised version the right or left hand can accomplish this task in standard only right
Colander Activity Collapse Colander Collapse Primary New activity as part of new feature
Colander Activity Collapse Product Collapse Primary Activity related to new feature of expand /collapse
Hand Rake Activity Collapse Rake Collapse Primary Added due to new feature

Phone Functional
Convert Acoustic Energy To 
Control Signal Convert Functional Add to allow voice dialing

Colander Functional Convert Collapse Convert Functional Function added to facilitate new feature
Pen Functional Convert Collapse Convert Functional Pen clip retracts with in writing mode

Can Opener 5 Functional
Convert Electrical To Kinetic 
Energy Convert Functional Added electric motor

Colander Functional Convert Expand Convert Functional Function added to facilitate new feature
Pen Functional Convert Expand Convert Functional Pen clip expands with in storage mode

TV Remote Functional
Convert He To Control 
Signal Convert Parametric Larger buttons to import human signals

Box Cutter Functional
Convert Human Energy To 
Me Convert Morphological Rotary blade make a different angle and way to cut from the strait blade

Can Opener 3 Functional
Convert Lateral Force To 
Torque Convert Morphological Function changed in the way it is accomplished

Can Opener 4 Functional
Convert Lateral Force To 
Torque Convert Morphological Added ratcheting

Can Opener 1 Functional
Convert Lateral Force To 
Torque Convert Parametric Larger handle length

Can Opener 5 Functional
Convert Lateral Force To 
Torque Convert Functional Function removed

Can Opener 6 Functional
Convert Lateral Force To 
Torque Convert Functional Function removed

Cork Puller Functional
Convert Lateral Force To 
Torque Convert Functional Added

Salad Spinner Functional Convert Lateral Force To Convert Functional Changed to lateral input to vertical force
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Egg Beater Functional Couple Couple Functional Added function for new feature of separate and couple
Box Cutter Activity Cut Box Cut Primary Added
Lopper Activity Cut Branch Cut Primary Less force is needed to cur branch
Cork Puller Activity Cut Foil Cut Primary Feature added
Can Opener 3 Functional Cut Solid Cut Morphological Changed the way the lid is cut from the can
Can Opener 4 Functional Cut Solid Cut Morphological Can cut in a new way on side of the lid
Can Opener 1 Functional Cut Solid Cut Parametric Less force needed
Can Opener 5 Functional Cut Solid Cut Morphological Added
Cork Puller Functional Detach Solid Detach Morphological New way to detach cork from device
Cork Puller Functional Detach Solid Detach Functional Feature removed
Cork Puller Functional Detached Solid Detached Functional Add new feature
Phone Activity Dial Number Dial Primary Now can use voice dialing
Colander Functional Dissipate Dissipate Morphological Change surface of colander to release food
Can Opener 5 Functional Dissipate Acoustic Energy Dissipate Morphological Make more sound with electric motor
Watering Can Functional Dissipate Water Dissipate Morphological Rubble nozzle
Colander Activity Expand Colander Expand New activity as part of new feature
Colander Activity Expand Product Expand Activity related to new feature of expand /collapse
Hand Rake Activity Expand Rake Expand Added due to new feature
Can Opener 6 Functional Export Batteries Export Functional New feature added
Bottle Brush Functional Export Brush Export Functional Base added
Can Opener 5 Functional Export Cable Export Functional New feature added
Tub Stopper Functional Export Foot Export Morphological Change n way foot is released by stopper
Bottle Brush Functional Export Hand Export Functional Base added
Baby Spoon Functional Export Hand Export Morphological Changed shape of handle to mold to hand
Can Opener 5 Functional Export Hand Export Functional Second hand not needed
Can Opener 6 Functional Export Hand Export Functional Second hand not needed
Tea Kettle Functional Export Hand Export Functional Added for lid removal
Bottle Brush Functional Export Hand 2 Export Functional Added  to remove nibble cleaner
Watering Can Functional Export Measurement Export Morphological Material change so it can be seen from the outside
Baby Spoon Functional Export Mouth Export Morphological New surface does nor harm teeth
Paper towel holderFunctional Export Paper Towel Export Morphological Only one hand needed in revised version
Colander Functional Export Pot Export Morphological New method of hooking on pot with out melting product
Strainer Functional Export Solid Food Export Morphological Changed the way the strainer exports food particles
Bottle Brush Functional Export Surface Export Functional Base added
Tub Stopper Functional Export Tub Overflow Export Functional Function removed in revised product implemented I different way
Bottle Brush Functional Export Water Export Functional Water storing Base
Bottle Brush Functional Export Water Export Morphological Channels and stores water
Box Cutter Activity Extend Blade Extend Primary New way to extend blade less force
Hand Saw Functional Extract Energy Extract Functional Added because of new feature to store energy
Scissors Functional Extract Energy Extract Functional New function that opening the scissors
Soap Dispenser Functional Extract Soap Extract Morphological Only one hand is needed in revised version due to greater stability in redesign

Measuring Cup Activity Fill Cup To Desired Level Fill Primary Changed the way the level can be seen
Watering Can Activity Rotate Nozzle Out Rotate New feature of fold nozzle
Food Grater Activity Grasp Handle Grasp Primary Added range handle to grasp
Potato Masher Activity Grasp Handle Grasp Primary Added range handle to grasp
Bottle Opener Activity Grasp Handle Grasp Primary Easier on hand
Colander Activity Grasp Handle Grasp Longer and larger grip handle make this easier
Box Cutter Activity Grasp Handle Grasp Primary Added
Hand Rake Activity Grasp Rake Grasp Larger grip make this more comfortable
TV Remote Activity Grasp Remote Grasp Primary Easier to grasp with larger surface area
Soap Dispenser Activity Grasp Soap Dispenser Base Grasp Activity no longer needed in revised version
Paper towel holderActivity Grasp Towel Role Grasp Activity replaced by a product function
Pen Activity Grip Pen Grip Clip retracted
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Bin Scoop Activity Grip Scoop With Hand Grip Scoop hand grip is larger and easier to grip
Baby Spoon Functional Guide Guide Parametric Changed the angle of the handle to spoon angle.
Hand Rake Functional Guide Guide Functional Added to guide handle in expansions
Baby Spoon activity Guide Spoon In Mouth Guide New angle and bowl shape simplify the task
Scissors Activity Guide To Paper Guide In revised version the right or left hand can accomplish this task in standard only right
Egg Beater Activity Hand 1 Grip Handle Hand New larger handle to grip with antiskid surface
Egg Slicer Activity Hand Wash Hand Added plate to remove the egg parts
Strainer Activity Hand Wash Hand Dishwasher safe
Can Opener 2 Activity Hold Bottle Hold Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 3 Activity Hold Bottle Hold Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 4 Activity Hold Bottle Hold Bottle opener not a part of this device
Baby Food BowlActivity Hold Bowl Hold Much easier to hold with lip and thumb grip
Funnel Activity Hold Funnel Grip Hold Easier to hold 
Funnel Activity Hold Funnel In Place Hold Easier with grip hold funnel in place
Can Opener 5 Activity Hold Handle Close Hold Added

Can Opener 2 Activity
Hold Handles While Turning 
The Crank Handle Hold Allows for lower effort to hold can

Strainer Activity
How Solids Are Removed 
From Strainer How Changed how solids are removed from the slicer

Soap Dispenser Functional Import Surface Import Parametric Larger surface area
Stapler Functional Import Surface Import Parametric Change size of area with surface
Soap Dispenser Functional Import Surface Import Morphological Added rubber to increase friction with surface
Phone Functional Import Acoustic Energy Import Functional Add to allow voice dialing
Can Opener 6 Functional Import Batteries Import Functional New feature added
Bottle Brush Functional Import Brush Import Functional Base added
Dish Brush Functional Import Brush Head Import Functional Added replaceable brush heads
Can Opener 5 Functional Import Cable Import Functional New feature added
Clothes Hanger Functional Import Cloth Import Morphological Flexible strap holders easier to import clothing
Cord Catch Functional Import Cord Import Morphological Accomplish function with out closing clasp
Push Pin Holder Functional Import Finger Import Morphological Surface change to increase surface friction
Baby Spoon Functional Import Food Import Parametric Changed spoon bowl shape to retain food
Tub Stopper Functional Import Foot Import Morphological Change in way foot is received by the stopper
Bottle Brush Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Size of handle
Cheese Grater Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Size of hand grip
Colander Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Change handle size
Colander Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Change handle surface
Cork Puller Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger handle
Baby Spoon Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Changed shape of handle to mold to hand
Bottle Brush Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Base added
Bottle Brush Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Surface of handle
Can Opener 5 Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Different way hand is imported in device
Cheese Grater Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Rubber on hand grip t
Clothes Hanger Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added to part material to have grip
Colander Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Changed to a long one handed handle form two short handles
Cheese Grater Functional Import Hand Import Functional Added due to addition of lid
Cork Puller Functional Import Hand Import Morphological All turn to detach cork
Dish Brush Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger area to grip
Dish Brush Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added friction with rubber surface
Egg Slicer Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Add rubber to increase friction
Egg Slicer Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger hand input
Egg Slicer Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Reduced risk of cutting with top holder
Magnetic Clip Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Had the force from the user pressing down directly over the center of the magnet to not make the magnet fall

Measuring Cup Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Add rubber to increase friction
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Colander Functional Import Hand Import Functional Import hand 2 not need in revised product
Pen Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Shape of pen changed when in use as writing instrument

Measuring Cup Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Change size of handle
Tea Kettle Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Size of handle/ balance
Pen Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Surface change on pen
Pop Container Functional Import Hand Import Morphological The way the new button is used
Salad Spinner Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Changed the way the hand is imported
Tea Kettle Functional Import Hand Import Morphological To not need fingers to pull hand
Tub Stopper Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Different way the hand interact with the stopper, side hold as a post to top ridge.
Watering Can Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Surface change
Cork Puller Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Changed the  surface of the device for friction
Baby Food BowlFunctional Import Hand Import Morphological Added grip for thumb to make it easier to hold
Bin Scoop Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Material change on handle surface to increase friction two materials
Can Opener 3 Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Left or right hand can be hand 1
Colander Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added rubber surface to create new higher friction grip for hand
Egg Beater Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Change handle surface
Funnel Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added rubber surface to create new higher friction grip for hand
Hand Rake Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added rubber surface to create new higher friction grip for hand
Hand Saw Functional Import Hand Import Morphological New surface to receive hand
Scissors Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Can import the right or the left hand not just the right
Scissors Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Surface change to increase surface friction
Stapler Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Surface change to increase surface friction
Bottle Opener Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added rubber to increase friction with surface
Food Grater Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added rubber to increase friction with surface
Potato Masher Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added rubber to increase friction with surface
Lopper Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Added rubber to increase friction with surface
Can Opener 5 Functional Import Hand Import Functional Second hand not needed
Can Opener 6 Functional Import Hand Import Functional Second hand not needed
Can Opener 1 Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger grip area for hand
Can Opener 2 Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger handle size
Tea Kettle Functional Import Hand Import Functional Added for lid removal
Bin Scoop Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Size of grip for hand 1 larger
Colander Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger grip size
Colander Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Longer grip handle
Egg Beater Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Size of grip for hand 1
Hand Rake Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Changed grip angle for hand
Hand Rake Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger grip size
Magnetic Clip Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Small in size 
Soap Dispenser Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger surface are for importing hand on revised version
Stapler Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Change size of area with hand
Bottle Opener Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger handle surface area to make grip easier
Box Cutter Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Changed ergonomic change of surface to interface hand
TV Remote Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger buttons to import human signals
TV Remote Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger surface area to grasp remote
Phone Functional Import Hand Import Parametric Larger surface area to grasp receiver
Lopper Activity Import Hand Import Primary Easier to grasp with larger surface area
Bottle Brush Functional Import Hand 2 Import Functional Added  to remove nibble cleaner
Can Opener 3 Functional Import Hand 2 Import Morphological Left or right hand can be hand 2
Lopper Functional Import Hand 2 Import Morphological Added rubber to increase friction with surface
Food Grater Functional Import Hand 2 Import Parametric Added larger ergonomic grip
Potato Masher Functional Import Hand 2 Import Parametric Added larger ergonomic grip
Egg Beater Functional Import Hand 2 Import Morphological Change handle surface
Egg Beater Functional Import Hand 2 Import Parametric Size of grip for hand 2
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Soap Dispenser Functional Import Hand 2 Import Functional Import hand 2 function removed in revised version only one hand needed
Clothes Hanger Functional Import Hanging Rod Import Parametric Thinner hang on rod space
Colander Functional Import Hook Import Morphological Material change
Funnel Functional Import Jar Import Morphological Added rubber surface to create new higher friction stabling funnel
Colander Functional Import Liquid Import Morphological Material change allows for higher temperature 
Egg Beater Functional Import Liquid Import Morphological Product that needs to be washed is smaller
Tea Kettle Functional Import Liquid Import Morphological Different way to add liquid
Baby Spoon Functional Import Mouth Import Morphological Changed spoon surface to combination metal and gel plastic to be ridged and soft
Baby Spoon Functional Import Mouth Import Morphological New surface does not harm teeth
Colander Functional Import Pot Import Morphological Higher temp material allow for this function
Colander Functional Import Pot Import Morphological New material to reduce scratching of pot
Colander Functional Import Pot Import Morphological New method of hooking on pot with out melting product
Strainer Functional Import Sink Import Morphological Add rubber to increase friction
Strainer Functional Import Sink Import Parametric Wider lip on strainer
Dish Brush Functional Import Soap Import Functional Added soap holder in brush
Cork Puller Functional Import Solid Import Functional Add new feature
Cork Puller Functional Import Solid Import Functional Feature removed
Paper towel holderFunctional Import Solid Import Morphological Different way the towel role is held on the spindle no need to remove a top knob
Bin Scoop Functional Import Solid Import Parametric Scoop edge is softer due to material change
Colander Functional Import Solid And Liquid Import Parametric Size of colander opening changed to smaller
Bottle Brush Functional Import Surface Import Functional Base added
Baby Food BowlFunctional Import Surface Import Morphological Surface change to increase surface friction
Cord Catch Functional Import Surface Import Morphological Accomplish with out adhesive
Egg Slicer Functional Import Surface Import Morphological Added rubber to increase friction
Hand Rake Functional Import Surface Import Morphological Rake can import different width surfaces
Magnetic Clip Functional Import Surface Import Morphological Used new higher strength magnets

Measuring Cup Functional Import Surface Import Morphological Add rubber to increase friction
Pop Container Functional Import Surface Import Morphological New surface friction
Push Pin Holder Functional Import Surface Import Morphological Surface change to increase surface friction
Paper towel holderFunctional Import Surface Import Parametric Larger amount of friction rubber on bottom of product
Tub Stopper Functional Import Tub Overflow Import Functional Function removed in revised product implemented I different way
Bottle Brush Functional Import Water Import Functional Water storing Base
Box Cutter Functional Import Hand Import Morphological Had finder shield to protect imported hand in use
Can Opener 3 Functional Increase Force Increase Functional Function is removed
Can Opener 1 Functional Increase Force Increase Parametric Larger moment arm due to handle length

Measuring Cup Functional Indicate Volume Indicate Morphological enable large visual detection for measuring
Can Opener 6 Activity Insert New Batteries Insert New feature of battery powered
Can Opener 5 Activity Lift Handle Lift Added soap holder in brush
Push Pin Holder Activity Lift Lid Lift Added
Can Opener 3 Activity Lift Lid Off Can Lift Can lid cut in a different way to have now sharp edges and changes the way it is lifted off.
Stapler Activity Load Staples Load Activity changed in way it  interact with user to accomplish this
Can Opener 2 Activity Lock Handles In Place Lock New feature added to lock handles
Can Opener 2 Activity Mount Device On Bottle Mount Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 3 Activity Mount Device On Bottle Mount Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 4 Activity Mount Device On Bottle Mount Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 2 Activity Open Bottle Open Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 3 Activity Open Bottle Open Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 4 Activity Open Bottle Open Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 4 Activity Open Handles Open Added to  change in way the can lid is released
Can Opener 5 Activity Open Handles Open Human energy replaced by battery chemical energy
Can Opener 6 Activity Open Handles Open Human energy replaced by battery chemical energy
Can Opener 3 Activity Open Handles Open Open and closing handles removed
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Scissors Activity Open Scissors Open In revised version the right or left hand can accomplish this task in standard only right
Scissors Activity Open Scissors Open Spring assist user in this activity in revised version for lower force
Phone Activity Pick Up Receiver Pick Primary Easier to grasp with larger surface area
Dish Brush Activity Pick Up Soap Pick Removed with addition of soap in brush
Can Opener 3 Functional Pierce Solid Pierce Morphological Changed the way the lid is cut from the can
Can Opener 4 Functional Pierce Solid Pierce Morphological Can cut in a new way on side of the lid
Can Opener 5 Functional Pierce Solid Pierce Morphological Added
Cork Puller Functional Pierce Solid Pierce Parametric Added
Egg Beater Activity Place Base In Dishwasher Place Allow new ability to have dishwasher clean a part of the product

Bottle Brush Activity Place Base On Brush Holder Place Holder Added
Bottle Brush Activity Place Brush In Holder Place Holder added
Cheese Grater Activity Place Cap On Grater Place Added activity due to lid addition
Colander Activity Place Colander In Pot Place New activity as part of new feature
Funnel Activity Place Funnel In Bottle Place Easier to set in place with new grip

Egg Slicer Activity Place In Dish Washer Place Added due to being dishwasher safe
Colander Activity Place In Pot Place Number of hands has changed form two to one
Funnel Activity Place Insert In Funnel Place  new feature was added to strain contents in funnel
Pop Container Activity Place Lid On Container Place Less force to secure lid
Tub Stopper Activity Place Stopper Over Drain Place Less dexterity need in new version of this task

Can Opener 5 Activity
Plug Charger Cable Into 
Device Plug Added feature of rechargeable battery added to device

Can Opener 5 Activity
Plug Charger In The Wall 
Outlet Plug Added feature of rechargeable battery added to device

Can Opener 5 Activity Position Can Position Added
Can Opener 3 Activity Position Device Position Can be done with either hand
Cork Puller Functional Position Solid Position Functional Add new feature
Cork Puller Functional Position Solid Position Functional Feature removed
Can Opener 5 Functional Position Solid Position Morphological Different way to interface with can
Cork Puller Functional Position Solid Position Morphological Changed way the bottle is position
Dish Brush Activity Pour In Soap Pour Added soap holder in brush
Salad Spinner Activity Pour Out Water Pour Added store water feature
Bottle Brush Activity Pour Water Out Of Holder Pour Holder added
TV Remote Activity Press Button Press Primary Larger button to grasp
Cord Catch Activity Press Down On Clip Press Activity no longer need in revised version
Magnetic Clip Activity Press Down On Clip Press Can be done with one hand in stead of two
Soap Dispenser Activity Press Down On Dispenser Press Now only one hand is need for this activity
Magnetic Clip Activity Press On Clip Press Clip did not fall off surface with pressed with one hand like standard version
Magnetic Clip Activity Press On Clip Press Grip surface to receive hand
Hand Saw Activity Press Release Button Press Added to universal product
Egg Beater Activity Press Release Button Press New activity with new feature
Hand Saw Activity Pull Blade Out Pull Product preforms task in universal version
Tub Stopper Activity Pull Chain Pull Chain removed in revised version of product
Cork Puller Activity Pull Cork Out Pull Removed
Paper towel holderActivity Pull Lever Arm Pull Added in  because of new feature
Tea Kettle Activity Pull Lever To Close Valve Pull Activity replaced by a product function
Tea Kettle activity Pull Lever To Open Valve Pull Activity replaced by a product function
Tub Stopper Activity Pull Suction Cup Pull New securing feature made this activity necessary
Hand Saw Activity Push Blade In Push Difference surface make this easier
Pop Container Activity Push Button Push Added with new feature to release lid
Salad Spinner Activity Push Button Push New way to import energy
Can Opener 6 Activity Push Button Push Added
Pop Container Activity Push Button Down Push Added with new feature to secure lid
Salad Spinner Activity Push Stop Push New stop feature
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Stapler Activity Push Storage Button Push New feature to collapse stapler
Tub Stopper Activity Push Suction Cup Push New securing feature made this activity necessary
Stapler Activity Push To Store Push New feature to nest product has user push storage button
Can Opener 4 Functional Change Change Functional Added ratcheting
Salad Spinner Functional Refine Light Refine Morphological Changed material to clear
Cheese Grater Functional Regulate  Air Flow Regulate Functional Added functionality
Tea Kettle Functional Regulate Flow Regulate Morphological Changed the way the valve was opened
Hand Rake Functional Regulate Rake Width Regulate Functional New function to regulate the width of the rake for small spaces
Colander Functional Regulate Size Regulate Functional New function to change size
Can Opener 2 Activity Release Bottle Release Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 3 Activity Release Bottle Release Bottle opener not a part of this device
Can Opener 4 Activity Release Bottle Release Bottle opener not a part of this device
Dish Brush Functional Release Brush Head Release Functional Added replaceable brush heads
Can Opener 2 Functional Release Can Release Morphological Added switch to hold can until switched
Dish Brush Functional Release Cap Release Functional Added soap holder in brush
Cord Catch Activity Release Catch Release Activity no longer need in revised version
Egg Slicer Functional Release Energy Release Functional Added functionality
Paper towel holderFunctional Release Energy Release Functional New function as a result of new feature to hold role
Scissors Functional Release Latch Release Parametric Larch is red color to indicate attention
Scissors Activity Release Latch Release Activity not in standard because feature not in standard version
Hand Rake Activity Release Latch Release Larch added as part of new feature
Pop Container Functional Release Lid Release Morphological Less force for user to release lid
Tea Kettle Functional Release Lid Release Functional Added for lid removal
Can Opener 2 Functional Release Lid From Device Release Functional New Feature added to hold can lid
Can Opener 2 Activity Release Lid From Device Release New feature to hold can lid
Salad Spinner Functional Release Liquid Release Morphological Added
Can Opener 5 Functional Release Solid Release Morphological Releasing can changed
Colander Activity Remote Colander Form Pot Remote New activity as part of new feature
Cord Catch Activity Remove Adhesive Back Remove Activity no longer need in revised version
Egg Beater Activity Remove Base Remove New activity as part of new feature

Bottle Brush Activity
Remove Base From Brush 
Holder Remove Holder Added

Bottle Brush Activity Remove Brush From Holder Remove Holder added
Dish Brush Activity Remove Brush Head Remove Added replaceable brush head
Cheese Grater Activity Remove Cap Remove Added activity due to lid addition
Egg Slicer Activity Remove Clasp Remove Spring and clasp added
Cord Catch Activity Remove Clip Latch Remove Activity no longer need in revised version
Baby Food BowlActivity Remove Food Form The BowlRemove The added lib make taking food out of the bowl easier
Egg Slicer Activity Remove From Dishwasher Remove Added due to being dishwasher safe
Colander Activity Remove From Pot Remove Number of hands has changed form two to one
Clothes Hanger Activity Remove Hander Form Shirt Remove For strapped clothing the flexible grips are easier to remove

Pop Container Activity Remove Lid Form Container Remove Much less force to remove lid
Can Opener 4 Activity Remove Lid From Can Remove Can lid cut from can in a different way
Can Opener 5 Activity Remove Lid From Can Remove Magnet added
Baby Food BowlActivity Remove Lip Remove New activity due to new feature
Can Opener 6 Activity Remove Old Batteries Remove New feature of battery powered
Push Pin Holder Activity Remove Pushpin From MagnetRemove New activity because of new feature
Stapler Activity Remove Staple Remove Feature not present on UD version
Baby Food BowlActivity Replace / Attach Lip Replace New activity due to new feature
Dish Brush Activity Replace Brush Head Replace Added replaceable brush head
Push Pin Holder Activity Replace Lid Replace Lid added to revised product
Egg Slicer Functional Rotate Egg Rotate Functional Added function to rotate egg
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Bottle Opener Activity Rotate Hand Rotate Primary Easier on hand lower force
Egg Slicer Activity Rotate Holder Rotate Reduced steps for user
Cork Puller Functional Rotate Solid Rotate Functional Add new feature
Cork Puller Functional Rotate Solid Rotate Functional Added
Baby Food BowlActivity Scape Spoon On Lip Scape The lip adds an easy wait o scrape the food off the spoon back into the bowl.
Baby Food BowlActivity Scoop Food Out Of The DishScoop Lip make it easier to scoop  food
Dish Brush Activity Screw Lid Screw Added soap holder in brush

Bottle Brush Activity
Screw Nipple Cleaner In 
Handle Screw Nipple cleaner added

Paper towel holderActivity Screw Top Knob Screw Pair of activities replaced with product function
Baby Food BowlFunctional Secure Secure Functional Added secure lip
Colander Functional Secure Secure Functional Functional added as part of new feature
Hand Rake Functional Secure Secure Functional Secure handle expansion
Stapler Functional Secure Secure Functional New function added to  new feature to collapse stapler
Tub Stopper Functional Secure Secure Functional Function changed due to new method of secure tub stopper in place
Bottle Brush Functional Secure Brush Secure Functional Base added
Dish Brush Functional Secure Brush Head Secure Functional Added replaceable brush heads
Cord Catch Functional Secure Cord Secure Morphological Accomplish function with out closing clasp
Stapler Functional Secure Cover Secure Functional New function for new feature to nest product
Egg Slicer Functional Secure Egg Secure Morphological New way to hold egg
Can Opener 2 Functional Secure Lid Secure Functional New Feature added to hold can lid
Cheese Grater Functional Secure Lid Secure Functional Added due to addition of lid
Egg Slicer Functional Secure Lid Secure Functional Added functionality
Pop Container Functional Secure Lid Secure Morphological New method of holding lid on create pressure difference
Tea Kettle Functional Secure Lid Secure Functional Added for lid removal
Funnel Functional Secure Solid Secure Functional Feature added to hold funnel separator
Paper towel holderFunctional Secure Solid Secure Functional Added lever arm to hold role form spinning was accomplished by user in standard version
Scissors Functional Secure Solid Secure Functional Function added to secure scissors form opening needed in revised version of the product
Hand Saw Functional Secure Solid Secure Morphological New metal surface to minimized blade cutting hand saw handle
Tub Stopper Functional Secure Solid Secure Functional Added new functional as part of new feature to hang from side of tub
Stapler Functional Secure Staples Secure Morphological New feature to hold extra staples in place with magnet
Stapler Functional Secure Staples Secure Morphological The way it loads staple is implemented differently in the revised version spring not attached to lid of stapler
Bottle Brush Functional Secure Surface Secure Functional Base added
Paper towel holderFunctional Secure Surface Secure Parametric Heavier base to better friction
Egg Beater Functional Separate Separate Functional Added function for new feature of separate and couple
Hand Rake Functional Separate Separate Functional Added to separate rake tines as the handle is expanded
Tub Stopper Functional Separate Separate Morphological Seal is on top of tub not in drain so it can accommodate different tube drain sizes
Baby Food BowlFunctional Separate Separate Functional Added removable lip that can separate to add lid
Hand Rake Functional Separate Separate Functional Added to release handle for expansions
Baby Food BowlFunctional Separate Separate Morphological Added hump in the bowl that separates the food in the dish when lid added
Egg Slicer Functional Separate Egg Separate Morphological New way of removing egg
Cheese Grater Functional Separate Lid Separate Functional Added due to addition of lid
Strainer Functional Separate Liquid Form Solid Separate Morphological Added
Push Pin Holder Functional Separate Pushpin Separate Morphological Using magnet attached to lid to separate pushpin
Bottle Brush Functional Separate Solid Separate Functional Nipple cleaner added
Funnel Functional Separate Solid Separate Functional New function and part as new feature was added to strain contents in funnel
Egg Beater Functional Separate Solid Separate Morphological Can now use dishwasher to accomplish this task
Hand Saw Functional Separate Solid Separate Morphological New two finger switch
Pop Container Functional Separate Solid Separate Morphological New way to keep air tight
Tub Stopper Functional Separate Solid Separate Functional Added new functional as part of new feature to hang from side of tub
Stapler Functional Separate Staple Separate Functional Function removed as feature to remove staples removed
Stapler Functional Separate Staple Separate Feature not present on UD version

Can Opener 6 Activity Slide Battery Plate In Place Slide New feature of battery powered
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Can Opener 6 Activity
Slide Battery Plate Off 
Device Slide New feature of battery powered

Cord Catch Activity Snap Clip In Place Snap Activity no longer need in revised version
Salad Spinner Functional Spin Solid Spin Parametric Much smoother spinning for longer spin
Soap Dispenser Functional Stabilize Stabilize Morphological Redesign with larger base and area for hand interface mean only one hand is needed
Can Opener 2 Functional Stabilize Can Stabilize Morphological Hold can in place with no additional human force.
Clothes Hanger Functional Stabilize Cloth Stabilize Morphological New grip hold cloth in place
Funnel Functional Stabilize Funnel Stabilize Morphological Added rubber surface to create new higher friction stabling funnel
Push Pin Holder Functional Stabilize Pushpin Stabilize Morphological Using magnets to hold push pins in place
Paper towel holderFunctional Stabilize Role Stabilize Morphological Added spring looks to accomplish this task in a different way
Cork Puller Functional Stabilize Solid Stabilize Morphological New shield to grip bottle
Salad Spinner Functional Stop Solid Stop Functional Function added
Egg Beater Functional Store Store Functional Spring to store energy added with new feature
Can Opener 5 Functional Store Energy Store Functional New feature added
Can Opener 6 Functional Store Energy Store Functional New feature added
Egg Beater Functional Store Energy Store Functional Added function for storing energy
Egg Slicer Functional Store Energy Store Functional Added functionality
Hand Saw Functional Store Energy Store Functional Added because of new feature to store energy
Paper towel holderFunctional Store Energy Store Functional New function as a result of new feature to hold role
Scissors Functional Store Energy Store Functional New function that was not present in standard version spring to store energy
Stapler Functional Store Energy Store Functional New function for storing energy for nesting product
Box Cutter Functional Store Energy Store Functional New feature to store energy to retract blade
Salad Spinner Functional Store Liquid Store Functional Store liquid added
Hand Rake Activity Store Rake Store Easier with shorter and narrower rake
Stapler Activity Store Stapler Store New smaller width with compact mode
Bottle Brush Functional Store Water Store Functional Water storing Base
Paper towel holderActivity Tear Towel Tear More stable holder make this simpler less force
Paper towel holderActivity Tear Towel Tear Revised to be one handed operation
Baby Spoon Functional Transfer Transfer Parametric Changed spoon bowl shape to easily dispense food
Phone Functional Transfer Acoustic Energy Transfer Functional Add to allow voice dialing
Hand Saw Functional Transfer Energy Transfer Functional New function added because of new feature
Bottle Brush Functional Transfer Force Transfer Functional Nipple cleaner added
Can Opener 3 Functional Transfer Force Transfer Morphological Changed the way the gearing is done in the transfer of force
Can Opener 5 Functional Transfer Force Transfer Morphological Energy now primarily coming from chemical not human
Can Opener 6 Functional Transfer Force Transfer Morphological Energy now primarily coming from chemical not human
Egg Slicer Functional Transfer Force Transfer Morphological New method
Salad Spinner Functional Transfer Force Transfer Morphological Changed method
Tub Stopper Functional Transfer Force Transfer Morphological Metal plate on top of stopper transfers force away from the  drained instead of down in it.
Lopper Functional Transfer Force Transfer Morphological The four bar mechanism transfers the force differently than the single pivot mechanism
Box Cutter Functional Transfer Force Transfer Morphological Changed from a slide switch to side extender of a rotary blade
Watering Can Functional Transform Shape Transform Functional Add degree of freedom to story smaller
Can Opener 3 Activity Turn Crank Handle Turn Can be done with either hand
Can Opener 1 Activity Turn Crank Handle Turn Less force to turn crank handle.
Cork Puller Activity Turn Handle Turn Primary Change how much force the user applies
Can Opener 5 Activity Turn Handle Turn Human energy replaced by battery chemical energy
Can Opener 6 Activity Turn Handle Turn Human energy replaced by battery chemical energy
Can Opener 4 Activity Turn Handle Turn Added ratcheting

Can Opener 5 Activity
Unplug Charger From 
Device Unplug Added feature of rechargeable battery added to device

Can Opener 5 Activity Unplug Charger From Wall Unplug Added feature of rechargeable battery added to device
Dish Brush Activity Unscrew Lid Unscrew Added soap holder in brush

Bottle Brush Activity
Unscrew Nipple Cleaner In 
Handle Unscrew Nipple cleaner added

Paper towel holderActivity Unscrew Top Knob Unscrew Pair of activities replaced with product function
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Salad Spinner Activity Wait For Spinner To Stop Wait Spines much longer
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APPENDIX C 
 IRB 

 

  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
FWA # 00002030  
 
Date:         

PI:           

Dept:        

Title:         

       

RE:  Non Human Subject Research Determination for IRB Protocol Number       
 
Dear       
 
The Office of Research Support (ORS) reviewed the above protocol submission request and determined it 
did not meet the requirements for human subject research as defined in the Common Rule (45 CFR 46) or 
FDA Regulations (21 CFR 50 & 56). At this time you are free to begin your research as IRB approval is not 
necessary. You should retain this letter with the respective research documents as evidence that IRB review 
and oversight is not required. 
 
If you have any questions contact the ORS by phone at (512) 471-8871 or via e-mail at 
orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
James Wilson, Ph.D. 
Institutional Review Board Chair 
 
 

 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH SUPPORT  

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN  

 
P.O. Box 7426, Austin, Texas 78713 · Mail Code A3200 
(512) 471-8871 · FAX (512) 471-8873  

02/27/13

Austin B Talley

Engineering, Mechanical

Engineering Product Development with Universal Design Tools

2013-02-0036

Austin B Talley:
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APPENDIX D  
CAN OPENER ACTIVITY DIAGRAM AND FUNCTIONAL MODEL 
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APPENDIX E  
CONCEPT GENERATION SURVEYS 

 

Date __________               Time__________ 
 

This survey is being used to evaluate and improve a methodology for developing universally designed 
products. Your feedback will be used to improve the UD Handheld Check list, UD Handheld Guidelines, 
and UD Handheld Matrix.  
 
Please answer the following questions for the UD Handheld Check list, UD Handheld Guidelines, and UD 
Handheld Matrix. 

 Not at all 
useful 

Somewhat 
Useful 

Useful Very 
useful 

I did not 
use it at all 

1. The UD Handheld 
Checklist was: 

     

2. The UD Handheld 
Guidelines were: 

     

3. The UD Handheld Matrix 
was:  

     

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

4. This UD Handheld Checklist 
helped me to generate more ideas. 

     

5. This UD Handheld Guidelines 
helped me to generate more ideas. 

     

6. This UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to generate more ideas. 

     

7. The UD Handheld Checklist was a 
waste of time. 

     

8. The UD Handheld Guidelines was 
a waste of time. 

     

9. The UD Handheld Matrix was a 
waste of time. 

     

10. The UD Handheld Checklist helped 
me to think of more ideas. 

     

11. The UD Handheld Guidelines 
helped me to think of more ideas. 

     

12. The UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to think of more ideas. 

     

13. This UD Handheld Checklist 
helped me to produce better ideas. 

     

14. This UD Handheld Guidelines 
helped me to produce better ideas. 

     

15. This UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to produce better ideas. 

     

16. This UD Handheld Tool Set was 
useful. 

     

17. I feel that learning about universal 
design helped me see a human side 
of engineering  

     

18. This UD Handheld Tools helped 
me to generate higher quality ideas. 

     

 
What would you change about the UD Handheld Tool Set? 
 
 
 
How would you improve the UD Handheld Tool Set? 
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This survey is being used to evaluate and improve a methodology for developing 
universally designed products. Your feedback will be used to improve the 
checklist. 
 
Please answer the following questions for the UD hand held Checklist 

 Not at all 
useful 

Somewhat 
Useful 

Useful Very 
useful 

 

1. This checklist 
was:  

 

     

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

2. This checklist helped me to 
generate more ideas. 

     

3. This checklist helped me to 
generate higher quality ideas. 

     

4. This checklist was a waste of time.      
5. The checklists limited my 

creativity. 
     

6. The presentation of this checklist 
was easy to understand. 

     

7. The checklist was easy to use. 
 

     

8. This checklist helped me to 
produce better ideas.   

     

9. I expect to use this checklist in the 
future. 

     

10. This checklist needs improvements.      
11. This checklist was useful. 
 

     

12. The checklists helped me to think 
of more ideas. 

     

13. I liked using the checklist. 
 

     

 
What would you change about the checklist? 
 
 
 
 
How would you improve the checklist? 
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This survey is being used to evaluate and improve a methodology for developing 
universally designed products. Your feedback will be used to improve the 
guidelines.  
 
Please answer the following questions for the UD hand held Guidelines 

 Not at all 
useful 

Somewhat 
Useful 

Useful Very 
useful 

 

1. This guidelines 
was:  

 

     

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

2. This guidelines helped me to 
generate more ideas. 

     

3. This guidelines helped me to 
generate higher quality ideas. 

     

4. This guidelines was a waste of 
time. 

     

5. The guideliness limited my 
creativity. 

     

6. The presentation of this guidelines 
was easy to understand. 

     

7. The guidelines was easy to use. 
 

     

8. This guidelines helped me to 
produce better ideas.   

     

9. I expect to use this guidelines in the 
future. 

     

10. This guidelines needs 
improvements. 

     

11. This guidelines was useful. 
 

     

12. The guidelines helped me to think 
of more ideas. 

     

13. I liked using the guidelines. 
 

     

 
What would you change about the guidelines? 
 
 
 
 
How would you improve the guidelines? 
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This survey is being used to evaluate and improve a methodology for developing 
universally designed products. Your feedback will be used to improve the UD 
Handheld Matrix.  
 
Please answer the following questions for the UD hand held UD Handheld 
Matrix 

 Not at all 
useful 

Somewhat 
Useful 

Useful Very 
useful 

 

1. This UD Handheld Matrix was:  
 

     

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

2. This UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to generate more ideas. 

     

3. This UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to generate higher quality ideas. 

     

4. This UD Handheld Matrix was a 
waste of time. 

     

5. The UD Handheld Matrix limited 
my creativity. 

     

6. The presentation of this UD 
Handheld Matrix was easy to 
understand. 

     

7. The UD Handheld Matrix was easy 
to use. 

     

8. This UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to produce better ideas.   

     

9. I expect to use this UD Handheld 
Matrix in the future. 

     

10. This UD Handheld Matrix needs 
improvements. 

     

11. This UD Handheld Matrix was 
useful. 

     

12. The UD Handheld Matrix helped 
me to think of more ideas. 

     

13. I liked using the UD Handheld 
Matrix. 

     

 
What would you change about the UD Handheld Matrix? 
 
 
 
 
How would you improve the UD Handheld Matrix? 
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APPENDIX F  
CONCEPT GENERATION RATER DATA

 

!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
!"#$%&' ()%*+,-#$%&' .)/$"-%*%&' 0#&+,#$%&' 1+)%2,

345 6 7 7 7 6
348 6 7 7 7 6
346 5 7 6 8 6
349 8 7 6 7 6
34: 8 5 6 8 6
34; 6 5 6 8 6
34< 6 7 6 8 6
34= 6 7 7 8 7
34> 6 7 7 8 7
3457 8 5 6 8 6
3455 6 7 7 8 7
3458 6 7 7 8 6
3?5 6 7 7 7 6
3?8 8 5 5 5 6
3?6 6 7 7 7 7
3?9 6 7 7 7 7
3?: 8 7 7 8 7
3?; 7 7 7 5 7
3@5 8 5 6 8 6
3@8 8 5 5 5 5
3@6 5 7 5 5 5
3@9 5 7 5 5 5
3@: 8 5 5 8 5
3@; 5 5 6 8 6
3A5 8 5 6 8 6
3A8 6 5 6 8 6
3A6 8 5 6 8 6
3A9 6 5 6 5 6
3B5 5 5 5 8 5
3B8 6 5 5 8 6
3B6 6 5 5 7 6
3B9 8 5 6 8 6
3B: 6 7 7 7 8
3B; 6 7 6 7 6
3B< 6 5 7 8 7
3C5 6 5 6 8 6
3C8 5 7 5 8 5
3C6 5 5 6 8 6
3C9 6 5 6 8 6
3C: 6 5 6 D5 6
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!"# # # $ % $
!"% # & & % &
!"$ $ # $ # $
!"' # # % % %
!"( $ & & % &
!)# $ & & % &
!)% $ # & & $
!)$ % # # # %
!)' $ # % % %
!)( % # % % %
!)* # & # % #
!+# $ # & # $
!+% % # % % $
!+$ $ # % % %
!+' % # % % %
!+( # # % % %
!+* % # $ # $
!+, % # % % %
!+- $ & # % #
!.# $ # $ # $
!.% % # % % %
!.$ $ # % % %

/012345 67389:;12345 +7<20;38345 =149:12345 >973?:

!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
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!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
!"#$%&' ()%*+,-#$%&' .)/$"-%*%&' 0#&+,#$%&' 1+)%2,

345 6 7 7 5 7
348 6 7 7 5 7
346 8 5 6 5 6
349 6 5 6 5 6
34: 8 5 6 8 5
34; 5 5 7 8 7
34< 6 7 7 8 7
34= 8 7 7 5 7
34> 8 7 7 5 7
3457 8 5 5 8 6
3455 6 7 7 7 7
3458 6 5 5 5 6
3?5 8 7 7 8 7
3?8 5 5 7 8 5
3?6 6 7 7 5 7
3?9 6 7 7 5 7
3?: 5 7 7 5 7
3?; 6 7 7 5 7
3@5 8 5 6 8 5
3@8 8 5 5 8 5
3@6 8 5 5 8 5
3@9 8 7 7 7 7
3@: 8 5 5 8 5
3@; 8 5 5 8 5
3A5 8 5 6 8 5
3A8 8 5 6 8 6
3A6 8 5 6 8 5
3A9 8 5 6 5 5
3B5 5 5 6 8 6
3B8 8 5 5 8 5
3B6 6 5 5 5 5
3B9 8 5 7 8 7
3B: 6 7 5 5 5
3B; 5 7 7 5 7
3B< 6 5 7 8 7
3C5 8 5 6 8 6
3C8 6 5 7 8 7
3C6 5 5 6 8 6
3C9 8 5 6 5 6
3C: 6 7 5 5 6
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!"# # $ # % #
!"% # $ $ % $
!"& & # & # &
!"' % # # % #
!"( & $ $ % $
!)# # $ $ % $
!)% & $ $ # $
!)& % # # % #
!)' % # & % &
!)( # # & % &
!)* % $ $ % $
!+# & # $ # &
!+% % # % % &
!+& % # & % #
!+' % # & # &
!+( $ # & % #
!+* % $ # # #
!+, % # & % &
!+- & $ $ % $
!.# & # & # &
!.% % # & # &
!.& % # & # &

/012345 67389:;12345 +7<20;38345 =149:12345 >973?:

!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
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!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
!"#$%&' ()%*+,-#$%&' .)/$"-%*%&' 0#&+,#$%&' 1+)%2,

345 6 5 7 6 7
346 6 8 5 6 5
347 6 8 5 6 5
349 7 8 5 6 5
34: 5 8 7 6 7
3;5 6 5 7 6 7
3;6 6 5 7 6 7
3;7 7 8 8 8 7
3;9 6 5 7 6 7
3;: 6 5 7 6 7
3;< 7 5 7 5 7
3=5 6 5 7 6 7
3=6 6 5 7 6 7
3=7 6 8 5 6 5
3=9 7 8 5 5 7
3=: 7 5 7 6 5
3=< 7 8 8 5 7
3=> 6 5 5 6 5
3=? 7 8 6 6 6
3=@ 7 5 7 6 7
3A5 6 8 7 6 6
3A6 7 5 7 6 7
3A7 6 8 5 6 5
3A9 7 8 5 6 5
3A: 6 8 7 6 6
3A< 7 8 5 6 7
3B5 7 8 5 5 7
3B6 6 5 7 5 7
3B7 7 5 7 6 7
3C5 6 8 8 6 8
3C6 7 8 8 8 8
3C7 5 8 5 5 5
3C9 7 8 8 6 8
3C: 7 8 8 8 7
3D5 7 8 8 6 5
3D6 7 5 6 6 6
3D7 6 5 5 5 7
3D9 6 5 7 6 7
3D: 6 5 6 6 6
3D< 6 5 7 6 7
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!"# $ $ % & %
!"' & $ % & %
!"( & $ % & %
!"$) & $ % & %
!*$ & ) ) $ )
!*& % $ ) & %
!*% & $ ) & %
!*+ & $ % & %
!,$ % $ ) ) %
!,& % ) ) & %
!,% % ) ) & %
!,+ % $ ) & %
!,- % $ % & %
!,. % $ % $ %

/012345 67389:;12345 ,7<20;38345 =149:12345 >973?:

!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
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!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
!"#$%&' ()%*+,-#$%&' .)/$"-%*%&' 0#&+,#$%&' 1+)%2,

345 5 5 6 7 6
347 5 5 5 7 5
346 7 5 5 7 5
348 7 5 5 7 5
349 5 : 5 7 5
3;5 6 5 : 7 :
3;7 7 5 6 7 5
3;6 6 5 : 5 6
3;8 6 5 5 7 5
3;9 7 5 6 7 6
3;< 6 : : 5 6
3=5 : 5 6 7 5
3=7 7 5 6 7 5
3=6 7 5 6 7 5
3=8 6 : : 5 6
3=9 7 5 6 7 5
3=< 6 5 6 5 6
3=> 7 5 : 7 5
3=? 5 5 : 7 7
3=@ 7 5 6 7 6
3A5 7 : 6 7 7
3A7 6 5 6 7 6
3A6 7 : 5 7 5
3A8 6 : 5 7 5
3A9 5 5 6 7 7
3A< 6 5 5 7 5
3B5 6 : 5 5 6
3B7 6 5 : 5 6
3B6 7 5 5 7 5
3C5 7 : : 7 :
3C7 6 : : : :
3C6 5 : : 5 5
3C8 6 : : 5 :
3C9 6 : : 5 6
3D5 7 : 6 7 5
3D7 6 5 6 7 5
3D6 6 5 5 5 6
3D8 7 : 6 7 5
3D9 7 5 6 7 6
3D< 7 5 6 7 6
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!"# $ $ % & %
!"' % $ $ & $
!"( & $ % & $
!"$) & $ % & %
!*$ % ) ) & )
!*& % $ % & %
!*% & $ % & $
!*+ & $ % & $
!,$ % $ ) $ %
!,& % ) ) $ )
!,% % ) ) $ )
!,+ % ) ) $ )
!,- % ) ) $ )
!,. % $ $ $ %

/012345 67389:;12345 ,7<20;38345 =149:12345 >973?:

!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
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!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
!"#$%&' ()%*+,-#$%&' .)/$"-%*%&' 0#&+,#$%&' 1+)%2,

!34 4 5 4 5 4
!36 7 5 5 6 7
!37 6 5 5 4 7
!38 7 5 5 6 7
!39 7 5 5 5 7
!:4 6 4 7 6 7
!:6 6 4 7 6 7
!:7 6 5 4 6 4
!:8 7 5 4 6 4
!:9 7 5 5 6 5
!;4 7 4 7 4 7
!;6 7 4 7 6 7
!;7 6 4 7 6 7
!;8 6 4 6 6 6
!;9 4 4 4 6 4
!;< 6 5 6 4 6
!;= 7 4 5 5 7
!;> 4 5 4 6 4
!;? 6 4 7 6 7
!@4 6 4 7 6 7
!@6 6 4 6 6 6
!@7 6 4 6 6 6
!@8 6 4 6 6 6
!@9 7 4 7 6 7
!@< 7 5 4 6 4
!@= 7 5 5 4 7
!@> 6 4 7 6 7
!@? 6 4 6 6 6
!A4 7 4 6 6 6
!A6 7 5 5 5 7
!A7 7 4 5 5 7
!A8 6 4 7 6 7
!A9 7 5 7 6 7
!A< 7 5 5 6 5
!A= 7 5 7 6 7
!A> 7 4 7 6 7
!B4 7 4 4 4 7
!B6 6 4 7 6 7
!B7 6 4 5 6 7
!B8 7 4 7 6 7
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!"# $ % % # #
!"& $ % % & $
!"$ $ % $ & %
!"' $ # $ & $
!"( & # $ & $
!") $ % % # %
!*# & # & & &
!*& $ % % & %
!*$ $ % % & %
!*' # # # & #
!*( # % % & %
!*) $ # $ & $
!+# $ # & & &
!+& $ # $ & $
!+$ & # $ & $
!+' $ # $ & $
!+( $ # # & $
!+) $ # % & #
!+, $ % % & %
!+- $ % % & $
!+. $ % $ & $
!+#% $ # $ % $
!+## $ % % & $
!+#& $ # % % $
!+#$ $ # $ & $
!+#' $ # $ & $
!/# $ # & & &
!/& $ # % # $
!/$ & # # & &
!/' & # & & #
!/( $ % % & %
!/) # % % & %
!/, # % % & %
!/- $ % % & #

!012345 67389:;12345 +7<20;38345 =149:12345 >973?:

!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
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!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
!"#$%&' ()%*+,-#$%&' .)/$"-%*%&' 0#&+,#$%&' 1+)%2,

!34 5 6 6 4 6
!37 5 4 6 4 5
!35 5 4 6 4 5
!38 5 6 6 4 6
!39 5 4 6 4 5
!:4 7 4 5 7 4
!:7 7 4 4 7 5
!:5 4 4 4 7 5
!:8 7 6 6 7 6
!:9 4 6 6 7 6
!;4 5 4 5 4 5
!;7 5 4 5 7 5
!;5 7 4 4 7 5
!;8 7 4 5 7 5
!;9 4 4 5 7 4
!;< 4 4 5 7 4
!;= 5 4 4 4 5
!;> 4 6 6 7 6
!;? 7 4 5 7 5
!@4 7 4 5 7 4
!@7 7 4 5 7 5
!@5 4 4 5 7 4
!@8 7 4 5 7 5
!@9 7 4 4 7 5
!@< 5 6 6 7 6
!@= 5 4 5 7 4
!@> 7 4 5 7 4
!@? 7 6 6 7 6
!A4 7 6 6 4 6
!A7 5 6 6 4 5
!A5 5 6 6 4 6
!A8 5 4 5 7 4
!A9 5 6 6 4 7
!A< 5 6 4 4 4
!A= 5 6 6 4 6
!A> 5 4 5 4 5
!B4 5 4 4 4 5
!B7 7 4 5 7 5
!B5 7 4 5 7 5
!B8 5 4 5 7 5
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!"# $ % % # #
!"& $ % % # $
!"$ $ % % # %
!"' & # $ & #
!"( & # $ & $
!") $ % % # %
!*# & # $ & $
!*& $ % % & %
!*$ $ % % & %
!*' % % # & %
!*( & % % & %
!*) & # $ & $
!+# $ # & & $
!+& $ # $ & $
!+$ & # $ & $
!+' $ # $ & $
!+( $ # # # $
!+) $ # # # $
!+, $ % % # %
!+- $ % % # $
!+. $ % $ & $
!+#% $ # # # $
!+## $ % % # %
!+#& $ % % # %
!+#$ & # $ & #
!+#' $ # $ # $
!/# & # $ & $
!/& $ % % # %
!/$ $ # $ & $
!/' & # $ & #
!/( $ % % & %
!/) & % % & %
!/, & % % & %
!/- & # $ & #

!012345 67389:;12345 +7<20;38345 =149:12345 >973?:

!"#$%&'&()*+"&,
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APPENDIX G  
CONCEPT GENERATION AVERAGED DATA 

 

!"#$%&#'(%)%'!**'+$,-./
!"#$%&' ()%*+,-#$%&' .)/$"-%*%&' 0#&+,#$%&' 1+)%2, 3+-&452)&,2$ 6#&+

789 : ; ; ;<= 9<= 3 9
789; > 9 > > : 3 9
7899 : ; ; 9 ; 3 9
789> : ;<= ;<= 9<= : 3 9
78> : ; ; ;<= 9<= 3 9
78: 9<= ;<= : 9<= : 3 9
78? ><= ;<= : ;<= : 3 9
78= > 9 : > > 3 9
78@ > 9 9<= > 9<= 3 9
78A : ; 9<= > 9<= 3 9
78B ><= ; ; 9<= ; 3 9
78C ><= ; ; 9<= ; 3 9
7D9 ><= ; ; 9 9<= 5 :
7D> 9<= 9 ;<= 9<= > 5 :
7D: : ; ; ;<= ; 5 :
7D? : ; ; ;<= ; 5 :
7D= 9<= ; ; 9<= ; 5 :
7D@ 9<= ; ; 9 ; 5 :
759 > 9 : > > 5 9
75> > 9 9 9<= 9 5 9
75: 9<= ;<= 9 9<= 9 5 9
75? 9<= ; ;<= ;<= ;<= 5 9
75= > 9 9 > 9 5 9
75@ 9<= 9 > > > 5 9
769 > 9 : > > 3 9
76> ><= 9 : > : 3 9
76: > 9 : > > 3 9
76? ><= 9 : 9 > 3 9
7E9 9 9 > > > 5 :
7E> ><= 9 9 > > 5 :
7E: : 9 9 ;<= > 5 :
7E? > 9 9<= > 9<= 5 :
7E= : ; ;<= ;<= 9<= 5 :
7E@ > ; 9<= ;<= 9<= 5 :
7EA : 9 ; > ; 5 :
7F9 ><= 9 : > : 5 9;
7F> > ;<= ;<= > ;<= 5 9;
7F: 9 9 : > : 5 9;
7F? ><= 9 : 9<= : 5 9;
7F= : ;<= > ; : 5 9;
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!"# # $%& ' ' ' ( #
!"' # $ $ ' $ ( #
!") ) # ) # ) ( #
!"* #%& # #%& ' #%& ( #
!"& ) $ $ ' $ ( #
!+# ' $ $ ' $ ( #$
!+' ) $%& $ $%& #%& ( #$
!+) ' # # #%& #%& ( #$
!+* '%& # '%& ' '%& ( #$
!+& #%& # '%& ' '%& ( #$
!+, #%& $ $%& ' $%& ( #$
!-# ) # $ # ) ( #
!-' ' # ' ' ) ( #
!-) '%& # '%& ' #%& ( #
!-* ' # '%& #%& '%& ( #
!-& $%& # '%& ' #%& ( #
!-, ' $%& ' # ' ( #
!-. ' # '%& ' '%& ( #
!-/ ) $ $%& ' $%& ( #
!0# ) # ) # ) 1 )
!0' ' # '%& #%& '%& 1 )
!0) '%& # '%& #%& '%& 1 )
23# #%& # ) ' ) 1 #$
23' #%& $%& # ' # 1 #$
23) ' $%& # ' # 1 #$
23* '%& $%& # ' # 1 #$
23& # $ ' ' ' 1 #$
24# '%& # #%& ' #%& ( #
24' ' # ) ' ' ( #
24) ) $%& $ $%& ) ( #
24* '%& # ' ' ' ( #
24& ' # ) ' ) ( #
24, ) $%& #%& # ) ( #
21# # # ) ' ' ( #
21' ' # ) ' ' ( #
21) ' $%& ' ' # ( #
21* ) $ $%& # ) ( #
21& '%& # ) ' # ( #
21, ) $%& #%& # ) ( #
21. ' # $%& ' # ( #
21/ ' $%& # ' ' ( #
215 '%& # ) ' ) ( #
26# ' $ ) ' ' ( #$
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!"# $ % $ # $ & %'
!"$ # ' % # % & %'
!"( $ ' % # % & %'
!") %*) '*) $ # # & %'
!"+ $ '*) % # # & %'
!,% $ ' % % $ - $
!,# #*) % %*) % $ - $
!,$ #*) % # # # - $
!.% # ' ' # ' - %'
!.# $ ' ' ' ' - %'
!.$ % ' '*) % % - %'
!.( $ ' ' %*) ' - %'
!.) $ ' ' '*) $ - %'
!/% #*) ' %*) # % & %
!/%' # % $ # $ & %
!/# $ % #*) # %*) & %
!/$ #*) % % % $ & %
!/( # '*) $ # # & %
!/) # % #*) # #*) & %
!/+ # % $ # $ & %
!/0 % % $ # $ & %
!/1 #*) % # # # & %
!/2 # % $ # # & %
!3% #*) ' ' %*) ' & %
!3# $ % %*) # $ & %
!3$ # % %*) # # & %
!3( # % $ # # & %
!4% $ % ' '*) $ - $
!4# $ ' ' %*) %*) - $
!4$ $ ' ' %*) %*) - $
!4( $ '*) ' %*) %*) - $
!4) $ '*) %*) %*) %*) - $
!4+ $ % # % $ - $
56% # ' '*) '*) '*) & %
56# $ '*) ' %*) $ & %
56$ #*) '*) ' % $ & %
56( $ ' ' %*) %*) & %
56) $ '*) ' '*) $ & %
57% # % $ # # & %'
57# # % # # $ & %'
57$ %*) '*) % # # & %'
57( #*) ' '*) # '*) & %'
57) # ' ' # ' & %'
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!"# $ # $ # $ % #
!"& $ # $ & $ % #
!"$ & # & & $ % #
!"' & # &() & &() % #
!") # # & & # % #
!"* #() +() &() #() #() % #
!", $ # +() +() $ % #
!"- # + +() & +() % #
!". & # $ & $ % #
!/# & # $ & & " $
!/& & # &() & &() " $
!/$ #() # &() & #() " $
!/' & # &() & &() " $
!/) &() # & & $ " $
!/* $ + +() & +() " $
!/, $ +() #() #() & " $
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APPENDIX H  
CONCEPT GENERATION SURVEY DATA 

 

!"#$

The UD 
Handheld 
Checklist 
was:

The UD 
Handheld 
Guidelines 
were:

The UD 
Handheld 
Matrix was: 

% & ' &
Not at all 
useful = 0

% ( % (
Somewhat 
Useful =1

% % ( %
Useful =2

% & & &
Very useful 

=3

% & & &
I did not use 
it at all = 4

% ' % %
% & & &
% & % %
% & ' '
% & ' '
% ' ' %
%) % & (
%) & % %
%) & & %
%) % & %
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This UD 
Handheld 
Checklist 
helped me to 
generate 
more ideas.

This UD 
Handheld 
Guidelines 
helped me to 
generate 
more ideas.

This UD 
Handheld 
Matrix helped 
me to 
generate 
more ideas.

The UD 
Handheld 
Checklist was 
a waste of 
time.

The UD 
Handheld 
Guidelines 
was a waste 
of time.

The UD 
Handheld 
Matrix was a 
waste of 
time.

Strongly 
Disagree =1 ! ! " # # #

Disagree = 2 " ! " " # "
Neither Agree 

Nor Disagree = 
3 ! $ ! " " "

Agree = 4 " " " " " "
Strongly Agree 

= 5 # # # # # #
% ! ! # # #

! ! ! # # #
" # " # " #
" % # " $ "
% % % # # #
! ! " # # "

" ! # " # !
% ! ! # # #
! ! ! # # #

" ! # " " "
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The UD 
Handheld 
Checklist 
helped me to 
think of more 
ideas.

The UD 
Handheld 
Guidelines 
helped me to 
think of more 
ideas.

The UD 
Handheld 
Matrix 
helped me to 
think of more 
ideas.

This UD 
Handheld 
Checklist 
helped me to 
produce 
better ideas.

This UD 
Handheld 
Guidelines 
helped me to 
produce 
better ideas.

This UD 
Handheld 
Matrix helped 
me to 
produce 
better ideas.

This UD 
Handheld 
Tool Set was 
useful.

! ! " " " "

# # " # # # !

! $ ! ! $ ! "

! ! " " " " "

# # # ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! !
" # " ! " " !
" % $ " " $ !
! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! " !

" ! # " ! " "
% ! # " " # !
! % ! " " ! !

" ! " ! ! # !
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I feel that 
learning 
about 
universal 
design helped 
me see a 
human side 
of 
engineering 

This UD 
Handheld 
Tools helped 
me to 
generate 
higher quality 
ideas.

What would you change about the UD
Handheld Tool Set?

! " #$%&'()*+,-$./

0 1

1 1 2'33)45,--4)'66'7.)89(')6-95)7&,(.

" 1

" "
! "

1 1
0 " :$8;-6/)%$<')'=,8;-'3
" " >&')'(%9?8$73)6$(3.),?@)69('893.
" "
" " A@@),)3;99?),?@)'(%,9?98$73

" 1 >&')'='(3$9?)69(7'
" " B,C')$.)-'33)59(@/
" " D$,%(,8).9)&'-;)'=;-,$?)398')7,.,%9($'3

! !
E(9@+7.)8,.($=)<'(/)(';'.,.$<'))F99@)5,/)
.9)3$?$.$,--/)3.$8+-,.')$@',3
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How would you improve the UD Handheld Tool
Set?

!"#"$%&'()*(+,"(-.-"/

0'1)2/.&"(1)33.4)/.+%)'(4"+5""'(-./+%1%-.'+$
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+,/)2&,
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>/)?%#"(7)/"(#"+.%3$
0/&)')7%1(#"$%&'
@%&&"/A".$%"/(1)'+.1+(-)%'+(5,"'(,27.'(%$(
"8"/+%'&(*)/1"
B-".#("?"/9+,%'&()2+(7)/"
B3%&,+39(3"'&,+9(-/"++9(#"+.%3"#(+,)2&,

:)+($2/"
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APPENDIX I  
IRB PERCEPTIONS 

 

  
 
 

 

 
 
 
FWA # 00002030  
 
Date:        

PI:          

Dept:       

Title:         

       
  
Re:  IRB Exempt Determination for Protocol Number        
 
Dear       
 
Recognition of Exempt status based on 45 CFR 46.101(b)( ). 
 
Qualifying Period:   to .  Expires 12 a.m. [midnight] of this date. 
A continuing review report must be submitted in three years if the research is ongoing. 
 
Responsibilities of the Principal Investigator: 
 
Research that is determined to be Exempt from Institutional Review Board (IRB) review is not exempt 
from ensuring protection of human subjects.  The following criteria to protect human subjects must be met. 
The Principal Investigator (PI): 

 
1.   Assures that all investigators and co-principal investigators are trained in the ethical principles, 

relevant federal regulations, and institutional policies governing human subject research. 
 
2.   Will provide subjects with pertinent information (e.g., risks and benefits, contact information for 

investigators and IRB Chair) and ensures that human subjects will voluntarily consent to participate 
in the research when appropriate (e.g., surveys, interviews). 

 
3.   Assures the subjects will be selected equitably, so that the risks and benefits of the research are 

justly distributed. 
 
4.   Assures that the IRB will be immediately informed of any information or unanticipated problems 

that may increase the risk to the subjects and cause the category of review to be reclassified to 
expedited or full board review. 

 
5.   Assures that the IRB will be immediately informed of any complaints from subjects regarding their 

risks and benefits. 
 

 

 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH SUPPORT  
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Re: IRB Exempt Determination for Protocol Number       
Page 2 of 2 
 

 
6.    Assures that confidentiality and privacy of the subjects and the research data will be maintained 

appropriately to ensure minimal risks to subjects. 
 
7.   Will report, by amendment, any changes in the research study that alter the level of risk to subjects. 

 
These criteria are specified in the PI Assurance Statement that was signed before determination of exempt 
status was granted.  The PI’s signature acknowledges that they understand and accept these conditions.  
Refer to the Office of Research Support (ORS) website www.utexas.edu/irb for specific information on 
training, voluntary informed consent, privacy, and how to notify the IRB of unanticipated problems. 
 

1.   Closure:  Upon completion of the research study, a Closure Report must be submitted to the ORS.  
 
2.   Unanticipated Problems:  Any unanticipated problems or complaints must be reported to the 

IRB/ORS immediately.  Further information concerning unanticipated problems can be found in 
the IRB Policies and Procedure Manual. 

 
3.   Continuing Review:  A Continuing Review Report must be submitted if the study will continue 

beyond the three year qualifying period. 
 
4.   Amendments:  Modifications that affect the exempt category or the criteria for exempt 

determination must be submitted as an amendment. Investigators are strongly encouraged to 
contact the IRB Program Coordinator(s) to describe any changes prior to submitting an amendment. 
The IRB Program Coordinator(s) can help investigators determine if a formal amendment is 
necessary or if the modification does not require a formal amendment process. 

 
If you have any questions contact the ORS by phone at (512) 471-8871 or via e-mail at 
orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
James Wilson, Ph.D. 
Institutional Review Board Chair 

2013-03-0021
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APPENDIX J  
UNIVERSAL DESIGN PRESENTATION 

 

1 

Introduce my background and experience with engineering 
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2 

What is UD  
Read the Universal Design definition to the students 
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3 

Growing Population 
the US population over the age of sixty-five is projected to continually increase.  By 
2021, half the UK population will be over fifty. This growing senior population 
contributes an increasing fraction of the estimated 8.6 million people in the US who 
have difficulty with one or more activities of daily living 
Americans with Disabilities Act 

To date, industry adoption of universal design has been heavily influenced by 
government regulation. In the United States, implementation of universal design 
has primarily focused on compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act 
standards. These ADA standards have led to major changes to public buildings and 
working environments. As ADA standards have moved into the private realm, 
markets have developed for building universally designed homes that far exceed 
the minimum ADA building requirements.   

 Government Purchasing 
Section 508 of the 1998 revision of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has 
also prompted companies that seek to be US government-approved 
suppliers to evaluate the accessibility of their products.  

Industry Desire to Make Products All Individuals Can Use 
In a recent study on universal design of consumer products, 85 percent 
of the corporations surveyed felt that knowing how to initially design 
their products to make them more usable by people with disabilities was  
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4 

The Center for Universal Design at North Carolina State University (Raleigh, 
NC) has established a widely accepted set of seven principles of universal 
design  
 
To analyze accessibility of products, the Center for Universal Design created 
the Universal Design Performance Measure for Products (UDPMP) tool based 
on the seven principles of universal design. The tool is described as way for a 
non-engineering “designer” (often an industrial designer or graphic artist) to 
evaluate a product’s usability. The tool consists of a set of 29 written 
statements 
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10 

OXO Corporation was founded in 1990 on the premise of designing handheld 
kitchenware that all people could use. The company is synonymous with 
products that exhibit the seven principles of universal design. Through the use 
of very talented designers the company has successfully produced lines of 
hand held products that exhibit Universal Design principles.  Although its 
products are award-winning examples of universally designed products, the 
company considers the exact method they use to design products a trade 
secret, and thus OXO’s design methodology cannot be used as an industry 
standard. However, the presence of a line of products exemplifying universal 
design indicates that UD principles can be incorporated into design and that a 
UD tool is a realistic goal. 
OXO Corporation, 2009, OXO Awards, oxo.com/oxo/about_awards.htm, 
Accessed: 8/20/2012. 
Salter, C., 2005, “OXO’s Favorite Mistakes,” Fast Company, Oct, pp. 66-67. 
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11 

Social, economic and cultural connections are often at the intersection of 
engaging common products with daily activities.  Everyday products with 
enhanced Universal Design aspects create the possibility for all users to have 
an equitable experience with the product, helping take the “dis” out of disability 
while improving general good design for all people.  
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14 

From previous research standard and universally designed products were to 
find way to create metrics that would lead to universally designed products. 
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16 

In this test, the force to puncture a can with a can opener was measured. The 
can opener was placed in the vise and a force gauge was used to measure 
the force. This test set-up was repeated for the standard can opener. Similar 
tests were also performed for the salad spinner and corkscrew metrics. 
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Functional models are an established way to abstractly trace how materials, 
energy, and signals flow through and are transformed by a product. A 
functional model consists of the sub-functions within products that act on the 
materials, energy, and signals as they flow into, through, and out of a product.  

20 
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21 

OXO is recognized as a company that makes universally designed products.   
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23 

The Universal Design differences database was created to document the 
difference in 50 different paired products. 
 

The most commonly changed function is import hand, predominantly changed 
parametrically or morphologically.  The import hand only changed functionally 
when removed due to second hand not being needed.  This change in function 
related to many of the seven principles due to it being the direct and 
predominate interface with the user in majority of the products. 
  

Functions that related to how functions convert energy are another major area 
of changes were found, resulting in lower input force or frequency by the user. 
This change directly relates to principle six low physical effort.  Common 
changes in import hand were in the size of the handle grip interface and 
changes in surface friction of the handles. 
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25 

Talk about the handheld Universal Design Checklist 
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26 

Talk about the handheld Universal Design Guidelines 
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28 

Talk the student about using the Handheld Universal Design Checklist with one of the can openers 
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APPENDIX K  
PERCEPTIONS SURVEY 

   

 

Engineering Survey 
Last letter in last name ______________ 
Last four digits of primary telephone number (aka mobile number)__________________ 
Gender ___________ 
 
For each statement about engineering, please fill in the number that corresponds to how strongly you disagree or agree with the 
statement. 
 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
1. I expect that engineering will be a rewarding career. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

2. I expect that studying engineering will be rewarding. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

3. The advantages of studying engineering outweigh the disadvantages. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

4. I don’t care for this career. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

5. The future benefits of studying engineering are worth the effort. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

6. I can think of several other majors that would be more rewarding than 
engineering.   

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

7. I have no desire to change to another major (ex. biology, English, chemistry, 
art, history, etc.). 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

8. The rewards of getting an engineering degree are not worth the effort. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

9. From what I know, engineering is boring. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

10. I feel that learning about creating products that all individual can use will help 
me see a human side of engineering. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

11. Engineers contribute more to making the world a better place than people in 
most other occupations.  

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

12. Engineers are innovative. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

13. I see how creating products that all individuals can use can be a part of the 
engineering design process. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

14. Learning about creating products that all individual can use  makes me more 
excited about engineering.   

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

15. Engineering is an exact science. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

16. I think it is import to emphasize how engineers help individuals. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

17. Engineering is an occupation that is respected by other people.  ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

18. I like the professionalism that goes with being an engineer. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

19. I feel that learning about ways to make products all individuals can use made 
me more interested in wanting to create products that help all people. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

20. Engineering is more concerned with improving the welfare of society than most 
other professions.   

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

21. All engineers should use systematic methods in the design process that assist 
them with creating products that all individuals can use. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

22. Engineers have contributed greatly to fixing problems in the world. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

23. Technology plays an important role in solving society’s problems. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

24. Systematic methods that help engineers make products that all individuals can 
use will make the world a better place. 

! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

25. Engineers are creative. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

26. Engineering involves finding precise answers to problems. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 

27. I am studying engineering because I enjoy figuring out how things work. ! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 
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APPENDIX L  
PERCEPTIONS SURVEY DATA 
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!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$

4$5"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"#

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"# /,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"# 2$3()"# '()*+,#-./,)$$

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 2$3()"#

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$

4$5"#$ %$& /,)$$ 2$3()"# /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 2$3()"#

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$

4$5"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"# 2$3()"# 2$3()"#

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 2$3()"#

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$

4$5"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ +*+$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"#

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"# /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$

%$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"#

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ 2$3()"# 2$3()"# 01&",)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$

!"#$ 2* '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ 01&",)$$

!"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-.01&",)$$

4$5"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$

4$5"#$ %$& '()*+,#-./,)$$ '()*+,#-./,)$$ /,)$$ 01&",)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"#

!"#$ %$& /,)$$ /,)$$ /,)$$ 2$3()"# /,)$$ 2$3()"#
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!"#$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" 0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*""

!"#$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 3"4)*$%

5$%" &"' 0-*"" 0-*"" 0-*"" 12'$-*"" 0-*"" 12'$-*""

5$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 0-*""

5$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 0-*"" 3"4)*$%

5$%" &"' 3"4)*$% 3"4)*$% 3"4)*$% 3"4)*$% 3"4)*$% 3"4)*$%

!"#$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 12'$-*""

!"#$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 0-*"" 0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*""

5$%" &"' 0-*"" 0-*"" 3"4)*$% 12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 3"4)*$%

5$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*""

5$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ,+," ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*""

!"#$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 12'$-*""

5$%" &"' 0-*"" 0-*"" 0-*"" 12'$-*"" 0-*"" 3"4)*$%

5$%" 3+ ()*+,-%./0-*"" 0-*"" 3"4)*$% 0-*"" 12'$-*"" 12'$-*""

!"#$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 12'$-*""

5$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*""

5$%" &"' 0-*"" 0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 12'$-*"" 0-*"" 12'$-*""

!"#$%" &"' 0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 0-*"" 3"4)*$% 0-*"" 12'$-*""

5$%" &"' 0-*"" 0-*"" 0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" 0-*"" 3"4)*$%

5$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" 0-*"" 0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 3"4)*$%

5$%" &"' 0-*"" 0-*"" 0-*"" 12'$-*"" 0-*"" 3"4)*$%

!"#$%" &"' 0-*"" ,+," 0-*"" 3"4)*$% 0-*"" 3"4)*$%

5$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 12'$-*""

5$%" &"' ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" 12'$-*""

5$%" &"' 0-*"" 0-*"" ()*+,-%./0-*"" ()*+,-%./12'$-*"" 0-*"" 12'$-*""
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D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&&

D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& D/,&& D/,&& F&=-,$6 D/,&&

F&=-,$6 <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

D/,&& E+*$/,&& F&=-,$6 F&=-,$6 <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&&

D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& F&=-,$6 <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

D/,&& E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& F&=-,$6 D/,&& D/,&& D/,&&

D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& F&=-,$6 D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

<-,('/67"E+*$/,&&<-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

D/,&& E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&&

F&=-,$6 E+*$/,&& F&=-,$6 <-,('/67"D/,&& F&=-,$6 <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&&

<-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& F&=-,$6 <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

F&=-,$6 E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& F&=-,$6 D/,&& D/,&& D/,&&

D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

<-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

F&=-,$6 E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

<-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&& D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

<-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& D/,&& E+*$/,&& D/,&& D/,&&

D/,&& E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&&

D/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&& F&=-,$6

F&=-,$6 E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& F&=-,$6 D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

<-,('/67"D/,&& E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

<-,('/67"D/,&& E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& D/,&& F&=-,$6 D/,&& D/,&&

<-,('/67"D/,&& E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&& D/,&&

<-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

D/,&& E+*$/,&& E+*$/,&& D/,&& F&=-,$6 D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&

<-,('/67"E+*$/,&&<-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"E+*$/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&& <-,('/67"D/,&&
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!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ 0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) ('($ 0$1&#/) !"#$$

0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ 0$1&#/) %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) 0$1&#/) %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ 0$1&#/) %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ 0$1&#/) %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) !"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ !"#$$ 0$1&#/) !"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ 0$1&#/) !"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+,-./"#$$,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

!"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ 0$1&#/) !"#$$ !"#$$

0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ 0$1&#/) !"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) 0$1&#/) !"#$$ 0$1&#/) !"#$$ !"#$$

0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

%&#'(")*+,-./"#$$!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ !"#$$ ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

%&#'(")*+,-./"#$$%&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ !"#$$ ,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ 0$1&#/) %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ !"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

%&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$ %&#'(")*+!"#$$

,-./"#$$ %&#'(")*+,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

!"#$$ ,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$ !"#$$

,-./"#$$ ,-./"#$$ 0$1&#/) !"#$$ 0$1&#/) 0$1&#/) !"#$$
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!"#$%&' ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" !"#$%&' ($%)*+',-1+%"" !"#$%&' 1+%"" 1+%""

1+%"" ./0&+%"" !"#$%&' 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%""

1+%"" ./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%""

1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

($%)*+',-1+%"" ./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" 1+%"" !"#$%&' 1+%"" 1+%""

!"#$%&' !"#$%&' !"#$%&' !"#$%&' 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%""

($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

1+%"" ./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" 1+%""

./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" !"#$%&' 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%""

!"#$%&' ($%)*+',-1+%"" !"#$%&' ($%)*+',-1+%"" ./0&+%"" !"#$%&' ($%)*+',-1+%""

./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

($%)*+',-1+%"" ./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

!"#$%&' ./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" 1+%"" !"#$%&' ($%)*+',-1+%"" 1+%""

1+%"" ./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" !"#$%&' 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

1+%"" ./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" 1+%"" !"#$%&' 1+%"" 1+%""

!"#$%&' ./0&+%"" !"#$%&' 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%""

!"#$%&' ./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%""

($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" !"#$%&' 1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%"" ($%)*+',-1+%""

1+%"" ($%)*+',-./0&+%"" ./0&+%"" !"#$%&' ($%)*+',-1+%"" 1+%"" 1+%""
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